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Florida Senate - 1980

Sa 1.02

By Senator Gorman

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to bonds of units of local
4

government; requiring public sale and
competitive bidding for general obligation
bonds; prohibiting the giving or receiving of

6

certain bonuses, fees, and gratuities;
providing penalties; amending s. 112.3 12(2),
Florida Statutes; including any unit of local
government authorized to issue bonds within the

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
---•23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

definition of •agency• for purposes of the code
of ethics for public officers and employees;
amending s. 112.3145(1) (a), (b), Florida
Statutes; requiring financial disclosure by
certain officers and employees of units of
local government authorized to issue bonds;
creating s. 112.3 155, Florida Statutes;
limiting employment of members, officers, and
employees and former members, officers, and
employees of units of local government
authorized to issue bonds; providing penalties;
amending s. 2 18.38(1), (3), Florida Statutes;
requiring units of local government to disclose
certain information upon the issuance of bonds;
requiring underwriters to disclose certain
information; providing penalties; amending ss.
153.06(4), 16 1.38(2 )(d), Florida Statutes;
deleting conflicting provisions relating to the
manner of sale of bonds; specifying
applicability; providing an effective date.

31 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
1
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Section l.

Bonds; minimum standards for sale.--Any

2 other provisions of general or special law notwithstanding, no
unit of local governme�t may issue any general obligation

4 bonds unless:
5

(l)

The bonds are sold at public sale within the

(2)

Reasonable notice of such public sale is published

6 state;
8 in at least one newspaper of general circulation or financial

9 journal at least once not less than 10 days prior to the date

10 of sale; and
11

(3)

Such bonds are sold at such public sale pursuant

12 to competitive bidding or, if no bids are received or if all

13 bids are rejected, at a subsequent public sale pursuant to
14 competitive bidding.
15
16

Section 2.
(1)

Bonds; finder's fees prohibited.--

Any other provisions of general or special law

17 notwithstanding, no bond underwriter, commercial bank,

18 investment banker, or financial consultant shall give to any
19 person not regularly employed by, or a partner or officer of,

20 the underwriter, bank, banker, or consultant any bonus, fee,

21 or gratuity in connection with the sale of any general
22 obligation bonds or revenue bonds, including special

23 assessment bonds, issued by any unit of local government.
24 This subsection does not apply to bond counsel fees.

25

(2)

Any underwriter, commercial bank, investment

26 banker, or financial consultant which pays a bonus, fee, or

27 gratuity in violation of subsection (l) is guilty of a
2S misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable by fine as
29 provided in s. 775.083, Florida Statutes.

Any person who

30 receives an unlawful bonus, fee, or gratuity in violation of
31 subsection (1) is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree,
2
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punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
2 775.084, Florida Statutes.
Section 3.

Subsection (2) of section 112.312, Florida

4 Statutes, is amended to read:
112.312

Definitions.--As used in this part, unless the

6 context otherwise requires:
(2 )

"Agency• means any state, regional, county, local,

8 or municipal government entity of this state, whether

9 executive, judicial, or legislative; any department, division,
10 bureau, commission, authority, or political subdivision of
11 this state therein; &P any public school, community college,

12 or state university; or any unit of government authorized by
13 general or special law to issue general obligation bonds or
14 revenue bonds, including special assessment bonds.
15

Section 4.

17

112.3145

19

(1)

Paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (1) of

16 section 112.3145, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

Disclosure of financial interests and clients

18 represented before agencies.-For purposes of this section, unless the context

20 otherwise requires:
21

(a)

22

l.

"Local officer• means:
Every person who is elected to office in any

23 political subdivision of the state, and every person who is

24 appointed to fill a vacancy for an unexpired term in such an

25 elective office.
26

2.

Any appointed member of a board, commission,

27 authority, community college district board of trustees, or
28 council of any political subdivision of the state, excluding
29 any member of an advisory body.

A governmental body with

30 land-planning, zoning, or natural resources responsibilities
31 shall not be considered an advisory body.
3
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3.

Any member of the governing board of a unit of

2 local government, which unit of local government is authorized
3 by general or special law to issue general obligation bonds or
4 revenue bonds, including special assessment bonds.
4. �T

Any person holding one or more of the following

6 positions, by whatever title, including persons appointed to
act directly in such capacity, but excluding assistants and
a deputies unless specifically named herein:

clerk of the

9 circuit court; clerk of the county court; county or city
10 manager; political subdivision chief; county or city

11 administrator; county or city attorney; chief county or city
12 building inspector; county or city water resources
13 coordinator; county or city pollution control director; county
14 or city environmental control director; county or city
15 administrator, with power to grant or deny a land development
16 permit; chief of police; fire chief; city or town clerk;
17 district school superintendent; community college presidents;
18 or a purchasing agent having the authority to make any
19 purchase exceeding $100 for any political subdivision of the
20 state or any entity thereof.
21

(b)

22

1.

•specified employee• means:
Public counsel created by chapter 350; an assistant

23 state attorney; an assistant public defender; a full-time
24 state employee who serves as counsel or assistant counsel to
25 any state agency; a deputy commissioner; and a hearing
26 examiner.
27

2.

Any person employed in the office of the Governor

� or in the office of any member of the cabinet, if that person
29 is exempt from the career service system, except persons
30 employed in clerical, secretarial, or similar positions.
31

4
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3.

Each appointed secretary, assistant secretary,

2 deputy secretary, executive director, assistant executive
3 director, or deputy executive director of each state
4 department, commission, board, or council; unless otherwise
5 provided, the division director, assistant division director,

6 deputy director, bureau chief, and assistant bureau chief of
any state department or division; or any person having the
s power normally conferred upon such persons, by whatever title.
4.

9

The superintendent or institute director of a

10 mental health institute established for training and research

11 in the mental health field; the superintendent or director of
12 any major state institution or facility established for

13 training, treatment, or rehabilitation; or any person having
14 the power normally conferred on such persons by whatever
15 title.
16

5.

Business managers, purchasing agents, finance and

17 accounting directors, personnel officers, and grants
18 coordinators for any state agency, or persons having the power
19 normally conferred upon such persons, by whatever title.
20

6.

The Auditor General; the Sergeant-at-Arms and

21 Secretary of the Senate; the Sergeant-at-Arms and Clerk of the
22 House of Representatives; the Executive Director of the Joint
n Legislative Management Com�ittee; the Director of Statutory
24 Revision; and the staff director of each committee of the
25 Legislature.
u

7.

Each employee of the Commission on Ethics.

27

8.

Any full-time state employee who, in addition to

� his regular duties, accepts compensation which in the
� aggregate exceeds $250 for consultations with other state
30 agencies or with other government or business entities.
31
5
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authorized to issue general obligation bonds or revenue bonds,

3 including special assessment bonds, the work of which employee
4 is connected in any way with the sale or issuance of such
5 bonds.
Section 5.

Section 112.3155, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
112.3155
9

Officers and employees of bond issuing

authorities; limitation on employment.-(1)

11 board of

a

No member, officer, or employee of the governing
county, municipality, school district, or special

12 district, while he is such

13 for

a

a

member, officer, or employee and

period of 2 years following the date he leaves such

14 office or employment, shall, on behalf of any bond
15 underwriter, commercial bank, investment banker, or financial
16 consultant, appear before, solicit business from, or use his
17 influence with:
18

(4)

The agency of which he is or was a member,

19 officer, or employee;
20

(b)

Any agency having control over the agency of which

21· he is or was a member, officer, or employee; or
22

(c)

Any agency the governing board of which is

23 appointed, in whole or in part, by the agency of which he is
24 or was a member, officer, or employee.
25

(2)

Any person who violates the provisions of

U subsection (l) is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree,
27 punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
28 775.084.

Such person is also subject to the penalties

� provided by s. 112.317.
30

Section 6.

Subsections (1) and (3) of section 218.38,

31 Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
6
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218.38

Notice of bond issues required; verification.--

(l)j&

Each unit of local government authorized by

3

general or seecial law to issue general obligation bonds or

4

revenue bonds, including special assessment bonds, shall

5

furnish the Division of Bond Finance of the Department of

6

General Services a complete description of all outstandi ng
bonds and shall also provide the division with any notice of

8 sale or official statement for the purpose of offering b ands,
9

prior to sale, for inclusion into the bond newsletter.

10

Failure to submit prior notice of a proposed new bond issue

11

shall not affect the validity of the bond issue.
(b }

12

1.

The 2overnin2 board of each unit of loca 1

13

government authorized by 2eneral or seecial law to issue

14

general obligation bonds or revenue bonds, includin2 seecial

15

assessment bonds, shall, ueon issuance of an:i'. such bonds , file

16

with the Division of Bond Finance, on forms erescribed by the

17

division and si2ned by all members of such board, the

18

following information to the best knowled2e of each board

19

member:

20
21
22

a.

The name and address of each underwriter connected

with the bond issuei
b.

The name and address of any attorney or financial

23

consultant who advised the unit of local '.ilovernment with

24

reseect to the bond issue;

25

c.

An:z: mana2ement fee char2ed b:z: the underwriter

26

d.

The underwritin2 seread which the underwriter

27
28
29

expects to realizei
e.

Any fee, bonus, or 2ratuity eaid by the underwriter

in connection with the bond issue; and

30
31

7
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f. Anl:: other fee paid bl the unit of local 2overnment

2 with respect to the bond issue, includin2 an:i;: fee paid to

3 attornexs or financial consultants.
4

At the time of sale of an:i;: bonds b:i:: a unit of local

2.

5 2overnment to an underwriter, such underwriter shall file with
6

the Division of Bond Finance and the unit of local 2overnment
a sworn statement containin2 the information reguired bl::

8 subsubpara2raphs c., d., and e. of subpara2raph l.

9

10 The information disclosed pursuant to this para2raph shall be

11 maintained bl the division as a public record and shall also

12 be filed with the clerk of the circuit court of each countx in

13 which the unit of local 2overnment has authoritl•
14

(3)

If a unit of local government fails to verify,

15 pursuant to subsection

(2),

the information held by the

16 division, or fails to provide a complete description of all
17 outstanding bonds pursuant to para2raph (1) (a) or the

18 information re5uired bl para2raph (l') (b) e11eeeet:ieB-f¼t, the

19 division shall notify the Legislative Auditing Committee of
20 such failure to comply.

Following receipt of such

21 notification of failure to comply with these provisions, the
22 Legislative Auditing Committee may:
(a)

23

In the case of a city or county, notify the

24 Department of Revenue and the Department of Banking and

25 Finance that the local unit of government has failed to
26 comply.

Upon notification, the Department of Banking and

27 Finance shall withhold any funds payable to such governmental
28 entity until the required information is received by the

29 division.
30

(bl

In the case of a special district, notify the

31 Department of Community Affairs that the special district has
8
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Upon notification, the Department of
shall proceed pursuant to ss. 189.008 and
3 189.009.
-

4

Section 7.

Subsection (4) of section 153.06, Florida

- 5 Statutes, is amended to read:
153.06
(4)

Issuance of bonds.--

�he-isswanee-ef-sweh-eenes-sha½i-nee-ee-swe;eee-ee

a any-½ifflieaeiens-e•-eeneieiens-eeneainee-in-any-eehe•-seaewee
9 aAe-ehe-eawney-eemfflissien-•ay-se½i-sweh-eenes-in-sweh-•anne•
10 e•eee•-ae-pws½ie-e•-p•i¥aee-sa½e-ane-fe•-sweh-p•iee-as-ie-•ay

n aeeefffl¼Ae-ee-ee-fe•-ehe-eese-ineefeses-ef-ehe-eewney7-ewe No
12 sweh sale of bonds shall be made at a price so low as to

13 require the payment of interest on the money received therefor

14 at more than 7 1/2

percent per annum computed with relation

15 to the absolute maturity of the bonds in accordance with the

16 standard tables of bond values, excluding, however, from such

17 computations the amount of any premium to be paid on
18 redemption of any bonds prior to maturity.

It

Prior to the

19 preparation of definitive bonds, the county may, under like
20 restrictions, issue interim receipts or temporary bonds with
21 or without coupons exchangeable for definitive bonds when such
22 bonds have been executed and are available for delivery.

The

23 county commission may also provide for the replacement of any
24 bonds which shall become mutilated or be destroyed or lost.
25

Section a.

Paragraph (d) of subsection (2) of section

� 161.38, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
27

161.38

28

(2)

Issuance of bonds.--

The board of county commissioners shall determine

29 the form of such bonds, including any interest coupons to be
130
31

attached thereto, the denomination of the bonds, and the place
9
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of payment of principal and interest which may be at any bank
2 or trust company within or without the state.
(d)

�fte-ies�eftee-e£-eeftde-pPev¾eed-£e•-iH-pa•e-%%-ef

4 eRis-eRepeeP-eRa¼¼-ftee-ee-e�e;eee-ee-efty-¼ifflieaeiefts-eP
5 ••ftdieiefts-eefteeiftee-ift-efty-eeheP-¼aw7-afte-efte-eee•e-ei-ee�ftey
p¥e¼¼e-eP-pf¼¥aee-ee¼e-aftd-ief-S¥eh-pfiees-ee-ie-fflay-eeeefffl¼fte
s ee-ee-ift-ehe-eese-ifteepeeee-er-ehe-eieepiee-eefteePftee7-e¥e No
9 s¥eh sale of bonds shall be made at a price so low as to
10 require the payment of interest on money received therefor at
11 a rate in excess of 6 percent per annum, computed with
12 relation to the absolute maturity of the bonds in accordance
13 with standard tables of bond values, excluding from such
14 computation, however, the amount of any premium to be paid for

15 the redemption of any bonds prior to maturity.
16

Section 9.

The provisions of this act relating to

17 public officers and employees shall apply to any person
18 holding such office or employment on or after the effective

w

20

21
22

date of this act.
Section 10.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1980.

*****************************************

23

SENATE SUMMARY

24

Requires all general obligation bonds issued by a unit of
local government to be sold at public sale upon
competitive bidding. Prohibits the giving or receiving
of finder's fees in connection with local bond issues and
provides penalties therefor.

25
26

27
28
29
30

31

Applies the code of ethics for public officers and
employees to officers and employees of units of local
government authorized to issue bonds. Requires financial
disclosure under s. 112.3145, F.S., of officers and
certain employees of units of local government authorized
to issue bonds.
Prohibits any member, officer, or employee of the
governing body of a unit of local government which is
10
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2
3

4

5
6

authorized to issue bonds from appearing before,
soliciting business from, or using his influenc• with the
unit and certain other units of local governaent on
behalf of a bond underwriter, commercial bank, investaent
banker, or financial consultant while he is such a
member, officer, or employee and for a period of 2 years
following the date he leaves such office or eaployaent.
Provides penalties.
Requires units of local government to disclose certain
information upon issuance of any bonds and provides
penalties f'or failure to so disclose. Requires bond
underwriters to disclose certain information.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

11
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to financial matters pertaining
to political subdivisions; amending s.
ll2.3145(1)(b) , Florida Statutes, redefining
the term "specified employee• to include
described employees of units of local

governments; creating s. 218.385, Florida
Statutes, relating to the sale of county,
·municipal and special district bonds; providing.
definitions; providing procedures with respect
to such sales; amending s. 218.38(1) and (3),
Florida Statutes, requiring the filing of
disclosure statements following a bond closing
by units of local government with the Division

15

of Bond Finance of the Department of General

16

Services; providing for the required

-c 17

information in such statements; providing an

a. ... 18

effective date.

�g
s.,,-

::: �

19
...•.e
,: .,..
20
,:

Iu 11...

"Cl

s. 21

�� 22
-111

a� 23
i§j 24
en <II

201 &
216

ae It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Paragraph (b) of subsection (1) of section

112.3145, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
112.3145

Disclosure of financial interests and clients

"' 25 represented before agencies .-26

(1}

For purposes of this section, unless the context

28

(b)

"Specified employee" means:

29

1.

D otherwise requires:

30
31

Public counsel created by chapter 350; an assistant

state attorney; an assistant public defender; a full-time

state employee who serves as counsel or assistant counsel to
CODING: Wor,I, in -i. ._.,. type a,e deletions frOfll exi•tlllf low; .,.,,c1, unde,li9u.are achlitian,.

�my state agimcy; a deputy commis.sionet; and a hearing
' .2

· exNiin,er.
Any person employed in the office of the Governor

2,

�

or in the office 9f any member of the c;:abinet, if tbat person

5 is exempt ·from the .career service systea, e,c:cept persons
employed in clerical, secretarial, or 'similar

6

3.,

·1

po.Id tions.

Each appointed secretary, assistant ueret,u;y;

1. deputy secretary, executive director, as,istant executive
, d lrector ,. or deputy .executive director of each state
W · depac.t111eot, co111111isf!lion, board, or council1 unless otherwise

,�';
, ':

ll frovided, the division director,. 4ssistant div;l.sion director,
, ·. :;12; de,pµt.y .di recto�, bureau chief, and assistant bureau chief of

�' .;,�

'

• $' '

:��(:�. :•1'Y

'

et�e·

department or dh'lsion; or anY
. person having the

• ;·:, · '\4. po�r. normally conferred UPQn such persons, by whatever title,
The superintendent or' institute director of a

4.

·16. ·11umt�l .health institute established for training and research
l7 ··til th- 111ental health field; the. superintendent or director of
,

,,,:

· 18 .any 111a,jor st.ate instituj:ion· or· facility establish.ed fo.r
'

'

0.,, ·: I� · ·tral.nhtg, t�eatmen);, · o� .rebab�i.tabion, or ,any person having
' 2G . �be power tsormally conferred on·�'tich· petsoma by whatever
.'1,. t.'itle.
5. · �usineh managers, purchasing agents, finance and·

,.·:;. 2?

;if.:.14

;;�;;,' '

aei::ountin13 directors, \>8rsonnel officers,· and grants
·',c:ooriHnat.�rs for.any state ag�ncy, or perilon$ having the power
' "

,i

'

'

,::·:;;:;� J.l'fJ�.tUy l\'i;0nferrl'(l upon
_ .
'
" - ";
'

-6�

)4.

.

sue))

persons, by Whatever title.

,·· ..
The Audit.or.<lenn.ah the serg•ant.:.:at-Ar111s and
.
�
11· · �crit�y f t�� ����; -tbe ser9,aant:-•t---�1·1H ant.'; Clerk of the

�;··,>·23. · :•pse "<>f Repr.esent�t1•1es; tb.li··�itOutive ,Dlrector of the Joint
;·2'1

2, 27

·�9�ti,,.
•'" � l

l'llltnagement Coni�itte�:f th� !)i�ector of Statutory
,f '

•

. ··�· .. He,,�si'on; ,md the st.aff dir�ctot of each committee of the
' ;

2.28
2.29
2.30
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

3.5
3.6

3.7

3.8

3,9
. 3.10
3.11
3,12

3,U.

3.14
3·.1s
3 .16
3.17
3.1s·

•
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7.

Each employee of the Commission on Ethics.

3.19

8.

Any full-time state employee who, in addition to

3.19/

3 his regular duties, accepts compensation which in the

4 aggregate exceeds $250 for consultations with other state
5

agencies or with other government or business entities.
9.

Any employee of a unit of local government which is

authorized to issue general obligation or revenue bonds,

8 including special assessment bonds, the work of which employee

9 is directly and primarily connected with the sale or issuance
10

of such bonds, other than an employee whose function is only

11

clerical or ministerial.
Section 2.

12
13

created to read:

14
15

218.385
sale.-(1)

16
17

18

Section 218.385, Florida Statutes, is

County, municipal, special district bonds;

The word •bonds• as used in this section shall
"General obligation bonds" which are obligations

19 of a unit secured by the full faith and credit, or payable
20

from the proceeds of ad valorem taxes, of the governmental

21

unit.

22
23

(b)

3.19/

l:lus

3.19/
3.19/

3.19/
3.19/
3.19/

include the following meanings as defined:
(a)

3.19/

l:lus
3.19/

l:lus
3.19/

3�19/
3.19/

"Revenue bonds� which are obligations of a unit to 3.19/

pay the cost of a self-liquidating project or improvements

24 thereof or combination of one or more projects or improvements

3.\9/

25 thereof, and payable from the earnings of such project and any 3.19/
� other special funds authorized to be pledged as additional
V
28

security therefor.
(c)

"Limited revenue bonds" which are obligations

29 issued by a unit to pay the cost of a project or improvement
30 thereof, or combination of one or more projects or
31

improvements thereof, and payable from funds exclusive of ad
3
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3.19/

l:lus
3.19/
3.19/

-, , v�11>t!! taicff 1 .spec:ial assessments, or earnings from sllt:h

c-t:s. �t, improvement$.
. '.��1 Ji«
- �tb
,.
-

t - ··. , ·

·{d)

•se•cial assessment bonds• which au bonds that

'.:'''' .. eoyJ4�-'fo-r'·capU;al improv.eraents and u;e paid in whole or in
· � ·t>!ft bX: l!trfi!!f .and collecting special asSJessments on the

...

3.19/21.

l:lus

•

3,19/22
3.19/23-

6 sb!lttil'.li, adjoinil'lg·, contiguous, or other specially benefit1;1<1

�-:,-.1-�!YJ?!rtx,
'

J

k;;·'

'

t,. �fined

3,19/2�

-

{2)

All bonds sold b� a unit- of local government, as

in s. 218.31{1), shall be sold at public sale by

,,:,,: : :·to -�l?!!titive bids at such place or pl-aces as the g overning body
__

;f

l:lus
3.19/25
3, 19/26

n . •�11. clet•rmlne to receive. eropgsals for the purchase of 1luch

· lt bonds. .Notice of s ucl't sale shall be 'Pi9!WfJbed.

e- or 111ore

.l� t1,11p1•, at least 10 days prior to the date, of· sale in one or:

•<. ·-�

-.re •!\♦..f?!I?•ts or financial jou):nals published within or

,• � U ·wt,hout the state, and shall. contain such terms as the

M: uverniml bo<IX shall deem adViSfble and_ proper under the

3_.19/28
3, 19/2?

t

t7 , (lh"eJllllstances. Howev•r,. i.f the gpv,rning body shall by
,
negotiated
lt ', teaolution .at a public.meetipg'deteimtne that

3 .19/3fl ,

VA

3.19/31

.a

I

sa1• o( such.�s is.in the best interest of the issuer, the

'3,19/32

,','.i!O .�ovarn�M bod;( HX oegoti11te for .sale -of such bonds.
(a)

'rn the resolution authorizing the negotiated sale,

;,;: � 22 'tb1a lo<r!l gove.rnins body shall provide specifi� findirygs as to
'23

the reasons-regulring the negotiatitd sale.

25 ., issue and pre�ailing iauket conditions that necessitate a

} ;-� n5ot;i-a�-id -sale .
,:;:, 11

. .,:-

?_'.,e
2t ,

(bJ

l:lus
3 .19/33

said reasons shall' 3,19/3�

; � 24. -� in5l�Ud�: � ·but not be Uiaited _to, characteristics of the bond

::.

3_.19/27

A reaolutioil authorizing· a neg otiated bond .sale

3,19/35
l:lus

the issuance of
!!ff be th'e same i:-esolution as that author:iz:tng
·
_

3.19/37

p) . All 2roeosals for the jurctjase· of any bonds

3.19/38

N,CJ+· �-�-

.---�'-· 9tt.t�-

bx; a ..unit of local governmitnt shall be opened in

.
ty,.
�• m-..1, _.,.
COl)Jt4Gi
'

4

"'* d.t•tt- �.�stilt; law; word• vlJflF!im .,,., td,llti011s.
'·

'

l7l-l4OA-4-O
public.

Such bonds when competitively bid shall be awarded by

2 resolution to the lowest bid consistent with the notice of
3 sale.
4

(4)

3,19/

No bid conforming to the notice of sale may be

5 rejected unless all bids are rejected.

l:lus

If all bids gre

6 rejected, such bonds may be sold thereafter at public

sale

by

competitive bids or by negotiated sale pursuant to this
8 section.
(S)

9

3.19/

No bonds of a unit of local government shall be

10 issued unless the face or reverse thereof contains a

3.19/
3.19/
3.19/

11 statement, executed either manually or b;i: facsimile signature,

3.19/

13 responsible for issuing such bonds to the extent that issuance

3,19/

12 of the appropriate officer of the unit of local government

14 of such bonds has been approved under the provisions of this

15 act,

Such statement shall be conclusive evidence as to

16 approval of the issuance of such bonds and that the
17 requirements of this act have been fully complied with.
18

(6)

In the event the local governing body decides to

19 negotiate for a sale of bonds, the senior managing
20 undetwriter, or financial consultant or advisor if applicable,

21 shall provide to the unit of local government, prior to the
22 award of bonds to the senior managing underwriter, a
23 disclosure statement containing the following information:
24

(a)

An itemized list setting forth the nature and

25 estimated amounts of eJCpenses to be incurred by the managing
�'underwriters in connection with the issuance of such bonds.
27 Notwithstanding the foregoi'ng, any such 1ist may include an
28 item for �iscellaneous expenses, provided it includes only

3,19/
3.19/
3.19/

3.19/
3,19/
3.19/
3.19/
l :lus
3.19/
3,19/

3.19/

3.19/

'l9 minor items of expense which cannot be easily categorized

30 elsewhere in the statement. ,

31

3.19/

s
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(bl

i

The names,·addresses and estimated amounts

o

f

��nsati�n of any person who enters into an understanding

. ·. ,,i· ,_with• el titer the issuer

or managing underwriters

o

r both, for

l:lus
3.19/59 •
3.19/61.

4 any pa'id or promised compensation or valuable consideration,
'5 directly o.r indirectly, expresi;ly or implied, to act solely as

3.19/62

6. an·intermediary between said issuer and managing underwriters
1 or exercises·or attempts to exercise any influence to effect

3.19/63

8 any transaction iri the purchase of said bonds.

3.19/64

( c)

The amo unt 0£- underwriting spread expected to be

1 :lus
3.19/65

n

.:, . t!!J · Any management fee charged by the managing

12 .underwrii-..rs.
{e)

3.19/66

Any. other fee, bonus, and other compensation

·> ":14,. et,,tima�ed ·td ,be paig t)y the, managing underwriters in
,
. ·>u $:gnnecUon· wi-th the bond isspe to lf'Y person n9t regular:Jy
16.

17

ell\p;oyed or retained by the managing. under.writ,rs.

{f)

l:lus

The name and !9dres� of each underwriter connected

l:lus
3.19/67

3.19/68
3.19/69

·_,;._ 18 ·with the bond issue.

(g)

A9y other disclo sure which. the local governing·

3.19/70

-. ,2
1
22 'This .subs;;ction is not intended ·to ·restrict or proh'ibit the

l:lus

·23

emplo)'!!nt of erofessional eervfoes relating to local

3.19/71

24

goverffll!ne �nd issu♦a.

3.19/72

25
26

(1> · N_ot later than 60 days followt-ng a negotiated bond

l:lus

closi� by a unit . of local 9overQAtent, the senior managing

3.19/7�

··t,

unaec·wrHer. shall provide the unit of local 70vernment a

3.19/74

28

disclosure :atat!ment whi<:h shaU be available for' public
::
. ,
.
'
inspecUon and $ball. contain aloJ, ¥SU! \ expen3es and
_

··w
3&

inf9rmation 4S required ifl eybuction (6)(a)-(g).

Jl
6
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Section 3.

Subsections (l) and {3) of section 218.38,

Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

3.19/7
3.19/7

3

218.38

Notice of bond issues required; verification.-

4.2

4

(l)fil

Each unit of local government authorized by law

4.2/1

5 to issue general obligation bonds or revenue bonds, including
6

special assessment bonds, shall furnish the Division of Bond

4.2/2
4.2/4

Finance of the Department of General Services a complete
8 description of all outstanding bonds and shall also provide
9

the division with any notice of sale or official statement for

4.2/6

10 the purpose of offering bonds, Prior
to sale, for inclusion
4.2/8
,
11 into the bond newsletter. Failure to submit prior notice of a 4.2/9
12

proposed new bond issue shall not affect the validity of the

13

bond issue.

14

4. 2/lC

(b)

Not later than 90 days following a bond closing, a

l:lus

15 unit of local government shall file a disclosure statement

4.2/ll

16 with the Divisfon of Bond Finance which shall be available for

4.2/1:.

17

public inspection, containing all fees paid by the unit of

18 local government with respect to the bond issue.

Said

19 statement shall include:
20
21

l.

The name and address of any attorney or financial

consultant who advised the unit of local governm,ent with

22 respect to the bond issue.
23

2.

4.2/U
1 :lus

4.2/1!
4.2/U

Amount of fees paid by the unit of local government l:lus

� to any attorney or financial consultant with respect to the

4. 2/li

26

4.2/11

25 bond issue.
3.

A copy of the senior managing underwriter's

27 disclosure if required by s. 218,385{7).

28

4.

Any fee, bonus or commission paid, in connection,

4.2/l!

'29 with the bond issue, by the financial consultant to any person
30 not regularly employed or retained by the consultant.
31

7
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4,2/2C

4.2/21
'•·':} ®d:ttr.y;idpg spreed.
(3)· If a unit of local government fails to verify,
pursuant·to subsection (2), the information held by the
·1- dlv,isfon,:�r falls to-lJi:'ovide a col!lp'lete description of all
_
-OUtit�nt bc>l)ds pu,tsuant to subsection (1) ( a) and the

f ::·�,,-�

\,;t:
.�. �> . . . �
� ':'·,.,. 1 d1scloa�n
.

required in subsection (i) (b), the division shall

· .a· noU�y the Legislative Auditing Committee of such failure to

·.) ·-�-�y.·· Fol-lowing receipt of such -notification of failure to
:-i- :··--·

tl

·CO!llpl.y with these pr<>visions, 0the r.egislative Auditing

4.17
4.18
4.18/l
4.18/2
4.18/3
4.18/5
4.18/6
4.24

. ,,.J�•i, c• Coaltt�U.
C '.IU.Y.l
<
(a)

In"tbe aase:of a city or cotu1t;,y, no.tify the

, �!tllent. __of .Rever1:ue and the Department of Banking and

v · .l'(n•nce -that the local unit of gov,ern11ent has fa-iled to

Upoh notification, t.he Department of Banking and

.. ff . comply.
�

4.26
4.27
4.28

Pi-nance shall' withhold any funds_payable to such governmental

17 �ntity-. until the required infot111ati_on is received by the
lJ

di,-Yiaion •
. · (b)·

.· :/,ij

:_ii

. ,24
f· �'.. "", ·;· '

In ,th• case of a. special ·district, notify the

5.l

Depltrt1Jlent rift- CQ1111unity Affairs that the special district has
_

S.l/2·

Community J>ffaiu ri-Be1\f14:f19-•�Pfft1H!ee · s'hall proceed

S.l/4

failed

to 0'00111ply.

· Upon �oi·:'ifida�i'on, the Department ,2!

5.1/3

5.1/5
S.cti1:llfl 4.

.This act shall t11ke effect October l, 1980.

: 3l
.
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2

HOUSE SUMMARY

3

Redefines the term •specified employee• with respect to
state law concerning the disclosure of financial
interests and clients represented before agencies to
include any employee of a unit of local government which
is authorized to issue general obligation or revenue
bonds, if the work of such employee is directly and
primarily connected with the sale or issuance of such
bonds. Provides detailed procedures with respect to the
sale of county, municipal, and special district bonds.
Provides that no later than 90 days following a bond
closing a unit of local government must file a disclosure
statement with the Division of Bond Finance of the
Department of General Services. Provides a required list
of information in such notice. See bill for details.

4
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REHABILITATIVE SEP VICES; NOW IN GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO HEALTH ANO PEHABILITATJVE
SERVICES, GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, WAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 00014; COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AHENO. BY
HEALTH ANO REHABILITATIVE SEPVICES; NOW IN GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS -SJ 00060
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE r,ovERNMENTAL
OPEIIATIONS
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMENTAL
OPEIIATJONS
COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS; NOW
1N WAYS ANO HEANS -SJ 00230
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY WAYS ANO
MEANS -SJ 00570
WITHDRAWN FROH CALENDAR, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
SJ 01010
DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR

��ENEPAL Bill/CS BY ECONOMIC, COMMUN1TY AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS, GORHAN
�NO OTHER� ICOIIPARE CS/H 02011
BONDS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS; REGULATES SALE OF COUNTY, MUNIC1PAL, &
SPECIAL DISTRICT BONOSl PROVIDES PROCEDURES FOR SALE & ISSUANCE OF SUCH
BONDS; PROHIBITS GIVING OR RECE1VING OF CERTAIN BONUSES, FEES, &
GRATUITIES; PROV1DES PENALTIES, ere. AMENDS 161.38, 153.06, 218.38,
CF EAT ES 218.385. EFFECTIVE DATE: 06/12/80.
10/31/79 SENATE PREFILED
11/20/79 SENATE REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS,
WAYS AND MEANS
02/12/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS; NOW IN WAYS AND MEANS
04/08/BO SENATE INTPODUCEO, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00014; COMM.
REPORT: C/S BY ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS; NOW IN WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00062
05/01/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON C�LENOAR
BY WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00230
05/15/80 SENATE P LACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIRST TIME
-SJ 00326; AMENDMENT PENDING -SJ 00327
05/20/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S PASSED AS
AMENDED; YEAS 38 NAYS
O -SJ 00365
05/23/80 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00561; PEAD SECOND
TJME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ 00562
05/26/80 HOUSE READ THIRD TfME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS 107 NAYS
O -HJ 00628
05/28/80 SENATE CONCURRED -SJ 00413; C/S PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED;
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06/05/80 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00803
06/12/80
APPROVED av GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-98
S 0103 GENERAL Bill BY GORDON (SIMILAR H 04351
EDUCATION; PROVIDES OEFJN1T10NS FOR LAWS RE STATE UN1VERSITY SYSTEM:
REQUIRES BOARD OF REGENTS TO ADOPT RULES DEFIN1NG CERTAIN TEIIMS;
PPOVIOES FOR PHYSICIAN MEMBERS OF BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS; SPECIFIES
REPRESENTATION OF STUDENT GOVT. ASSOC1ATJONS. CREATES 240.2005, AMENDS
458.30T. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
10/31/79 SENATE PREFILEO
11/20/79 SENATE REFERRED TO EDUCATION
01/10/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY EDUCATION
04/08/80 SENATE JNTRODUCED, REFERRED TO·EDUCATION -SJ 00014; COMM.
REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
E DUCAT?ON -SJ 00061
05/06/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS 40 NAYS
O -SJ 00240
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PECEIVEO, PEFERREO TO HIGHER EDUCATION -HJ 00410
DIED IN COMMITTEE ON HIGHER EDUCATION

S 0104 GENERAL BILL BY HILL (SIMILAR CS/H· 03391
PU8l1C OFF1CEPS t EMPLOYEES; AUTHORIZES CERTAIN GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES TO
SE LF-INSURE A PLAN FOR LIFE INSURANCE FOR OFFICERS & EMPLOYEES. AMENDS
112.oe. EFFECTIV� DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
11/02/79 SENATE PREFILEO
11/20/79 SENATE REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS,
WAYS ANO MEANS
04/08/80 SENATE 1NTROOUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOM1C, COMMUNfTY ANO
CONSUMER AFFAIIIS, WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00014
04/22/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE FCONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/06/80 SENATE EXTENSJON OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUN1TY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/20/80 SENATE EXTFNSJON OF TIMf GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFA1RS
06/02/BO SENATE FXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER
AFFAIRS, WAYS AND MEANS; REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR
SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED 1N COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR

S 0105 GENERAL Bill BY CARLUCCI IJDENTICAL H 02271
CEMETERY ACT; ELIMINATES AN EXCEPT10N TO THE REQUIREMENT THAT PAYMENTS
DUE TO CERTAlN TRUS7 FUNDS SHALL BE PAYABLE WITH1N A CERTAIN TIME AF TER
THE SELLING OR 01SCOUNTJNG OF AN INSTALLMENT C ONTRACT OR PROH!SSO�Y NOTE
FOR PURCHASE OF PRE-NEED BURIAL SPACE OR MERCHANDISE. AMENDS 559.43.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
11/02/79 SENATE PREFILED
11/20/79 SENATE REFERRED TO COMMERCE
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00014
04/21/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COHMEIICE
05/0b/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
05/22/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
05/28/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM COMMERCE; PEFERRED TO RULES AND CALENOAII
-SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE OJEO IN COMMITTEE ON RULE S AND CALENDAR
S 0106 GENERAL Bl LL BY SKI NNER
FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE; REQU1RES PURCHASING AGENTS TO DISCLOSE FINANCIAL
INTERESTS 1N SAHE MANNER AS ELECTED CONSTlTUT10NAl OFF1CEPS UNDER ART.
11, S. 8, STATE CONSTITUTION. AMENDS 112.3145. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
11/02/79 SENATE PREFILED
11/20/79 SENATE REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERIIEO TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-SJ 00014
04/18/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
04/30/80 SENATE EXTE NSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
05/12/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS
05/22/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMENTAL
OPERHIONS
06 /03/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF T !ME GRANTED COMMITTEE GOVERNMHITAL
OPERATIONS
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM GOVERNMENTAL OPERAT10NS; REFERRED TO
RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR

S 010 7 GENERAL 81ll BY STEINBERG ANO OTHERS {IDENTICAL H 0148, COMPARE H 0 353,
H 0585, S 0229, S 02581
CONDOMINIUMS; ENTITLES CERTAIN ELDERLY TENANTS OF A FACILITY BEING
CONVERTED TO A CONDOMINIUM TO AN EXTENSION OF THEIR LEASES UNDER
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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-HJ 00355
05/08/80
05/l't/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO JUDJCJARY-CJ VIL -SJ 00295
05/19/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00333
06/06/80 SENATE P LACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS 33 NAYS
O -SJ 00880
06/06/80 HOUSE CONCURRED; PASSED AS FURT HER AMENDED; YEAS 91 NAYS
-HJ 01260; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
06/19/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO• 80-264
06/30/ 80
H 0192 JOINT RESOLUTION BY WATT
TAX ASSESSMENT; CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT TO PROVIDE THAT ASSESSED VALUE
oF ANY RESIDENCE OCCUPIED SY AN OWNER AGE 65 OR OLDER SHALL, UPON
APPLICATION, NOT BE INCREASED ABOVE ITS VALUE ON 12-31-78, UNTIL
PROPERTY IS SOL O TO PERSON NOT MEETING SUCH QUALIFICATIONS, ETC. AMENDS
s. 4, ART. VII,
11/13/79 HOUSE TARGETED FOR LOCAL FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR STATE
FISCAL IMPACT; PREFILEO, REFERRED TO FINANCE &
TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS
04/08/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR LOCAL FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR STATE
FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED , REFERRED TO FINANCE &
TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00024
06/07/80 1-0USE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON FINANCE & TAXATION
H 0193 GENERAL BILL/CS BY CRIMINAL JUSTICE, ECKHART ANO OT HERS
FARM THEFT; INCLUDES FARM PRODUCE IN MINIMUM PENALTIES FOR SECOND
CONVICTIONS FOR CERTAIN THEFT; AUTHORIZES FARMERS TO DETAIN PERSONS FOR
T HEFT UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS; AUTHORIZES POLICE OFFICERS TO HAKE
ARRESTS ON OR OFF PREMISES OF COMMERCIAL OR PRIVATE FARM LANDS, ETC,
AMENDS 812.015. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
11/13/79 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUS TICE
12/07/79 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON LAW ENFORCEMENT, DRUGS,
AND MISCELLANEOUS
04/08/80 HOUSE INTROOuCED, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE -HJ 00024;
SUBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON LAW ENFORCEMENT, DRUGS,
ANO MISCELLANEOUS
06/02/80 HOUSE cOMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY CRIMINAL
JUSTICE -HJ 00961
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 0194 GENERAL BILL BY WARNER AND OTHERS
LOCAL ORDINANCES; SPECIFIES A STANDARD UPON WHICH LOCAL ORDINANCES
IMPOSING RENT CONTROLS MAY BE BASED. AMENDS 125.0103, 166.043.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80,
11/13/79 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; PREFILED, REFERRED
TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
04/08/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; INTRODUCED,
REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00024
04/10/80 HOUSE SUBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON HOUSING
04/16/80 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM COMMUNITY AFFAIRS; REPEFERRED TO
JUDICIARY -HJ 00172
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY
H 0195 GENERAL BILL BY WARNER
CONSUMER PROTECTION; REDEFINES "HOME SOLJCJTATJON SALE• TO REMOVE
REQUIREMENT THAT SALE BE CONSUMMATED AT A PLACE OTHER THAN SELLER'S
FIXED LOCATION BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENT & TO INCLUDE GOODS & SERVICES
COSTING S25; DELETES RIGHT OF SELLER TO RETAIN A CANCELLATION FEE, ETC,
AMENDS CH. 501. EFFECTIVE OATE: 10/01/80.
11/13/79 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; PPEFILEO, REFERRED
TO COMMERCE
12/10/79 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL
LAW
04/08/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; INTRODUCED,
REFERRED TO COMMERCE -HJ 00024; SUBREFERRED TO
SUBCOMMITTEE ON BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL LAW
04/15/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY COMMERCE -HJ 00164
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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DIED ON CALENDAR

06/07/80

HOUSE

03 /I8/80

HOUSE WITHDRAWN -HJ 00024

01/18/80

HOUSE

WITHDRAWN -HJ 00024

H 0198 GENERAL BILL BY EASLEY AND OTHERS
ARRESTS; AUTHORIZES ARRESTS FOR TRAFFIC INFRACTIONS OUTSIDE THE
ARRESTING OFFICER'S JURISDICTION WHEN MADE IN FRESH PURSUIT. AMENDS
318,14. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
11/13/79 HOUSE PREFILEO, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE
12/07/79 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON LAW ENFORCEMENT, DRUGS,
AND MISCELLANEOUS
02/13/80 HOUSE COMM. REPOR T: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY CPIMINAL
JUSTICE
04/08/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE -HJ 00024;
SUBREFERRED TO SUBCGMMITTEE ON LAW ENFORCEMENT, DRUGS,
ANO MISCELLANEOUS; COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON
CALENDAR BY CRIMINAL JUSTICE -HJ 00088
04/22/80 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
04 /23/80 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ 00236
04/24/80 HOUSE R EAD THIR D TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 109 NAYS
0
-HJ 00243
04/30/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00191
05/15/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
05/28/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
06/06 /80 SENA TE WITHDRAWN FROM JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL; REFERRED TO RULES
ANO CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
H 0199 GENERAL BILL B Y PATCHETT
BANKING; DEFINES "LENDING INSTITUTION"; REQUIRES LENDING INSTITUTIONS TO
PAY INTEREST AT A CERTAIN RATE UPON SPECIFIED ESCROW ACCOUNTS.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
11/13/79 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; PREFILED, REFERRED
TO COMMERCE
12/10/79 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON BANKING AND FINANCE
04/08/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; INTRODUCED,
REFERRED TO COMMERCE -HJ 00024; SUBREFERFED TO
SUBCOMMITTEE ON BANKING AND FINANCE
06/07/80 HOUSE OIEO IN COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE
H 0200 GENERAL Bill BY BOLES
WORTHLESS CHECKS & DRAFTS; PROVIDES STATE ATTORNEY WITH JURJSDJCTJON
OVER CRIMES INVOLVING WORTHLESS CHECKS WRITTEN TO CERTAIN CIVILIANS AT
FEDERAL RESERVATIONS IN STATE; PROVIDES PROCEDURE FOR COLLECTION CF
FUNDS; PROVIDES FOR NOTIFICATION. CREATES 832-08. EFFECTIVE DATE:
10/01/80.
ll /13/79 HOUSE PREFJLEO, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE
12/07/79 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL CODE
04/08/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE -HJ 0 0024;
SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL CODE
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE

G

GENERAL BILL/CS BY COMMUNITY AFFAIRS, JENNINGS, MICA AND OTHERS
IC OMPARE CS/ S 01021
POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS/FINANCES; REDEFINES TERM "SPECIFIED EMPLOYEE" TO
INCLUDE DESCRIBED EMPLOYEES OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS; PROVIDES PROCEDURES RE
SALE OF COU'ITY , lt.JNJCIPAL & S PECIAL DIST. BONDS; REQUIRES FILING OF
DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS FOLLOWING LOCAL GOVT. BONO CLOSING, ETC. AMENDS
112,3145, CH ,218, EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
11/13/79 HOUSE TARGETED FOR LOCAL FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FOR PRIVATE
SECTOR IMPACT; PREFILED, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
04/08/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR LOCAL FISCAL IMPACT; TAPGETED FOR PRIVATE
SECTOR IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO CCMMUN!TY
AFFAIRS -HJ 00025
04/24/80 HOUSE C/S COMBINES THIS Bill AND HB 216; COMM. REPORT: C/S
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00250
C/S READ FIRST AND SECOND TIMES; READ THIRD TIME; C/S
PASSED; YEAS 102 NAYS
0 -HJ 00632
05 128/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER
AFFAIRS, JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00402
06/06 /80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER
AFFAIRS, JUDICIARY-CIVIL; REFERRED TD RULES ANO
CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IDEN./SIM.ICOMPARE Bill PASSED,
REFER TO C/S SB 102 (CH. 80-981
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N ATUR AL R ESOURCES
INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS, NATURAL
RESOURCES -HJ 00025; COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS -HJ 00089; NOW IN NATUPAL PESOUPCES
04/24/80 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON LIVING RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
05/14/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY NATURAL
RESOURCES -HJ 00455
05/23/80 HOUSE IDEN./SIM. SENATE BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON TABLE UNDER
RULE, JOEN./SIM./COMPARE Bill PASSED, REFER TO SB 73
(CH. 80- 4701 -HJ 00564
03/10/80
04/08/80 HOUSE

H 0202 GENERAL BILL BY MOFFITT ANO OTHERS (IDENTICAL S 0048, SIMILAR
ENG/S 04071
H 0205 GENERAL BILL BY PAJCIC AND OTHERS !SIMILAR S 0918, COMPARE H 05171
MOTOR VEHICL ES; EXEMPTS FROM �NNUAL LICENSE TAX FOR OPERATION OF MOTOR
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED; AUTHORIZcS PRE-ARREST COMPULSORY BLOOO TESTS
VEHICLES, TRAILERS, OR SEMITRAILERS ANY SUCH VEHICLE OWNED & OPERATED BY
UNDEP CEPTAIN CONDITIONS; REQUIRES A COMPULSORY BLOOD TEST WHEN DEATH OP
ANY MEMBER OF U. S. ARMED FORCES DOMICILED IN STATE IN COMPLIANCE WITH
SE RIOUS PERSONAL INJURY THAT COULD REASONABLY RESULT IN DE ATH OCCURS AS
MILITARY OP NAVAL ORDERS; PROVIDES FOR ISSUANCE & FEE, ETC. AMEND S
RESULT OF A MOTORIST DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED, ETC. AMENDS 322.261,
320.lOo EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
860.01. EFFECTIVE DATE• 10/01/80.
11/13/79 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; PREFILEO, REFERRED TO
11/13/79 HOUSE PREFJLED, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE
TRANSPORTATION, APPROPRIATIONS
04/08/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE -HJ 00025
04/01/80 HOUSE SUBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE II
06/07180 H(IUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE
04/08/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED
TO TRANSPORTATION, APPROPRJATJONS -HJ 00025;
H 0206 GENFRAL Bill BY PAJCIC
SUBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE II
APPEALS; PERMITS AN APPEAL BY THE STATE WHEN THE COUPT ENTEFS AN OPDEP
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
OF ACQUITT AL AFTER A VERDICT OF GUILTY HAS BEEN ENT ERED BY TRIER CF
FA CT. AMENDS 924.07. EFFECTIVE OIITE: 10/01/80.
H 0203 GENERAL BILL/CS BY COMMUNITY AFFAIRS, WATT ANO OTHERS (SIMILAR
11/13/79 HOUSE PPEFILED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY
CS/S 03731
04/08/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00025
MUNICIPALITIES; AUTHORIZES CREATION OF A CODE ENFORCEMENT BOARD IN EACH
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN C OMMITTEE ON 'JUDICIARY
MUNICIPALITY; PROVIDES LEGISLATIVE INTENT, APPLICABILITY, DEFINITIONS,
ORGANIZATION OF BOARO, ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES, HEARINGS, POWERS OF
H
0207
GENERAL
BILL BY PAJCIC
BOARD, A FINE; PROVIDES FOR APPEAL. CREATES 166.501-.512.
LANDLORD & TENANT LAW; EXPANDS TERM "DWELLING UNIT" TO INCLUDE
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
STRUCTURES FUFNISHED, WITH OR WITHOUT PENT, AS AN INCIDENT OF EMPLOYMENT
11/13/79 HOUSE PREFILEO, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
FOR USE AS A HOME, RESIDENCE OR SLEEPING PLACE; PROVIDES FOR DURATION &
02 /28/80 HOUSF COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMUNITY
TERMINATION OF A TENANCY AT SUCH A DWELLING PLACE. AMENDS 83.43, .46,
AFFAIRS
.57. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
04/08/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS ·HJ 00025;
12/06/79 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY
COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMUNITY
04/08/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00025
AFFAIRS -HJ 00088
05/14/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
04/18/80 HOUSE PLACEO ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
BY JUDICIARY -HJ 00455
04/22/80 HOUSE C/S READ FIRST ANO SECOND TIMES; WITHDRAWN FPOH
05/23/80 HOUSE PEAD SECOND TIME; AMENDMENT ADOPTED; READ THIPD TIME;
CALENDAR, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00224
PASSED
AS AMENDED; YEAS 90 NAYS
3 -HJ 00623;
04/29/80 HOUSE SUBPEFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURT SYSTEMS &
JMHEDIATELY CERTIFIED
MISCELLANEOUS
05/27/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER
05/08/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
AFFAIRS -SJ 00391
JUDICIARY -HJ 00371
06/06/80 SENA TE WITHDRAWN FROM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMEP
05/28/80 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED;
AFFAJRS; REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 01010
READ THIRD TIME; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 75 NAYS
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
32 -HJ 00817
05/30/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
H 0208 GENERAL Bl LL BY WOODRUFF I IDENTICAL S 02791
AFFAIRS, GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00532
GENERIC DPUG SUBSTITUTION; AMENDS PROVISION RELATING TO SUBSTITUTION o�
06/05/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER
GENERIC DRUGS FOR BRANO NAME DRUGS, TO REQUIRE CERTAIN INFORMATION ON
AFFAIRS, GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS; SUBSTITUTED FOP SB
LA BELS; PROVIDES FOR CONDITIONAL REPEAL. AMENDS 465.025.
373; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 39 NAYS
O -SJ 00769;
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
RECONSIDERED; PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 30 NAYS
12/06/79 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE SEPVICES
0 -SJ 00777
04/08/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE
06/06/80 HOUSE CONCURRED; C/S PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 94 NAYS
SERVICES -HJ 00025; SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON
3 -HJ 01226; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
HEALTH
06/19/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
06/07/80
HOUSE
DIED IN COMMITTEE ON HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-300
07/02/80

H 0204 LO CAL BILL BY MANN ANO OTHERS (IDENTICAL ENG/S 00731
CAPE CORAL/SALTWATER FISHING; ILEE CO.I PROHIBITS THE TAKING OF
SALTWATER FISH EXCEPT BY HOOK & LINE OR WITH NO HORE THAN 5 CRAB TRAPS
WITHIN ANY SALTWATER CANAL IN THE CITY OF CAPE CORAL; PROVIDES A
PENALTY. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
11/13/79 HOUSE PREFILEO, REFERRED TO COMMUNITY AFFAIRS, NATURAL
PESOURCES
03/10/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY COMMUNITY AFFAIRS; NOW JN
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

H 0209 GENERAL BJLL BY WOODRUFF AND OTHERS !SIMILAR S 0 1421
PROBATION; PROHIBITS THE GPANTING OF PROBATION, THE WITHHCLOING OF
ADJUDICATION CF GUILT, OR THE SUSPENSION, DEFERRAL, OR WITHHOLDING OF
SENTENCE TO PERSONS CONVICTED OF SPECIFIED O FFENSES AGAINST CERTAIN
VICTIMS; REQUIRES ADMISSION OR FINDING OF FACTS SUPPORTING SUCH
PROHIBITION. CREATES 948.08. EFFECTIVE OATE: 10/01/80.
12/06/79 HOUSE TARGETED FOP STATE FISCAL IMPACT; PPEFILEO, REFERRED TO
CORRECTIONS, PROBATION & PAROLE, APPROPRIATIONS
12/14/79 HOUSE SUBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON INSTITUTIONAL SERV ICES
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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HB

201

By Representative Jennings

/

A bill to be entitled

An act relating to bonds of units of local
3

4
5

6

government; requiring public sale and
competitive bidding for general obligation

bonds; prohibiting the giving or receiving of
certain bonuses, fees, and gratuities;

providing penalties; amending s. 112.312(2),
Florida Statutes; including any unit of local

government authorized to issue bonds within the
definition of •agency• for purposes of the code

of ethics for public officers and employees;
amending s. 112.3145(1) (a), (b), Florida
Statutes; requiring financial disclosure by
certain officers and employees of units of

local government authorized to issue bonds,
creating s. 112.3155, Florida Statutes,
limiting employment of members, officers, and
employees and former members, officers, and
'

employees of units of local government
authorized to issue bonds, providing penalties;
amending s. 218.38(1), (3), Florida Statutes,
requiring units of local government to disclose

certain information upon the issuance of bonds;
requiring underwriters to disclose certain
25

26
'11

28

information, providing penalties; amending ss.
153.06(4), 161.38(2)(d), Florida Statutes;

deleting conflicting provisions relating to the
m_anner of sale of bonds; specifying

29

_applicability; providing an effective date.

31

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida;

30
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97-16-11- 9
section 1.

Bonds, minimum standards for sale .--An y

2 other provisions of general or special law notwithstanding,
3 unit of local government may issue any general obligation

1.5/14
no

bonds unle ss1
5

6 state ,

(1)
(2)

The bonds are sold at public sale within the
Re asonable notice of such public sale is published

I in at least one newspaper of general circulation or financial
9

journal at least once not less than 10 days prior to the date

10 of sale, and
11

· 12

13

(3)

to competitive bidding or, if

17
18

19

20
21
22
23

2,
25
26
21
28

no

bids are received or if all

bids are re jected, at a subsequent public sale pursuant to
competitive bidding.

section 2. Bonds; finder's fees prohibited.--

15
16

such bonds are sold at such public sale pursuant

(1)

Any othe r provisions of general or special law

notwithstanding,

no

bond unde rwriter, commercial bank,

30

receives an unlawful bonus, fee, or gratuity in violation of

31

subse ction (1) is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree,
2

C0DIHG,

w..., I• .-i. l'--fl, 1ype .,. 4el.tleu fro• ..i,tlnt low; wort!, vnd,rUnod •re edtlltlen1.

14

1.26/1

1.2
1.26
1.26/9

1.26/10

misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable by fine as
provided in s. 775.083, Florida Statute s. Any pe rson who

12

13

1.26

assessment bonds, issued by an y un it of local government.

29

11

1.26

1.26/6

gratuity in violation of subsection (1) is guilty of a

10

1.25

obligation bonds or revenue bonds, including special

banker, or financial consultant which pays a bonus, fee, or

8
9

1.24

1.26/5

Any underwriter, commercial bank, in vestment

6

1.24

or gratuity ln connection with the sale of any g ene ral

(2)

5

1.23

1.26/4

apply to bond coun sel f ees.

'

1.22

the underwriter, bank, banker, or consultant any bonus, fee,

not

3

1.5-

1.26/3

Thia subse ction does

2

1.5/1

investment banker, or financial consultant shall give to any

p erson not regularly employed by, or a partner or officer of,

)

1.5/15

1.26/
1.26/14

16

17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24

25
26

27
28
29
30
31

punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.

1

775.084, Florida Statutes.
Section 3.

Subsection (2) of section 112.312, Florida

1,

Statutes, ls amended to read:
112.312

De finitions.--As used in this part, unless th
e
context otherwise requires:
(2)

•Ag ency• me ans any state , regional, county, local
,
or municipal governme nt entity of this state
, whe ther

e xecutiv e,

1

1,
1
1,

judicial, or legislative ; any departme nt, divis
ion,
bureau, commission, authority, or political subdi
vision of
1,
this state the rein;•* any public school,
community colleg e,
1,
or state unive rsity; or any unit of government
authorized by
1,
gene ral or spe cial law to issue general obligation
bonds or
revenue bonds, includin g spe cial assessm ent bo
nds.
1.
Se ction 4. Paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection
(1) of 1.
s ection 112.3145, Florida Statutes, are am ende
d to read:
1.
112.3145 Disclosure of financial intere sts an
d clients 1,
represented be fore agencies.-1,
For purposes of this section, unle ss the conte
xt
1
1.
otherwise requires:
(a)

1.

•Local officer• means:

Eve ry person who is

electe d

to office in any

1,

political subdivision of the state, and e very
person who is
appointed to fill a vacancy for an unexpired t
erm in such an
elective office.

2. Any appointed member of a board, commission,
authority, community college district board of
trustees, or
council of any political subdivision of the stat
e, excluding

any m ember· of an advisory body. A governme ntal
body with
land-planning, zoning, or natural resources responsi
bilities
shall not be considered an advisory body.
3
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1.
1:

lJ
1.

97-16-11-9
3.
2

'

5

Any member of the governing board of a unit of

1.59

3.

local government, which unit of local government ls authorized

2

by general or special law to issue general obligation bonds or

clerk of the

9 circuit court; clerk of the county court; county or city

10 manager; political subdivision chief; county or city
11

12

administrator; county or city attorney; chief county or city

building inspector; county or city water resources

13 coordinator; county or city pollution control director; county
14 or city environmental control director; county or city
16 permit; chief of police; fire chief; city or town clerk;
17 district school superintendent; community college presidents;
18 or a purchasing agent having the authority to make any
19 purchase exceeding $100 for any political subdivision of the
20 state or any entity thereof.

22

23

1.67

1.68
1.69
1.70

(b)

•specified employee• means:

1. Public counsel created by chapter 350; an assistant

1.71

1.72
1.73

l.74

1.7 5

1.76

state attorney; an assistant public defender; a full-time

25 any state agency; a deputy commissioner; and a hearing
27

examiner.

2.

Any person employed in the office of the Governor

�

or in the office of any member of the cabinet, if that person

29

ls exempt from the career service system, except persons

30
31

power normally conferred upon such persons, by whatever title.

2,

employed in clerical, secretarial, or similar positions.
4
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8

9
10

l.79
l.80
l.81

4. The superintendent or institute director of a
mental health institute established for training and research

11

in the mental health field; the superintendent or director of

12

any major state institution or facility established for

13

training, treatment, or rehabilitation; or any person having

14

the power normally conferred on such persons by whatever

15
16

17

18

19
20

21
22

I

23

2, state employee who serves as counsel or assistant counsel to
26

2.

7 any state department or division; or any person having the

1.66

administrator, with power to grant or deny a land development

21

6

deputy director, bureau chief, and assistant bureau chief of

5 provided, the division director, assistant division director,

act directly ln such capacity, but excluding assistants and

a deputies unless specifically named herein:

director, or deputy executive director of each state

title,

5. Business managers, purchasing agents, finance and

accounting directors, personnel officers, and grants

coordinators for any state agency, or persons having the power

normally conferred upon such persons, by whatever title,
6. The Auditor General; the Sergeant-at-Arms and

Secretary of the Senate; the Sergeant-at-Arms and Clerk of the
Legislative Management Committee; the Director of Statutory

Revision; and the staff director of each committee of the

25

Legislature,

26
27

7. Each employee of the Commission on Ethics.

8. Any full-time state employee who, in addition to

� his regular duties, accepts compensation which in the

30

31

1.
2.

2.
2.
2.
2.
2.

2.
2.

2.
2.

2.

House of Representatives; the Executive Director of the Joint

24

29

1.

department, commission, board, or council; unless otherwise

Any person holding one or more of the following

6 positions, by whatever title, including persons appointed to
7

deputy secretary, executive director, assistant executive

1.

'

3

revenue bonds, including special assessment bonds.
!.:. aT

Each appointed secretary, assistant secretary,

aggregate exceeds $250 for consultations with other state
agencies or with other government or business entitles.
5
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9.

A�y employee of a unit of local government which is

2 authorized to issue general obligation bonds or revenue bonds,

3 including special assessment bonds, the work of which employee

4 is connected in any way with the sale or issuance of such

s �

Section 5.

6

7

created to read1

112.3155 Officers and employees of bond issuing

8

9

authorities; limitation on employment.--

10
11

12

13
u

Section 112.3155, Florida Statutes, ls

(1)

No member, officer, or employee of the governing

board of a county, municipality, school district, or special

district, while he is such

a

member, officer, or employee and
0

for a period of 2 years following the date he leaves such

office or employment, shall, on behalf of any bond

15 underwriter, commercial bank, investment banker, or financial
16 consultant, appear before, solicit business from, or use his
17

influence with:
(a)

18

19

officer, or employee;
(b)

20

21

(c)

Any agency the governing board of which is

appointed, in whole or in part, by the agency of which he is

24 or was
25

Any agency having control over the agency of which

he is or was a member, officer, or employee; or

22
23

The agency of which he is or was a member,

a

member, officer, or employee.

(2)

Any person who violates the provisions of

26

subsection (1) is guilty of

V

punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.

28

775.084.

29

provided by s. 112.317.

30
31

a

misdemeanor of the first degree,

Such person is also subject to the penalties

Section 6.

Subsections (1) and (3) of section 218.38,

Florida Statute&, are amended to read:
6
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.218.38

l:lus

2.21
2.22

.

2.23
2.24
2.24
2.25
2.25

2.25/1

2.25/2
2.25/3
2.25/5
2. 25/5
2.30

2

3

•
5
6
1

2.35
2.36
2.36
2.37

complete description of all outstanding

bonds and shall also provide the division with any notice of

(bl

1.

The governing board of each unit of local

' IS
16

17

18

- 19

22
23

24

2 •'

2.•

1 :,

government authorized by general or special law to issue

u general obligation bonds or revenue bonds, including special

21

2.34

a

10 Failure to submit prior notice of a proposed new bond issue
11 shall not affect the validity of the bond issue.

2.31

2.33

General Services

prior to sale, for inclusion into the bond newsletter.

20

2.32

furnish the Division of Bond Finance of the Department of

9

13

2.1

revenue bonds, including special assessment bonds, shall

8

12

2.1

(l)_i& Each unit of local government authorized by

general or special law to issue general obligation bonds or

saie or official statement for the purpose of offering bonds,

2.30
2.31

Notice of bond issues required; verification.--

assessment bonds, shall, upon issuance of any such bonds, file

2.,

with the Division of Bond Finance, on forms prescribed by the
division and signed by all members of such board, the
following information to the best knowledge of each board
member:

I

a.

'

The name and address of each underwriter connected

with the bond issue;
b.

Thd name and address of any attorney or financial

1::

consultant who advised the unit of local government with

respect to the bond issuei

25

c.

Any management fee charged by the underwriteri

1:

26

d.

The underwriting spread which the underwriter

2.

27
28

29

expects to realize;
e.

Any fee, bonus, or gratuity paid by the underwriter

in connection with the bond issue; and

30
31

7
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Any other fee paid by the unit of local government

f.

2

with respect to the bond issue, including any fee paid to

3 attorneys or financial consultants.
l

2.

l:lus
2.49/12

At the time of sale of any bonds by a unit of local

5 government to an underwriter, such underwriter shall file with

6

the Division of Bond Finance and the unit of local government

7 a sworn statement containing the information required by
8 subsubparagraphs c., d,, and e. of subparagraph 1.
The information disclosed pursuant to this paragraph shall be·

11 maintained by the division as a public record and shall also
12 be filed with the clerk of the circuit court of each county in
13

which the unit of local government has authority.
(3)

14

15

If a unit of local government falls to verify,

pursuant to subsection·(2), the information held by the

16

division, or fails to provide a complete description of all

18

information required by paragraph (l)(b) subsee�¼en-�¼t, the

17
19

20
21

22

outstanding bonds pursuant to paragraph (1)(a) or the

division shall notify the Legislative Auditing Committee of
such failure to comply.

Following receipt of such

notification of failure to comply with these provisions, the
Legislative Auditing Committee may:
In the case of

3

189.009.

5

Statutes, is amended to read:

'

6

2.49/15

7
8

9

9

w

1 failed to comply. Upon notification, the Department of
/
2 Banking and Finance shall proceed pursuant to ss. 189.008 and

2.49/17

2.49/18

2.49/19
2.49/20

2.63

2.64

2.65

2.66
2.67
2.68
2.71
2. 72

15

to the absolute maturity of the bonds in accordance with the

16

standard tables of bond values, excluding, however, from such

29
30

31

entity until the required information is received by the
division.

(bl

In the case of a special district, notify the

Department of Community Affairs that the special district has
8

computations the amount of any premium to be paid on

19

preparation of definitive bonds, the county may, under like

21

or without coupons exchangeable for definitive bonds when such 3.:
county commission may also provide for the replacement of any

18

redemption of any bonds prior to maturity.

20

restrictions, issue interim receipts or temporary bonds with

22
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2.76

26

2. 77

27

2.78

28

2.79

30

2.81

3.l

17

25

28

3.!

at more.than 7 1/2 percent per annum computed with relation

2.75

Finance shall withhold any funds payable to such governmental

3.·

14

Finance that the local unit of government has failed to

27

and-ehe-eoHney-eomm¼ss¼on-mey-se¼¼-sHeh-bonds-¼n-sHeh-manner

3.!

13

25

Upon notification, the Department of Banking and

3.i

3.'

Department of Revenue and the Department of Banking and
comply.

eny-¼¼m¼�e�¼ens-or-eond¼e¼ons-eonea¼ned-¼n-any-eeher-seaeuee

require the payment of interest on the money received therefor

24
26

153.06 · Issuance of bonds.--

&Heh sale of bonds shall be made at a price so low as to

23
24

a

2.•

12

2.74

(a)

Subsection (4) of section 153.06, Florida

10 e¼eher-a�-pHb¼¼e-or-pr¼vaee-sa¼e-and-£er-sHeh-pr¼ee-es-¼e-may
11 de�erm¼ne-eo-be-£or-ehe-bese-¼neeres�s-o£-ehe-eoHn�y7-bHe No

city or county, notify the

23

section 7,

2.,

29
31

Prior to the

bonds have been executed and are available for delivery.

3 .;

The

3.l

3 •.

bonds which shall become mutilated or be destroyed or lost.
section 8.

Paragraph (d) of subsection (2) of section

4.1

161.38, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
161.38

Issuance of bonds.--

(2) The board of county commissioners shall determine

4 .I
5 •.

the form of such bonds, including any interest coupons to be

5.:

attached thereto, the denomination of the bonds, and the place

S.'.

9
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of payment of principal and interest which may be at any bank

2

or trust company within or without the state.
(d)

3

�he-¼ssHanee-ef-eends-pFev¼dee-feF-¼n-pa•e-11-ef

4

•h¼s-ehapeep-shaii-nee-ee-sHe;eee-ee-any-¼¼mieaeiens-e•

5

eend¼e¼ens-een•ained-in-any-eehe•-¼aw7-ane-ehe-eeard-ef-eeHney

5.5

3

5.6

4

5.8

6

7

PHBi¼e-er-pFivaee-sa¼e-and-ieF-sHeh-pr¼eee-ae-¼e-may-deee•mine 5.9

9

&Heh sale of bonds shall be made at a price so low as to

10
11

require the payment of interest on money received therefor at

a rate in excess of 6 percent per annum, computed with

5.13

10

5.14

11

13
14

computation, however, the amount of any premium to be paid for 5.14/2

w

12

13

5.14/1

14

the redemption of any bonds prior to maturity.

Section 9. The provisions of this act relating to
16
17 public officers and employees shall apply to any person
18

9

5.11

relation to the absolute maturity of the bonds in accordance

15

7
8

12

with standard tables of bond values, excluding from such

5

5.7

eemmiss¼ene•s-may-se¼¼-sHeh-eends-in-sHeh-manneFy-eieher-ae

ee-ee-in-ehe-heee-¼neeresee-ef-ehe-diseriee-eeneerned y-BHe No

holding such office or employment on or after the effective

15

5.14/2

16

17

5.73

20

SENATE SUMMARY

l:1

Requires all general obligation bonds issued by a unit of
local government to be sold at public sale upon
competitive bidding. Prohibits the giving or receiving
of finder's fees in connection with local bond issues and
provides penalties therefor.

5.

Applies the code of ethics for public officers and
employees to officers and employees of units of local
-government authorized to issue bonds. Requires financial
disclosure under s. 112.3145, r.s., of officers and
certain employees of units of local government authorized
to issue bonds.

5.'
5.
5.

Prohibits any member, officer, or employee of the
governing body of a unit of local government which is
authorized to issue bonds from appearing before,
soliciting business from, or using his influence with the
unit and certain other units of local government on
behalf of a bond underwriter, commercial bank, investment
banker, or financial consultant while he is such a
member, officer, or employee and for a period of 2 years
following the date he leaves such office or employment.
Provides penalties.
Requires units of local government to disclose certain
information upon issuance of any bonds and provides
penalties for failure to so disclose. Requires bond
underwriters to disclose certain information.

18

date of this act.
Section 10.

1:

2

6

8

*****************************************

5.4

19

This act shall take effect July 1, 1980.

21

22
23

24

25
26

27

5.74

·

20
21
22

23

24

25
26

27
28

28

29

29

30
31

10
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By Coam1ttee on Economic, C011111unity and Consumer Affairs·
Fechtel, Carlucci, Vogt, Peterson, Dunn and Gr1zzle 1 Senators Gonnan,

2

An act relating to bonds of units of local

4

competitive bidding for general obligation

3

govern11ent1 requiring public sale and

5

bonds excluding refunding bonds and providing

6

g

ifi1

!1

;i'5

-�

-.ll
11 ..,

]I

•J

1,

, '"a-!

J!
if
a!

for private negotiated sale of bonds if no bids
are received, prohibiting the giving or

receiving of certain bonuses, fees, and
9
10

gratuities, providing penalties; amending s •
112.312(2), Florida Statutes; including any

11

unit of local government authorized to issue

13

purPosea of the code of ethics for public

12

bonds within the definition of •agency• for

14

officers and employees; amending s.

16

requiring financial disclosure by certain

18

government authorized to issue bonds; creating

u

112.3145 (1) (a), (b), Florida Statutes;

17

officers and employees of units of local

19

s . 112.315 5, Florida Statutes; limiting

lO
21
22

employment of members, officers, and employees
and former members, officers, and employees of
units of local government authorized to issue

23

bonds, providing penalties; amending s.

25

units of local government to disclose certain

_____.u
26
27

218.38(1), (3), Florida Statutes, requiring

information upon the issuance of bonds within a
specified period of time; requiring

28

underwriters to disclose certain information

30

penalties, amending ss. 153.06(4),

31

161.38 (2) (d), Florida Statutes; deleting

29

within a specified period of time; providing

1
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conflicting provisions relating to the manner
2

of sale of bonds; specifying applicability;

'

providing an effective date.

3

s

than infl11encing th• acquisition of a contract from the
2 iaauing body.
(b)

5 bonus, t-, or gr•�ity in connection with the sale of any

6 general ooligatioe oonds or revenue bonds, including special

Bonds; minimum standards for sale.--Any

7 asseu■ent bonds, laaued by any unit of local government.

8 other provisions of general or special law notwithstanding, no

8

9 unit of local government may issue any general obligation

10

11

bonds unless:
( ll

12

state; however, if no bids are recei;ed at the time and place

13

called for by such notice of sale, or if all bids are

14

rejected:

15
16

17
18

19

(a)

The governing body may negotiate such bonds at a

governing body; or

The governing body may reoffer such bonds for sale

by competitive bid upon a shorter period of reasonable notice

22

(2)

Reasonable notice of such public sale is published

in at least one newspaper of general circulation or financial

23 journal at least once not less than 10 days prior to the date

24 of sale; and

This section does not apply to refunding bonds.

-25

(3)

26

Section 2.

27

gratuity in violation of subsection (l) is guilty of a

11 misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable by fine as
12

provided in •• 775.083, Florida Statutes.

Any person who

receives an unlawful bonus, fee, or gratuity in violation of
subsection (1) is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree,
15 punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
16 775.084, Florida Statutes.
13

17

20 provided for by resolution of the board.
21

Any UQderwriter, commercial bank, investment

14

p rivate sale as shall be deemed proper and advisable by the
(bl

(2)

9 banker, or financial conaultant which pays a bonua, fee, or
10

The bonds are sold at pu�ic sale within the

llo unclerwrlter, commercial bank, investment

4 banker, or financial consultant shall pay any finder any

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

CS for SB 102

(!) (a)

Bonds; finder's fees prohibited.--

As used in this section, •finder• means a

28 person not regularly employed by, or a partner or officer of,
29 an underwriter, bank, banker, or consultant who has no
30 specific function in the construction of a bond issue other
31

18

Section 3.

Subsection (2) of section 112.312, Florida

Statutes, is aaended to read:

19

112.312

21

(2)

0.finitions.--As used in this part, unless the
20 context otherwise requires:
•Agency• means any state, regional, county, local,

22 or municipal government entity of this state, whether

23 executive, judicial, or legislative; any department, division,

24 bureau, c011111iaslon, authority, or political subdivision of
25 this state therein; •• any public school, community college,
26 or state univeraityz or any unit of government authorized by
V

eneral or s ecial law to issue

eneral obli ation bonds or

28 revenue bonds, including special assessment bonds.
Section 4. Paragraphs (a) and (bl of subsection (1) of
30 section 112.3145, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

31

2
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Disclosure of financial interests and clients

district achool superintendent; community college presidents;

2 represented before agencies.-(1)

2 or a purcusi"9 agent having the authority to make any

For purposes of this section, unless the context

3 purchase exceeding $100 for any political subdivision of the

4 otherwise requires:
5

6

( a)

• state or any entity thereof.

•Local officer• means:

(b)

1. \ Every person who is elected to office in any

7 state attorney, an assistant public defender; a full-time

8 appointed to fill a vacancy for an unexpired tel"lll in such an

8 state •ployee who aerves as counsel or assistant counsel to

9 elective office.
2.

Any appointed member of a board, co-ission,

11 authority, community college distjict board of trustees, or

12 council of any political subdivision of the state, excluding
13 any member of an advisory body. A governmental body with

14 land-planning, zoning, or natural resources responsibilities
15 shall not be considered an advisory body.
16

3.

Any member of the governing board of a unit of

17 local government, which unit of local government is authorized

l8 by general or special law to issue general obligation bonds or
19 revenue bonds, including special assessment bonds.
20

4. iT

Any person holding one or more of the following

21 positions, by whatever title, including persons appointed to
22 act directly in such capacity, but excluding assistants and
23 deputies unless specifically named herein:

clerk of the

24 circuit court; clerk of the county court; county or city

25 manager; political subdivision chief; county or city

211 administrator; county or city attorney; chief county or city

27 building inspector; county or city water resources

28 coordinator; county or city pollution control director; county
29 or city environmental control director; county or city

30 administrator, with power to grant or deny a land development
31 permit; chief of police; fire chief; city or town clerk;
4
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•spac:ified employee• means:

1.- Public counsel created by c�apter 350; an assistant

7 political subdivision of the state, and every person who is

10

CS for SB 102

9 any state agency; a deputy commissioner; and a hearing

10 axuiner.
11

2. Any person employed in the office of the Governor

12 or in the office of any member of the cabinet, if that person

13 is exempt frOII the career service system, except persons

14 employ4tlil in clerical, secretarial, or similar positions.
J.

&.lcb appointed secretary, assistant secretary,

16 deputy secretary, executive director, assistant executive

17 director, or deputy executive director of each state

18 department, co-ission, board, or council; unless otherwise

19 provide d, the division director, assistant division director,

20 deputy director, bureau chief, and assistant bureau chief of

21 any state department or division; or any person having the
22 power normally conferred upon such persons, by whatever title.
23

,.

The superintendent or institute director of a
24 mental health ill&titute established for training and resear
ch

25 in the mental health field; the superintendent or direct
or of
211 any major state institution or facility established
for
v trai�ing, treatment, or rehabilitation; or any person having
28 the power nonaolly conferred
on such persons by whatever
29 tit, le.
5. Business managers, purchasing agents, financ
e and
31 accounting directors, personnel officers, and grants
30

5
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coordinators for any state agency, or persons having the Pow•r

2 normally conferred upon such persons, by whatever title.

2

The Auditor General; the Sergeant- at-Arma and

3

6.

, Secretary of the Senate; the Sergeant-at-Arms and Clerk of the
5 House of Representatives; the Executive Director of the Joint
6 Leg1flative \Management Committee; the Director of Statutory
7 Revision; and the staff director of each committee of the

a Legislature.
9

7.
8.

10

Each employee of the Commission on Ethics.

Any full-time state employee who, in addition to

11 his regular duties, accepts compens/ti�n which in the

12 aggregate exceeds $250 for consultations with other atate
13 agencies or with other government or business entities.
9.

14

Any employee of a unit of local government which is

15 authorized to issue general obligation bonds or revenue bonds,

16 including special assessment bonds, the work of which employee
17 is connected in any way with the sale or issuance of such
18�
19

Section 5.

20 created to read:
21

112.3155

23

(1)

Section 112.3155, Florida Statutes, is
Officers and employees of bond issuing

22 authorities; 1 imitation on employment.--

No member, officer, or employee of the governing

2' board of a county, municipality, school district, or special

25 district, while he is such a member, officer, or e■ployee and
26 fqr a period of 2 years following the date he leaves such
77 office or employment, shall, on behalf of any bond

CS for SB 102

311-565-80

for SB 102

'

� �ency of which he is or was a member,

officer, or •ployH;
(b)

Anf avency having control over the agency of which

be is or waa • ■eaoer, officer, or employee; or
(C:)

5

AAy agency the governing board of which is

6 apPointtici, in \IIQOle or in part, by the agency of which he is

7 or was

a

• •eaoer,
(2)

officer, or employee.

Any peraon who violates the provisions of

9 aubaec:tion (1) ia guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree,

10 punishable aa provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s.
11 775.084, Such person is also subject to the penalties
12 provid� by •• lU.317.
13

section 6.

Subsections (1) and (3 ) of section 218.38,

14 Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
16

218.38

Notice of bond issues required; verification.-

(l)J.!l.

Each unit of local government authorized by

17 general or special law to issue general obligation bonds or

18 revenue bonda, including special assessment bonds, shall

19 furnish the Division of Bond Finance of the Department of

20 General Services a complete description of all outstanding
21 bonds and aball alao provide the division with any notice of

22 sale or official statement for the purPose of offering bonds,
23 prior to a&le, for incl usion into the bond newsletter.

2' Failure to aubllit prior notice of a proposed new bond issue
25 shall not affeqt tJle validity of the bond issue.
:»

( b)

1.

The governing board of each unit of local

27 government authorized by general or special law to issue

28 underwriter, commercial bank, investment banker, or financial

28 general obligation bonds or revenue bonds, including special

30 influence with:

30 an� such bonds, file with the Division of Bond Finance, on
31 forms prescribed by the division and signed by all members of

29 consultant, appear before, solicit business from, or use his
31

6
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such board, the following information to the best knowledge of
2 each board member:
a.

The name and address of each underwriter connected

4 with the bond issue;
5
6

a
9

b.

' The

name and address of any attorney or financial

coysultant\ who advised the unit of local government with
respect to the bond issue;
c.

Any management fee charged by the underwriter;

d.

The underwriting seread which the underwriter

10 ex2ects to realize;

11

e.

i

'-�

Any fee, bonus, or gra!!ity eaid, in connection

CS for SB 102

311-565-80

outstanding bonds pursuant to paragraph (l)(a) or the
2 information required by earagraph (ll (b) •v•••••¼••-�*t, the

3 division •hall notify the Legislative Auditing Committee of
, sucb failure to comply.

Following receipt of such

5 notification of failure to comply with these provisions, the
6 L99i•lativ• Auditing Committee may:
(a)

In tbe case of a city or county, notify the

a Departaent of Revenue and the Department of Banking and
9 Finance tbat tbe local unit of government has failed to
10 comply. Upon notification, the Department of Community
11 Affairs a.•�•119-a•e-�¼RaRee shall withhold any funds payable

12 with the bond issue, by the underwriter or financial

12 to •ucb governmental entity until the required information is

14 underwriter or consultant; and

(bl In the case of a special district, notify the
14
15 Departaent of Community Affairs that the special district has

13 consultant to any person not regularly employed by the

15

f.

Any other fee paid by the unit of local government

16 with reseect to the bond issue, including any fee paid to
17 attorneys or financial consultants.
18

2.

Within 90 days after the time of sale of any bonds

13 rec;eived by the division.

16 failed to coaply.

17 Community Affairs aaRh¼R9-aRe-P¼RaRee shall proceed pursuant
\& to as. 189.00!l and 189.009.

19 by a unit of local government to an underwriter, such

19

Section 7.

21 the unit of local government a sworn statement containing the

21

153.06

20 underwriter shall file with the Division of Bond Finance and

Upon notification, the Department of

Subsection (4) of section 153.06, Florida

20 Statutes, is uaended to read:

Issuance of bonds.--

23 sub paragraph 1.

(4) �he4ssweRee-et-swek-liteRas-ska¼¼-Ree-h-swe;eee-ee
22
23 ••Y-•"-••••¼eae-H-eeRa¼eieRe-eeR4aiRea-iR-aRy-eeke•-seaewee

25 The information disclosed pursuant to this paragraph shall be

25 Hea••-••-...-.¼•-••-P1!¼¥aee-aa¼e-aRe-ie•-•wek-Pt'iee-as-4e-••Y

27 be filed with the clerk of the circuit court of each county in

27 e.-eh •ale of bonds shall be made at a price so low as to

22 information required by subsubparagraphs c., d., and e. of
24

u

aa•-�-•.-••r-••u4ss¼eR-aay-ae¼¼-swek-eeRes-4a-aweh-aaRReP

26 maintained by the division as a eublic record and shall also

26 •••e-4ae-«-ee-4e•-eke-eese-4Ree•••••-•i-ehe-eewR4fT-ewe No

28 which the unit of local government has authority.

21 require the payment of interest on the money received therefor

29

(3)

If a unit of local government fails to verify,

30 pursuant to subsection

(2),

the information held by the

31 division, or fails to provide a complete description of all
8
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computations the amount of any premium to be paid on

2 redemption of any bonds prior to maturity.

holding such office or employment on or after the effective

Prior to the

3 preparation of definitive bonds, the county may, under like

, restrictions, issue interim receipts or temporary bonds with

5 or without coupons exchangeable for definitive bonds when such

6 bonds have ,een executed and are available for delivery.

The

7 couJ:y commission may also provide for the replacement of any

a bonds which shall become mutilated or be destroyed or lost.
9

Section 8.

Paragraph (d) of subsection (2) of section

10 161.38, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
11
12

161. 38
(2)

Issuance of bonds.-- ,

The board of county comiissioners shall determine

13 the form of such bonds, including any interest coupons to be

14 attached thereto, the denomination of the bonds, and the place
15 of payment of principal and interest which may be at any bank

16 or trust company within or without the state.
17

18 •ais-eaap•e•-saaii-ftet-ff-Stiejeee-•e-afty-�i•i•a•ieRs-••

19 eeRai•ieRs-eeR4aiRe4-ift-aRy-e•a••-iaw7-afta-•••-lM••4-ef-eetiR•Y

20 ·•-*&S¼eRe•s-■ay-seii-Stieft-ffR&S-¼ft-StieR-■8Rfte•7-8¼�••-•·

21 pwW4e-••-p,,i¥a•e-aaie-aft4-ie•-awea-pt-ieee-ae-it-■ey-4ete•■iRe
22 ••-ee-ift-4Re-eee•-iR4e•ea4s-ei-•ae-eiee•iee-eeRee•Re47-ew• No
23 awea sale of bonds shall be made at a price so low as to

2' require the payment of interest on money received therefor at

25 a rate in excess of 6 percent per annum, computed with
.1111

relation to the absolute maturity of the bonds in accordance

27 with standard tables of bond values, excluding from such

28 computation, however, the amount of any premium to be paid for
29 the redemption of any bonds prior to maturity.

30

Section 9.

The provisions of this act relating to

31 public officers and employees shall apply to any person
10
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2 date of this act.

'

3

Section 10.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1980.

5
6

7
I

9

10
11
12

13

1,

15

16

17

18

19
20

. 21
22
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��ndno bids are r eceived, or if all bids are
rejected, the
ma be reoffered at a
ne otia ted sa1e or at
p
c sa e y com
anothe r
ive bid A shorter
is P&rmitted for thpeetit
second public sale by period of notice
competitive bid.
Refunding b onds are excl
uded from the competitive
requlrenient.
---bidding
A "finder• is defined to
employed by an underwri :e (: a jers�n not regularly
te
tc. an
function than to inf
o has n o other
luence the acquisi.w�
t ion of t he bond.
Provides local go
ents u to
days after th e issuance
of a bond to file vernm
prescri be�forms120
with the Division o
Finance.
f Bond
Provides the unde
bond to file a aw�!i' t:r up to go da s after the sale of
information Witll the ;i;fement conta!ning certain requireda
sion of Bond Finance.

23
2'

25
.Iii

%1
21
29

30
31

11
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HCAC Proposed CS/HB201, HB216, and PCB

Types of Bonds
Required to be
Competitively
Bid

General Obligation bonds only (appr:ximately 20%
of lccal bonds are G.O. bonds).

All local bonds.

Provision for
Negotiated
Sale

If nc bids are received, or if all Jids are
reje:ted by the governing body, the bond issue
may :e negotiated.

By resolution at a public meeting, the
governing body may elect to negotiate for
sale of bonds. The resolution shall state
reasons requiring the negotiated sale
(e.g., market conditioris, characteristics
of bond issue, etc.).

Additional Provisions
Pertaining to
Acceptance or
Rejection of
Competitive Bids

None

Bonds shall be awarded to bidder offering
lowest net interest cost.
No bid conforming to notice of sale may be
rejected unless all bids are rejected.
If bids rejected are legally acceptable, the
bond issue cannot then be negotiated for
sale unless the resulting net interest rate
is lower than the lowest rejected bid.

Disclosure by
Underwriters and
Units of Local
Government

With'n 90 days after the sale of� bond to an
underwriter, the underwriter must disclose ,to the
unit of local government and to the Division of
Bond Finance information on fees and bonuses
paid, underwriting spread, and management
fees charged.

Prior to any resolution authorizing a
negotiated sale, the managing underwriter
must disclose to the local government:
estimated expenses; names of and estimated
amounts to be paid to persons acting as
intermediaries between issuers and underwriter,
expected underwriting spread; estimated fees
to be paid to persons not regularly employed;
and, any other disclosure the local government
may require.

CS/SB l02
(Continued)

Within 120 days after issuance of i!!!.Y bond issue,
the local government must file with the Division
of Bond Finance information (to the best knowledge
of each governing body) concerning underwriters
and financial consultants involved, fees and
commissions charged by underwriters, and fees
paid by the local government.

HCAC Proposed CS/HB201, HB216, and PCB
Within 45 days after the sale of bonds, the
managing underwriter must disclose to the
local government the actual costs and
information asked for above.
Within 60 days after the sale, the local
government must disclose to the Division of
Bond Finance: all fees paid by the
government in connection with the bond
issue; names of any attorney or financial
consultant who advised the local government;
any fees paid by the financial consultant
to any person not regularly employed by the
consultant; and, the disclosure statements
provided by the managing underwriter.

Finders and
Finder's Fees

Prohibits finder's fees; defines "finder";
provides misdemeanor penalty for paying or
receiving finder's fees.

Finders and finder's fees are not prohibited,
but disclosure of names and amounts paid in
connection with the bond issue to� person
acting as an intermediary between the issuer
and the underwriter is required of the
underwriter {prior to negotiated sale).

Employees Connected
with the Bond Issue

Requires any local government employee whose work
is connected with the issuance of bonds to come
under financial disclosure (s. 112.3145, F.S.).

(Same)... but specifically excludes employees
whose function is only clerical or ministerial.

No member, officer, or employee of a local
governing body shall, on behalf of an underwriter,
etc., solicit business from or use influence with
the local agency during his or her employment with
the agency. This prohibition continues for 2
years after the employee leaves the local agency.

(Same)

CS/SB l J2
Wscellaneous

Deletes language in s. 1:3.06(4), F.S. (Water and
Sewer bonds ) and s. 16l.38(2)(d), F.S. (Beach and
Shore Preservation) whic• states that "issuance of
bonds shall not be SJbje:t to limitations or
conditions in any ot�er Jaw, and that the county
commissioners may sell bends either at public
or private sale ... "

HCAC Proposed CS/HB201, HB216, and PCB
None

Florida House of Representatives - 1980

HB

216

By Representative Mica
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to financial matters; adding

2

'

3

subsections to s. 215.58, Florida Statutes,

5

counsel," and "bond brokers•, creating s.

defining the terms "fiscal agent,• "bond

6

215.687, Florida Statutes, providing

7

requirements with respect to county, municipal,

a

and special district bonds; providing an
effective date.

9
10
11

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

12

Section 1.

13
14

to section 215.58, Florida Statutes, to read:
215.58

15
16

Definitions.--The following words or terms when

used in this act shall have the following meanings:
(14)

17
18

Subsections (14), (15) and (16) are added

"Fiscal agent• means an agent or advisor

designated by a unit of local government to act for it in any

19

capacity, other than as legal counsel, in the sale,

20

administration and payment of bonds and coupons.
(15)

21

"Bond counsel" means a legal advisor designated

22

by a unit of local government to provide a legal opinion with

23

respect to any bond issue.
(16)

24

"Bond broker• means any promoter, finder,

25

salesman or any person who, on behalf of any underwriter or

26

investment banker, functions to influence a unit of local

27

government to sell bonds to said underwriter or investment

28

banker •

'29
30

Section 2.

Section 215.687, Florida Statutes, ls

created to read:

31
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215.687

I

2 sale.--

county, municipal, special district bonds;

(1) All bonds sold by a unit of local government, as

1 l:l us
2.2/12
1:lus

2.2/13 \,....)

7

2.2/16

such place or places as the governing body shall determine to

receive proposals for the purchase of such bonds.

Notice of

10

financial journals published within or without the state, and

11

shall contain such terms as the governing body shall deem

12

advisable and proper under the circumstances.

13

bids are received at the time and place called for by such

u

notice of sale, or if all bids are rejected:

15
16

17
18

(a)

However, if no

The governing body may negotiate such bonds at a

private sale as shall be deemed proper and advisable by the
governing bodyz or
(b)

The governing body may reoffer such bonds for sale

19

by competitive-bid upon a shorter period of reasonable notice

20

provided for by resolution of the board.

21

(2)

All proposals for the purchase of any bonds

If the bids rejected

3 are legally acceptable bids under the notice of sale, such

4 bonds shall not be sold thereafter except upon public sale
after publication of notice of sale as provided herein.

2.21'.._,j

6

7

2.2/17

(4)

No bonds of a unit of local government shall be

certificate, executed either manually or by facsimile

9

signature of the chairman of the unit of local government, to

11

2•

2.2/20

under the provisions of this act. Such certificate shall be

12
13

bonds and that the requirements of this act and all of the

2•

14

laws relating to such bonds have been fully complied with.

2 •.

2.2/21

l:lus

2.2/22 ··.
J
2.2/23 '-'
l:lus

2.2/24

15

(5)

Not later than 10 days following a bond closing by

2.:
2.:

18

a disclosure statement which shall be open for public

19

inspection and shall contain the following information:

2.

17

21

(a)

The amount of commissions or fees charged by the

undf!rwriter.

23

24

bidder offering to purchase such bonds at the lowest net

be paid from the bond proceeds, directly or indirectly, to any

24

25

interest cost, such cost to be determined by deducting the

2.2,0

bond broker, promoter, finder or salesman and the services

25

rendered for such commissions or fees.

accrue on such bonds until their respective maturities,

29

without reference to any provisions for prior redemption of

30

such bonds.

22

26
27

2.2/30

28
'

2.2/31 �

29

30
31

31

2
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1::

the unit of local government and the Division of Bond Finance

16

20

2.2/2 8

.

the unit of local government, the underwriter shall provide

2.2/25

I

.

conclusive evidence as to approval of the issuance of such

23

28

2.

2.2/18

2.2/26

discount bid to the aggregate amount of interest which will

lI

2 •·

in public. Such bonds shall be awarded by resolution to the

27

2 •.
2 .·

10

offered for sale by a unit of local government shall be opened

total amount of premium bid from or adding the total amount of

2.

the effect that the issuance of such bonds has been approved

22

26

1:

issued unless the face or reverse thereof contains a

a

8 such sale shall be published at one or more times at least 10
9 days prior to the date of sale in one or more newspapers or

No bid conforming to the notice of sale mav be

2 rejected unless all bids are rejected.

4 defined in s. 218.31(1), with a par value in excess of $3
5 million shall be sold at public sale by competitive bids at

6

(3)

;

(b)

The amount of all commissions or fees paid or to

l:

2.

1:

2.

2.·

(c)

The amount of all commissions or fees paid to a

2.

(d)

The amount of all commissions or fees paid to the

2.

fi seal agent.

bond counsel.
(el

The amounts of any other commissions or fees paid

from the bond proceeds.

1:
2.

3
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(f)
2

3

Any other disclosure which the local governin�

body may require.
Section 3.

This act shall

take effect

July ·1,

1980.

5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

HOUSE' SUMMARY

Provides that all bonds sold by units of local government
with a par value in excess of $3 million shall be sold at
public sale by competitive bid. Requires notice and
requires the underwriter of the bonds to provide the
governing body and the Division of Bond Finance of the
Department of General Services with a disclosure
statement containing information with respect to:
1. The amount of commissions or fees charged by the
underwriter.

2. The amount of commissions or fees paid from bond
proceeds to any bond broker, finder, or salesman and a
description of the services rendered.
3. The amount of all commissions or fees paid to a
fiscal agent, bond counsel, or to any other person.
4. Such other information as the local governing body
may requife•

18
19

20
21
22

23
24

25

76
27
28
29
30
31

4
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COMMITTEE ON COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
STAFF ANALYSIS
__APrii 11, 1980

CS/HB 201 and 216
Companion/Similar,
Relating to, Local Government Bonds

I.

Sponsor, Committ�e_on.C0111111Un�ty
Affairs, Rep. Jennings and Mii;;a
Other CDffftittees of Reference,
1.
2.

Staff Analysis-Proposed cs
for He 201 and ffB 216
Page TWO
April 11, 1980
II.

A.

Summary,
A.

B.

Present Situation -- The governing bodies of counties and
municipalities under general home rule powers (s. 125.013(2)
and s. 166.121(2), Florida Statutes) are currently authorized
to establish the terms (public or private salel, manner
of sale and the like, for the issuance of most bonds. In
addition, special districts may determine bond sale terms
in accordance with their enabling legislation.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes -- This bill provides
for,
1.

Sale of Bonds -- Provides that local governments
may sell bonds by either competitive bids or
negotiated sale. However, prior to s negotiated
sale, the local governing body at a public meeting
shall state findings as to the reasons requiring a
negotiated sale, including but not limited to
charscteristics of the bond issue and market condi
tions.

2.

Disclosure -- Requires that the senior managing
underwriter shall provide a disclosure statement
prior to the resolution authorizing the negotiated
sale1containing the nature and estimated amounts
of expenses by the managi119 underwriters in connec
tion with the bond issuance. Also included in this
disclosure statement will be names, addresses and
estimated amounts of compensation of any person
who exercises or attempts to exercise influence
to effect any transaction in the purchase of such
bonds.

Within 60 days following a bond closing, such
senior managing underwriter will provide the unit
of local government a disclosur� statement con
taining all information and actual expenses
estimated in the statement submitted prior to the
negotiated sale.

Requires the unit of local goverruoent to file
within 90 days following a bond closing, a
disclosure statement with the Division of Bond
Finance containing all fees paid by the unit of
local governinent with respect to the bond issue,
including for a negotiated sale, the disclosure
statement fr- the senior managing underwriter.
In a competitive bid sale, the unit is also
required to provide the amount of underwriter
spread to the Division.
J.

�yees -- Specifies employees, officers, and
rs involved in a bond issue that will be

subject to the Code of Ethics.

Private Sector/State Fiscal Impact,

B.

IV.
v.

VI.

Private Sector -1.

Effect on C0111petition: This bill could increase
competltlon for underwriting of municipal bonds
because of the CQftlP9titive bidding provision.

State Agency -- This bill will require the Division
of bond flnance to file disclosure statements from the
units of local government. Since the bill does not
require analysis by the Division, the cost should be
minimal.
Staff Analysis prepared byt William I(. Callam l,'f'-(
Staff Director's review,

William R. Kynoch

Copy to Sponsor, 4/11/Rd-_ �
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SEC investigates mu�cipal.,.bo�d Sales
OHi.ANDO - The Securities
rn<l gxcht1nge Commission has
luunchcd sn investigation into the
lumdling or municipu) bonds in Flori
tl11 indudiug the rule uf luvi!lhly paid
"finders'' u:ied lo line up business,
!hi, Orlando Sentinel Star reported
8undny.
'fhe su-cnlled finders operate 011
frcclunci, Lroker!I hired for their ubili
ly to swuy crucial bond vole:1. f,'jndcrs
1111d hond firms uri, 11uid to ingratiate
thcm!lclves wilh politiciaus vin cam
paign contributions.
The newspaper churiied that. offi
ci11l11 of Southeastern Municipal
Bonds Inc. of Orlando mude tnm
puign contributions to two of �hree

county commissioners who voted to
award Southeu11lem t.he Orango
County Housing Finance Authority
bond issue curlier t)1is year. The third
commissioner reportedly received a
$1,000 cont�ibution six days before
the vote from people ljnkcd tq Q
Southeastern bond finder.

TUE SEC HAS refused l,o dis
cuss ill! invc:stigution, bu� it reporled
ly 'includes a pumbcr of negotiated
bond deals in Central pnd S011t\l flur
ida.
"Tlie p,uyment of finders h1 a
legitimule busine11a practice," soid
Bill Nortmon, heat.I of lf\o SEC office
in Miami. He heads tho investigation.
"But the <1ue11tion that then
comes \JP is w�ether tlie finder's fee
0

"Tl,e quostian tlfat

... (:Onies up is

wl,otl,er f/re finder's
fee is being infl�tod,
f)nd is going back to
�omeono in If.
. position to decide Off
an {hood) issue. '

- �EC offici11I Bill Nortf11�tr)

6

er their practices add � tho bond
costs.

"SOME Of THEM are aubstan
i11 being inflated and is going back to
tiol firms, and some are fly-by-night
someone in a position lo decide on an
pperator11," said Howard Monel,
issue."
cou1111el to the securities subcommit
. · Af) mu�h 11.s $19.60 ou� of every· tee of �h.ll Senat11 Dunking, Housing
$1,000 bond lu111 gol\e to puy for ex. .an� Ur��!l Affuirii ComrniHee.
pcnseii 011 recpnl housing bond i11suea
Arnold Greenfield, an executi�e
nrou11d the country. 'l'he low i;uneral
with Loeb fl.hou<!es, Hornblower &
ly was �bou� JH} per boncl:
' • Co. in. Tullahassee, said it Wllll sug· · . If· 11 Florida county selllJ $50; . ge11tet.l to 11n associate of his thie su,n
·
. · milliol\ worth of housing bonds,
mer that th11 firm 11hould make cer
' ·. JHl.50 worth of expenses for every
tain CB(Jlpaign co11tribuUon11 in order
$1,000 of the bond would omount lo
�o earn a rolo in Orunge Cou11ty'11
$�15,000.'l'he difference between $16
planped Jl30-millioo hou11in� fiand $19.50 in fee11 would add up to
$176,000 on a $50-million bond is11uo. · 11011cl) �rogrn1Q•.
·
"We wouldn't do it," said Green
Norlmon 11oid i1is ugoncy al110 i�
concerned about. "the nature of indi
field, who once headed the state's
viduule" shmying up as finders in a
bond program.· "We refused tQ pay
·
numbe� of �ond projects, and whelh11omeo1�e.

''Thia could give Orange County
1m undesirable reputation in the fi11a11cial world," he said. "It luu1 al
ready done that. Unless there is an in
dication that the problem is being
rectified, everyone is going to lits
aware that that's tho way you got
business down there.''
Albert Gordon, vice president of
municipal finance at Kidder Pea
body and Co. in New York 11aid the
rapid in0ux of resiaent.a to 1-'lorida Ill(
one c,f tho Sun Belt 11Latc11 haa re
quired much more government
· spending per cn1,ita than in more es
taLli:1hed areas like the northeast
·
United States.
"See, florida in many ways i11 still
- and I don't mean to insult you-·.
part of tho old frontier, where they·
ploy a pretty rough ,:ome of ball,"
Gordon said.
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.: py M�l{E �O(L�c� ,: :,� "·
cou�t,y copimls�/on pr auth_onty, J\von 9f courso w�ot,
uu•lno• w,11.,
· . : .. • •·• .
·•. ·• ·· · ·
·· ·
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·
ed p fee.
•
The scene is� bar in Florida, last January. ·
· · •· · . !'We got close tq talking ibout �om,e c\9u�h. Coltlcj
The bond. bus ine:;li had .been !llgw _at Kidder Pea-· .flav� been $2 ct bond," Gordon :iaid. '
· ·.- ··· · ·• · •.· · \· -'
body & Co:, a New York brokerage house, w)lere A.\·
fl'be conversation laiited more than \hree hour�, ... .· .
·
·
' her� I·. Oorcto�•s main jol;l �s t� ta_nd municipal QOOd · If i� ·�ypjc�l of the frank, ca_sual cjrcumsfances under
,
.
bu:•.nc�s.
·. I
. · .
which some bond Industry <teals are m!ld� - alth'ougl{'
•
.·
l\tdder •���t E);,cpand_ m
Florida, and do �o qu ickly.·
'i� i!i f�mote from thfr average per$on•� idea of the wc1,y
• Two Floqdi\ bond _ f 111!-ler�. R,andy Avon an_d Daniel. · f' mu nflpal. bond di:aler 1 'PJ'Mriiz�s fl mar��tip�
•'
:·
,.Bass, ar?. tryi�g to conyince Gord_o� that they hol� th�.. �tfQrt.'\ -'· ..:
·· ·
1
· I" _,1
Le
ne
t
\(cy Lo _ l\1dder s. [ul_ ure 1n t_)le �u11sl1J S � ..· : . · ,
Deals are 11s likely to be m11da over i\ hunc\shake io it·,
1
· Avon and B��s are no ','itfangers to underwritep; like parl<ln� lot Of �flj!r a drin)c jn a bar a� tl18f ar� ip an
'Gordon 1 -Their .last client w�s E.�._H u ll�n, one ot th�:,. otCice. · · '· : · · _
· . � ·
· ,; '
nation's laq;est and most prest1g1ous �irms, an� t �-'.;' · Of course Jlandy Avon also has 'an office.
1
geLher t1_1e¥ made a lot of money of.f F�onda bone)�..
Hi� sm�ll · but ·plush quarters in the Internatlo11al· .
.
. Bond •�d u sLry sources say o ne pai:t�cular Hut�on re-; Buil�ipg t;in Sunrise Boul?var� iq_ For� L,aui,t�� d�l�
prese_nfa�fve µ�e<! to _lau�ll ���u� his �ompany � :rnc- noµses s�ve-1:al .(\.von op erallon�:
.
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•· ' • Corpo.,rate an\l Fina�cial Consultants Inc., a firrra
·
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!Jass
•
, They 1;���me lk�o\VJdJ} 'tti� business as "H.�tton'( including' Av o" and �ass; wlii�h acts a, !\ fin!l�r lof.
bond Issues,_ . ..
.. . ...., . '·
. .
gorillas." 1 ..- ,..
•• ·
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• Legislative and Governm�ntal Con§ullants lnc. ,
Avon an<f llass are \1ere with Gordon now bccanse
· ow client. The relation:, which �ielps pul t ogetll�r politi�al camp!1!gt\� and·
they are In the mar�et for ap_
.
,ship with Hutton squred 1.a company spokesman re•. fund-ritise!s:
.. · .
.. · ··
.
,
_ • Creauv� Public Relations ilnc\ Marketmg.
portei:t, in·� cJi.sput e tj)at reither side wants to discuss.
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Fort Lauc_:lerdale court dunng Av.on s arraignment in 1976.
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. .' . . ·: .-. dent of the florlda Jaycees lo the s!�ties iU)c!, l)e-\,l�qcV ,.. _i· �ll!1S lik� J\von ,.:was '. Republican stat� le�Jsl�tqr ·. ne( Star an� would not answer wrltlen questions su,
"�ut we· dkln'i µ,�·y it." :' " .. : :· · ·: . .
\
'
·a·.s ���� ��6f��a�(!� . "'.h �rl!_ in ;F'lor_ _ld� ��-- llls co11tacts.wit!1in that organ�zailo11 lQ J1el'1 him. win
.
; · .Gordon
an4 ii'Jayfco; ttq· Ii�'!'�� as. a le�islalor from \P1� milted to bun_- '
.
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.
• , spat Jn the Floridll leglslatur� Ill l!l7i?.
'!\' , · •· A secretary .sumrpec\ I\ up: "Mr. J\yon does not g1•
. .. . . ·
could help.
· .
.,
. -·
·-..�- - •, ..: tJu·ough )074, lo�jng a re·el�c\1on tml.
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_ all
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T�1e pr�blem 1 s_ �xqcerbat�cl J.)y the regula\ory v acu. _ The I acI< Qf loug h regulatI ans and �Ir Ict
-,..�
o The inlricacies of bond 1,an sactions c1re such t h at :
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� m!J . ' Ham� sa1cl he woul� te�I "rpor� comfqrtable" if he
1 11y a few elected o l(icial� are abl� to make informed ' -�� _tn �h1ch mumcrpal bond� are dealt. Most of lhe ac•
can t ake place 1nvolv_1ng elected officl�ls, bond f1nc!ers · l<n�y., ttwt an 01:?je�live choici, was being made for un• . , · ·
eci�ions and o l len are lelt, at th� mercv qf <?l;Jl&iders : ' 1 1vi t1E_ls of ��nd dealers an� find e rs dq n9t com� '-! n?E_lr ·
8nd �ager firms a nxious t o co� 13� much mof1ey as .d erwrll�r · ::-:- t hq sami, kind o f objective choice the •
. ; � h e � c r u l 1 n ¥ o f s t a t e f! O c! f � ci � ��I s � l'.;U r J � 1 e s
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C?1,1nty pl akes wh�n It �uy� . fl truck from t he lowe�t
19ators
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·
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· The Slal_e _ D1v1s1pn of Secunlles h�� h�arc;I :jlories
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,ego11ated bond sales leaves to the yt�im� of elected
. Underwnt�r�. for mun1c!pat bon� 1ssu1;1s are usual ly
. Bu\ -.t h£! county co�milisic;m plans no Immediato
,//icials exc.1clly what process ttw goverriment wil l 1ot- • . abou t municipal bor;id a bu ses, b u t lhere have oot beer\ . p icked by pol,1 1t�lans aHer a selection p f0C'lSS that can
. anx formal cpmplainls. Until the s tate see� �hose j'.;01�,- _go O� to( rponlhs or_be flnlshe_d in fl few ,n_inutes of clis• 'change l� _ ils'p�lj�y O!) .U0derwriters, and tr£! pr9spect�
)W in �e,ec,Jing underwriters and Jnr,rk.eting bi;>nd s .
' •
·
· cu ss1on. An �ll6rnallve, sel e cting underwnter;i by com- · fo� ne� reQIJIBtions t hal would h e l p c o ntrol the
• Tht: Municipal Rule-Making Board in Washington, 1, plaints, II cannot a�t .
fliicll d<i!IIS g ui<Jchnas tor bond issues, lacks the au- · · . "It's r�alJy something we in essence just respond to · petilive bid, js often used by the �tale but al most never · ,un away IJlLinii;:igal bond Industry appear dim.
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1 rant abuses h a¥a been (lOled: 1h�
_
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· •. abuse a nd that s�mellmes there Is no real select,ofl . J1ons already on the books.
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arllcul arly intere s ted In finders. 't(ho ar� · · ••1 don't h.-ve any lnlormaUoo like th al, and the r�aso�
Under
s?
1ut1lii;; is gelling \ho bes t possible d��I
In
lhl"
rn�Jli(;ipal
..
"�ho does? Nob_ody," said Chri�topher Taylor, iin n ot exe mpt �rom stale and l9der.al f�9i fi\f�llo rf r\'�u ire- ¥?U can't get It Is !h.ere's no dlsclosure.' These bills on
, . . · ,
·, .
,ond ri,arkqJ.
.
, ·: ·
1
•
ofllc1al with the Municipal Aul e-�aklng Board.
d1scJosu re·have no1 b�en getting a warm reception."
.
. . rnenls t_h al apply to bona dealers.
fO�lS
l(?_
When lftrict disc losur6 l aws on securities WQr e ap"The �ue �tion that co�es up Is whether ltie find er's ·
An �Hernpt tP impo�e tougher re�ulations on finders
p rov�� _ by C� ngre s $ I n 1 933 � nd 1 934 , m!,! n l c l p a l fee I� peing mll�ted an� 1� golnQ �ack to s�rneone in a· and �ther� In' the mupicipal bond industry failed to · ;
.
Tho'cosls of unnecessary bopcf issues and ttie tavisll bondi wer� �xem p ted. 1heY hav e remc4ln�d '\lirt� allt �oslU on Jo dec.1cle on . th� lssu v, • .s,!ct f,llll f'.lortman,· pas� Coogress l ri 1 W6; another auempt failed ii"! 1977 ·
y
tees paid 10 politic ally connect�i;f fincfers are expenses ex�mpt despil� �everat recent attempts to m ake mu� head o f the s�c·s Miam i ofll ce . _: •. ·
: · . · - . . and af1.Qlt\er falle� In. 1 1l79. 6ack�r� say they will tr
·
·
·
Norlman sa1fl th@ SEC Is lnier�sled In whether ''iJnY . · �g�ln,. : �: ·
Ul l hnalely p assed Pn t9 th_e_ �ubl iq. f,nd in �Qmo ca��s . nlc1pal bonds �onform to t�e same regulations governl,
'
'i . : • " • •
1 •
S
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P�nel to,ft�dy bofld �ales laws

Hy .TACK NOLAN

''.i

·.,,
II /
TALL/\HASSEE _ The Houl;c\ Goiirnrnnily Afrairs
Conimitlce will discuss possible .c)laogrs in laws govcrning municipal boncls sales at its: Nov. 26 meeting.
A staff spoke�man s;ii<l the 1:30 p.m. meeting would
he divide(! h0twPrn discussion of financinr, local gov
ernment audits arHI lhP municipal bonds issue.
The cffPcts of political influence in the marketing of
municipal bonds in Oranr,e County was the subject of
a recent series of stories in the Sc11ti11el SI ar.
The series prompted sev0ral legislators lo cnll for
changes in the lnw. Rep. John Mica, R-Winlcr Parle, is
a member of the Commui1ity Affairs Commiltee and
asked that llH• issue he slucliPd promptly.
A commit lf'P st arr spokf'stnan said l he commi!lef'
would hear a staff rpport on municipal bond market
. ing. No propospcl hill is C'xpcclcd lo be cliscussccl at
the session, th0 :.polcC'snrnn said.
The Sl'ntinC'/ Star series also spurred a·criminal i11vestig,1tion of municipal bond. rnarlccling in Orangr
Counly hy P;-isco-Pincllas Slate Allorncy .l;1111es T.
Sonllnel SI••
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Russell, who was ass1r,nl'cl the case hy Gov. lloh
Grnham.
Russell was out of the state Tuesday ancl no staff
members arc allowed to discuss ongoing invcsligalions with reporters, llusscll's secretary said.

Graham assigned Russell lo lhe probe at the request
of Orange-Osceola Slate Attorney Hobert Eagan, who
saicl nn outside investigal.or was needed lo nvoid the
appearance of conflict of interest.
Eagan must decide whether lo seek. re-election next
year.

The Sentinel Star series clclailecl how some bond
marketing firms contributed lo locai politicians' cam
. pai�ns in apparent anticipation· of having lhe politi
ciilns clcciclc lo marlccl municipal bonds lhro111:;h those
firms.

While Mirn works lhrour,h the Community /\ffairs
Committee, Hep. Toni .Jennings, R-Orlanclo, and Sen.
Bill Gornrnn, H-Tnni.:Nine, h,we prefilecl a bill that
would m;ilce I he marlcrling of mosl municipal honds
subjrcl lo comprliliv<' hiclclinr,.
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LaW;maket torf;!CastS tou'gh;Jaw on.b6hds ·next yeaf
By JACK NOLAN

The-committee received the report and prepared for. subject to poljtic11l maneuvering that·ofti?n results in have drawn bills to tighten municipal bond laws that
next January's discussion of bills that df!al will\ what certain bond firms getting }ucrative contrac ts.
require, in most c ases, competitive bidding in their
,
, , , Campaign contributions' m�y play a roie in the fa- marketing.
TALLAHASSEE - A k ey Florida legislatot pre111Jt- : the repo� calls Florida's ''r. alher lax bon� laws."· . .
· The report shows a ·v,1riety of factors that may be
In the past decade, the amount of Flonda municipal voritism displayed toward certain bopd firms. · ·
ed Monday that the Legislature pext year will pass· a •
1
ion
ally
_
c_
onsidered in ��tern!ining whether private negotiac
ease
ro
ann
has
i
nds
so
b
d
g
c
r
c
igh
i\
o
bond
ols
l
_
,
sales
on
�
and
ipal
muni
F
tenin
ont
4 f m $200 �_!p .
law t
The report ,also highlights a' January ·1978 series i
. 11
tions or comoeuuve bids are best. . . . .
to $2.4 h1l1_1on..
.
,'.fequiring com11ctitive bidtlin� �n the bon·ds,.' . (
L
. ' .
the
auderdale
News
and
the
fort
Lauderdale
ort
·
. - .. . It quotes Lennox Moak of the Municipal Fman ce Of,
In hlghhghtm� weaknesses• ,m Florida •laws govern- S F
i t f
S ti
d
.
. .
.
: "There's no reason in the world that we don't have · m�
· such b9nds, the rep?rtyo1nt
s to a_ series of art1• c1es un- en ne1 t 1a ocuse on one group of t·mancia1 flcers Assoc 1at10�
that "under mo�t ordinary c1rcunh;'
experts that consistently was involved in {legotiated
ity . Affairs'
'.open !:>1'ddin,g on bonds,"
House_
Commun
S
.
,
.
prmted
I
ep
t
ember
m
the
Sentinel
Star.
n
late
stan
c
es,
t)le
lssumg
governmen
t
will
do
best
by
offerr,
.
.
.
, hairman
Brow rd Count•
private
with �·everal
Sid Martm
_.C
said. He said that although at- , The four-part series reported t)lat:..
· ,,
. . bond
. . · sales
.
.
,
il
•
Y
lng
its
bonds
at
public,
competitive-bid sale."
·
•
: te�pts_ to_ pass such a law �ave b et:n unsuccess• . • Bond finders - those free-lanc!l agents who· get mu�icipahtlcs.
· · .
· .·
. . "However, this should not be construed as a recom- '.
.
1 he paper reported. that. o!1e such transa�t.1on _m mendation for u[!iversal use of this method
. fol, 'flus t ime I expect the legislature to .make some . •·paid · by bond firms for lining up h'-!siness �ith city
of sale: ·
,
;law.
._
.
and county gov�rnmeut�. - are making large profits 197� produced nearly $2 malltoniin fees .for fmanc1al The �arket conditions, the size of the sale, the new- 1
\
ness of the type of instrument, the crc_dit of the is:m; Thirty-two states require competitive bidding on for their services. These profits come from the pro- services.
.
Three Republican legislators from Orange County ing ·gov.ernment; the frequency of offerings and other, ,
. :most municipal bond sales, according to a staff report ceeds of the bond Si\le and are not aJway� explal!)ed in
-'
�released Monday by the House Colllmittee on'Commu- detail.
- Reps. John Mica of Winter Park and Toni Jennings fac tors combine to indicate the wi;;e court;e ill any glv-,
• Municipal bonds .is�ued at· non-public sales. are of•Orlando ani! Sen. William Qorman of Tangerine -. en time.''
. .llily .Affairs.
ScnUn•• 51"'
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1.A 11/\881<:F. - Comptroller Gerald
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from

boys," said CONA official Nat Futch. "The
voters were betrayed, and we underatand the
federal government has tighter restrictions·
on thiR kincl of thing. Because it involve d in
ln11l11lc comm1:rce, we undeniland the
8<•,:11riti1•1& nn<I Exchange Commi88ion (SRC)
1roiv,l,1, l11v11•tl v,11t.,,"

JII l'l'C:11 WAH ,,.fc.rrlnl( to 107:1 nn,I 1076
1,,,,,,1 '""'"'" I ;c 11 IA •1tlldnl111.1111tA.111l ttu, vot
�,,, .,,�, .. 1 ..,1 ,.,, 1,.. Ji.,.,., ti,.. \y,nrJ 11 wot11<l n.
''""'" •I•"' Ill,: 1,,,,),., IA. l\11l 11111:00 ti,., w,l.l,r11
HpJ,,,,,,,_,1 ti,,. '""""", ti,,. ,.11.y tlnri,t•fl'I 11<,m•

1-8

. .
d111:11 1111l l111111d 1 11 rormu I 111vi,11l1
,
tu, I 1•1111 1,c d ''-cn11im:11 liy hi 11 iniliul i11i:ut1o
uir"
� l111,l llwre _'.1� ren1111n to believe
that f-1
idu s scc_unties laws have been violate ry
d� In this �ose, he is expected lo conclude
U111_t there is no reason for further investi
gation because he has found no ev1'd
ence
<?f securities fraud.
1':u,tch s11id he was not eurpri!ie<l h
.
. Y
Ltwui co1
• 1clus1
• ons • "'I'0 be honest with
you, we Just d id that to muddy the wa t
er, "
Futc h IIRid.
I<' utch• a south St. Peters
burg resi dent,

officials concede the complaints could al
�f the promised projects and diverted· that
on the coming ref
lDOney to o thers, City officials contend that . ready have had some effect
um.
d
eren
·:
the changes were necessary, reasonable and
· "Something like this is alw�ys unfortu�gal.
. . . .
CONA, a highly visible organization of cit . nate," aa!d St. Petersburg Mayor Corinne
Freeman. "It's a shame to have an issue col
izens that has become one of city govern
ment'• aeverest critics, has .raised its protest
ored with false information, but when some
at a time when the city is preparing to take a
body wants to be destructive they11 do about
9ew $,16-million bond is11uc for aimilar proj
anything. When they want to prevent some
CJ<..1.11 lo t\si, v11�r11 on Nov. 13.
thing from happening they1l do drastic
·. But 1.A:wia' deci11ion not to launch a £ull ln
thinga."
vc:11ti�11tion into CONA'1 et,mplaints may
loi,v• di,11lt II.A Cltllll4> a M>lhnr.k, alth,,ugh city
MRS. FREEMAN aaid she was "de-

imld he p11rlicularly want.td lo alert
voters
t,, t�e fact that the city had violate
. d. I· ts
enrlr1:r bond promi11c to make ffillJ0
r
JIrovomenls kJ 3bt and 28th Streets S.lm
Jri
.
Blend, the m oney went" t o impr
ov�me
nta
T
on Fourth Street, lhe
yrone T nangle"
and the controver sal, proposed
Eig hth
Street br.idge over R ooker Cre
ek.
.
City officials defend the chang
?s by.
.
contending that a deIay in
constr uction of
.
· Interstate 275 ,rorccd them to p ut o ff Improvem ents lo 31st
d 28 h Streets,
which will feed the i nte::tate �
c
origin!! bond prospectus refer:
�:�? ��
d
r
c
ontend they h�d �
��
h
!:;
�h
fe�:1 rigti°t i
e money to others.
· . __ ,

lighted" with Lewis' apparent decision, al
though she had been confident from the be
ginning that he would find the complaints
·
groundless.
.
"I hope that it will make people more
sympathetic, and I'm hopeful that we have
allayed some of the fears," she aaid.
Lewis, in accordance with his offict! poli
cy, began an inquiry into the romp\aints
after they were forwarded \o him by R,p.
George F. Hieber 11, R-SL P,l,nbu�. Lt,wis
See BONDS.14-8
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State prober expected to clea{city on bollds
By VIRGINIA

boys," said CONA official Nat Futch. "The
voters were betrayed, and we understand the
federal government has tighter restrictions
on this kind of thing. Because it involved in
terstate commerce, we understand the
Securities and Exchange.Commission (SEC)
might investigate."

ELLIS

St. Pet•r•bur�•• Sta_tf"--W'--'-'-'rilc..c.•-r ________

TALLAHASSEE - Comptroller Gerald
Lewis is expected to announce today that he
· has found no reason lo investigate the city of
St. Petersburg for its spending of multimil- lion-dollar bond issues.
But Lewis' announcement is only expect
ed to spur the Council of Neighborhood
Organizations (CONA),. whose complaints
prompted Lewis' Inquiry in the first place,
into further action.
·
"We may take it up now
with the federal

FUTCH WAS referring to 1973 and 1976
bond issues. CONA qfficials contend the vot
ers were led to believe the bonds would fi.
. nonce specific projects. But once the voter11-·
approved the issues, the city dropp13d some •

,

��-

Bonds

�f the promised projects and diverted· that
money to others. City officials contend that · .
t!:te changes were necessary, re!lsonable and ·:
Jegal.. .
-' CONA, a highly visible organization of cit
.
izens that has. become one of city govern
ment's severest· critics, has raised its protest
· t a time when the city is preparing to take
a
pew $46-roilliori bond issue for similar
prc:>j·
:'
ects to the voters on Nov. 13.
�- But Lewis' decision not to launch a full in. �rstigation into. CONA's · complaints may :· ·
have dealt
. its ct1use a setback, although city,·
.

said he particularly wanted to alert voters
to the fact that the city had violated its
earlier bond promise to make major im
does not launch a formal investigation
provements to 31st and 28th Streets S. In
unless he determines by his initial inquiry
stead, the money went to improvements
that there is reason to believe that Flor,
on Fourth Street, the "Tyrone Triangle"
ida's securities laws have been violated.
and the eontroversal, proposed Eighth
Street bridge over Booker Creek.
In this case, he is expected to conclude
that there is no reason for further investi
City officials defend the changes by · •
gation because he has found no evidence
contending that a delay in construction of I
(?f securities fraud.
.
· Interstate 275 forced them to put off im
'(
Futch said he was not surprised by
provements to 31st and 28th Streets
,j
,
Lewis' conclusions. "To be honest with
which will feed the interstate. Because th�
l
you, we just did that to muddy the water,"
original bond prospectus refers to "pro
Futch said.
posed" projects, they contend they had a
Futch, a south St. Petersburg resident,
_ legal right to switch the money to others.

officials concede the complaints could al
ready have had some effect on the coming ref
erendum.
.
.
"Something like this. is always unfortunate," aaid St. Petersburg Mayor Corinne
Freeman. "It's a shame to have an issue col
ored :with false information, but when some
body wants to be destructive they'll do about
·anything. When they want to prevent some
thing from happening they'll do drastic
ihinga.'! . , ·

lighted" with Lewis' apparent decision, al
though she had been confident from the be
ginning that he would find the complaints
·
groundless.
.
"I hope that it will make people more
sympathetic, and I'm hopeful that we have
allayed some of the fears," she said.
Lewis, in accordance with his office poli
cy, began an inquiry into the complaints
after they were forwarded to him by Rep.
George F. Hieber II, R-St. Petersburg. Lewi�

.M�S._ FREEMAN said she w� "de�

See BONDS, 14-B
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like Avon do not have to worry about the financial
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---·: ·}'_}::·. ·risks 'a· bond underwriter must assume. Avon
• .....,. • •• �--- �
-;. � concern himself with the complexities of the bond· market. He
. .·
.?' ? � :doesn:t have to bother with interest rates and the complicated
u
n
_fl �h�tRS:nud� :;;n°���:/���;,. the highest bidd;r is in�lu·
�
: 'en�.�. connections ••• political clout ••• friendships.:
. · i-���iic;�cl by. :-· •.
loophole
a
into
fit
who
breed
eclectic
an
:- -�-- -.. . Finders like Avon are
FLORIDA ·srAn:il.�.CHtvts
·
· municipal bond issu e,
a
In
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·
regulati
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f
eral
and
state
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irr
.
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· oi:;p�·Rriv1ED{t•ef' s. ,�-.. ri:
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ants usually are re,,
,'. b;oker.s. salesmen, attorneys and account
:0�
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the fees to t_hese
and
als,
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-.:_/ ·\quired ta- have professional
. Tallahassee, FL 3:23°99-0250
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document
bond
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spelled
are
usually
:-persons
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·finder simply by saying he is one. Find7 ·.
a
become
can
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•
. . .
l-ers. aren't subject to the- testing ac.Q_registration requirements i
Finder s _o ft�n
that bond, sa l_esm en and brokers m u� _satisfy'.
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_.,..j:-::;;.;;••.i . Even. though-finders' fees may be put up by bond underwrtt· ��
: . ·:·�_} _-;,:1_ e,s-.. in some· cases the·underwriter simply adds the cost to his
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Randy A�on h�s a: reputation as ·a. man -�ho gets-things don�::
A former state legislator who1 maintains his-·political contacts,:;
Avon operates- Corporate and Financial, Consultants. lnc. ..-ahi9h;..
ly. �essful �ort t:.auderdaJe- firm- that specializes.- in· locating:.,
busin.ess for_ �rms that "-"'a�t . to- s�I� municipal bonci issu es in�
Florida. . .-: . : · , , •. .
. -.
·.
In' the ·1an'guage- o.f "the trade, Randy. Avon· is· a fi�der, orie · ;t
dozens·,ot·people- irr Florid� who· are: paict- - soma- ot them quite··
handsomely••....:- for providing a· link· between .eager bonct" firms-'
and u ncertain local govemme_nts contemplating bond iSStJes.
What sets:.Avon apart is his phenomenal success and his. fee
- terr times · as: much- as: some; finders receive. Under .Avon's'
stanaard. fee arrangement he may-_r�ive-more than 4CJ".'percent
at the bonct company's· total management fee. orr. an issue even
thou gh this may not be- made..clear in the bon.:i prospectus or iA=
other official documents.
Avon·.and -�is- long-time associate Daniet Bass.formed· Corpo-'
rate and Financial Consultants in May 1977,. and since ·ttiat time
· tC:
the firm has been involved in actuar or proposed bond issues
.
taling mor& than S240 million� The two bond finders refused re-:
peated. requests from the Sentinel Star for interviews. · ·
Seccnd in a series. ·

Co_mp_any :"_equi_res- pl�g_e �f- no: 'kickbac�s�-

Avon's careera bond finder has been· marked with contro
versy. A national firm stopped using· his services. because· oi .
- "tainted. image.''.
what on� company official described as. Avon'S:
A Winter. Park. firm· that- hired Avon required him. to sign a letter
stating that none-of his hefty fee- would be- used for "kickbacxs.-"·
·
, : ·. . .
·
a spo_kesman fpr the· company said.
But despite the controversy, Avon· is much· in demand. be-·
cause-, as one prospective client put _it, Avon doesn't just prom
• .
·. · ·· · · .
ise-,. he "delivers" bond issues.
One• reason is that Avon maintains-close. -contacts. in o'r�nge
County and elsewhere around the state. Contae1s and inside in-·
formation- can be worth hard cash when a big bond issue comes ·
up. Avon's s tandard rate. for a S50 million bond issue is
$100,DOO.
In- addition to- push!ng. politicians- to go- 'along with bond is•'
sues,, Avon manages and collect s contributions for poli-tical
campaigns through a separate corporation, Legislative and Gov- ·
ernmentaJ- Consultants Inc. He also r,uns a public relations firm
and a travel agency. .
In some ot Avon's political contributions to Orange Count)(
candidates he is identified as a travel consultant.
Most of the information- on Randy Avon's success is second
nand - he and his clients refuse to discuss details -:- but that
information links Avon.to several bond firms and to more than a
,:
dozen bond issues over the past two years. · -'-··
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pt1rcl;!ase� w�o. ultimately. pays the-finders.'. fees, i nflated.
·
. or otherwise:
. ' ...._· ..

Regulators 1 underwriters
in dark
.

,
. . . . ·.·
: (�Florida and elsewher� finde�s.tlourish. :,vher& bonp
issues are awarded through- negot1at1ons in the political
process.rather than by competitive-bid. A finders gtride-· . b�ok put._out by E.F. Hutton- & Co. wams that no tind
ers-' "fees are paid where competitive bids- are used to
pick unaerwriters..
· o idea how many find
State officials say they have, n
ers ;are. working in Florida•. how much they. get paid or
what finders do for their money. ·
.But regulatory agencies ar�n·t the, only ones in the
• dark. !n some cases underwriters don't even .know
what finders are working· for·tnem or how mucn they
· ·
-:
·
... wilJ-be.paid.
. . .
This occurs because finders are free-ranee ooerators
.
who work in the background, ·otten under informal ar
rangements improvised to fit the need.
Toe Securities and ::xchange Commission is lookii:ig
into the act1v1ties ot· some 1inders ,n municipal bond is
sues in Fiorida. 1'.he Municipal Rule-making-Board, a
bond- industry organization, alsq is considering. guide· lines to J<eep up. with the increasing use ot tinders.
•
bond issues.
'.. OFle reason for concern is !hat.the use Of finders .
"increase the cost of a bond issue. That inceased
' is eventually· passed on to the public. Hundreds
thousands of dollars have been· paid to finders in the
· FTorida municipal l::ond market, although no one- can
pinpoint the figure.
SEC officials say they are concerned about the na
ture of persons being attracted to this lucrative busi-
: ness as well as with what is happening to the tees. and
. whether there is adequate disclosure of payments to
· finders; ·
The- political overtones implicit iri the finder's role is·.
one ot the-things investigators are interested in. Even
though- a recent increase in their activities has made
·them mor e noti c e a ble, finders are n ot a n ew
·
·.
: · phenomenon.
Compla1r.ts about finders go l::ack for years. A key
• state ottic:al admits- he isn't sure what authority he has
ta do anything about tinders even if tl<lose complaints
are warranted.
There ,s also confusion in the bond industry over
current regulations on finders. Some bond attorneys
. advis� underwriters to disclose any mor.ey paid to find
'.. ers in the ofiicial statement tor a t:ond issue. But state
. and federal officials say current reg�laticns are so
loose that full disclosure is not necessary as long
as
. _. .
, · there is no attempt to mislead the public.
.
.. .
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-� Proposed fee refused as too high
·. Am;ld Gr'eenf1eld of -Loeb Rhoades, Hornblower &··
in Tallahassee sa1ci he turned. oown a proposed
dea_l 1hat was sypposeclto inc,;lude a payrr,ent of S2 pe! ·
S1,C0O'to Avon-.
. .•
: "You're giving him (Avon) hall your gross," said
Greenfield, aoding that the 1ee was·much larger _than a;
--1inder -.... ould require for "just entertaining people."
: Slate olfi?iais agreed �1th Greentieic: tr.at manage-,
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"We need your help and -we're eager to.- pay- for it!'"
. the slickbrochure shouts.I,
·"It's qttite possible-that one-ofyourcontactsmaybe-�
� a key �cisioti-maker in the selection of an investment • __.
banker.:lf
. so, with: your introduction and our-unde'r•
writing skills, you might just eam ·yourself a. sizable_
·
· � ·
· · ··
·
i finders fee-" ·
, "Sizable;' means SS0,000 ·or more,-according to the-'.!
;�bz:ochure preparedbyE.F.-HUtt?n&Co,-a.s-aguideline: for finders·in municipal bond issues. Hutton's 12-page--'
itreatise · on· finders includes plenty ot tips and a ques- ·
· :tionnair�. to evaluate just how good
you. can:
.
..
. a. fi�der·
.
·
·.
"be ··· .::.
·
•
_L_rg� · firms· like Hutton frequently p
, ay'"their' em�
ploy�s i! they have the connections and the
·
· pull. to_
.
qualify them as finders, and the brochure was. intend.:.
. .
·
ed. for Ht.itton·account executives:·.· ..... ::. ._ But the .information contained in the little-booklet,.
.filled with come-on language- is just as appropriate. for
• a. private-finder like. Randy Avon, who worked !or Hut�
· torron·seve-ral municipalbond-issues in Florida.
Dc:7i.lar- signs dot the front of the brochure· and the-:
· discussion soon· turns to -cash. Finders, according to
-; tables in the·brochc.re, _can ear:n· from L!1 to ·-ao-�nt
.· .on.he t-0tal management fee. !or a boncf issue.· , ·
:-. · That's· ·substantiaHy··less tha:r a· finder like Avon
' might make, but in the "typicai" ·550, million bond. Is�
. sue-referred to in the Hutton example, a "fmd'er\'Ululd.
recei.ve,:. sso,00O, How long. does' ft take'-to earn: your'
·. $50,000?-" Maybe- five minutes und�r-'Ui&--right·,circum-:.: -

_,

> ·-._ . :·.:�·-·;,, ·::_:· :::_ :-.: _ :_. ::.:; :.:, _· • ._

1
•· · "An-· introduction _alo_ne is. sufficient to eam-a find•.
er's fee,"·the brochure· statl!s-;but there- is.a catch. You:
have.to introduce someone in authority, someone_ over·
wt!om·you have influence,. to the municipal bond:specialists at E.F.: Hutton.
·. '"Th6'·brochure phrases- it delicately, Finders will �e
paid, it.saysp for "the- initial introduction ofa k_ey deci-·
sion-ma.ker"(with: whom·the finder)·has a·personal as·_
·
.
-sociation.''"
: What constitutes- "Personal as5-0ciation. isn't spelled
:,out, puq.be brochw:e makes.it.clear�i!.E.'f. Hu:!>
ton is. selecte·d for a:ooni:t:issue through.. com-petiti.�e
bids and not t.hiough the wielding oflmluence-; the
•finder doesn't get pai� . . - . ·.·· •
· . . ..
ill.trodiice- him·
: Alli "90"\! can't-just.cal.t Ulf
· · to the-- Hutton bond people and collect yourcash.. Finci
..:-ers are warned against "indiscrim.izlate. cold. calls•or
. , other-approaches to.prospective clients:-- · : .·
- · 13ut.:ie.yo11 don't know.anyone who's. capable of au•.
� thorizing, a-inillion-doUar bond issue, there's still hope-.
The b-rochure advises-·yo11·.-to- keep your eyes open for
'· changing situations and "develop a relationship with
an .official_ of a municipal Jssue�.' if you can.
. . .. Once. ypu. get your �la.t_ipnsb.ip dev�loped'· into a.
· . "persona! :association,'.-you· can make your
: 'tion.and· qualify as a finder. Bue-the
! .all:prospective finders·not"tl) interfere in the business
: of tne bond issue itself: "Should· a. contact· question
; .:yoii.:concerning- the possible--price-ol_a bond trallsac: . rum or o_tb.er specifics of a possibie-:issue-,_piea.s� refer
... ·•
; inquiries to (E.F. Hutton}.'.. ·
. . _,
_
' : •_ 'IQ se�.if yol.L.already have.theboca fide contacts to
�. �- _a,..finq.ers fee, _there's a questfon.naire..The pre: .spe4ffv.�ffnd�r is asked to sp�ll"ou�. "any relationships
: with.· mc:ar elected officials.� even. relationships that
; · afe:stilnieveloping. . ·· : .· _.. · � ·_. . •.: .� ..,· ·
: :_ The officials are- divicfed · into categones- -· gove-r: _- nors; state- legislators-, mayors, county exec-.iti�, city
cauncilme�� And at the side- cf the page,.space. is provided to detail the "extent known.'r The categories
· here are "very well," "well," and "not well," and the. finder-is-encouraged tobe ''asaccurate·as possible." - . Because·private firms frequently _play _a. role in mu.
nici-pal bond issues, there's space provided tO: "indi-•
cate any_ connections you· have with corporate officers.
in a- positio� :o make or- influence su.ch financing_
decisions."
· · · ·
·
.. Here again you're asked to spell out who you know-:
· - presidents, chairmen of the board. general ma."'lag- \
.'
,ers. chief financial officers-, ·board members- .
· There's even an address provid.ed where you can get.
more questionnaires in c:.:a.se your·.relationship devel-·
·
.
. oos.. later.
. ., - · ·�., .,.. E_.F. Hutton, according to the brochure, 1s really-in•
_terested in municipal bond issues of S5 million or-:
more, but the finders guide says· the company will'.
sometimes pay for ·smaller bond.-issues, just to get a�
corporate foot in the door - "a small issue c:m.be a
first step in developi.;lg an·_invest:nent.
· • bankin·g�
..
· ··
relationship.''
- ;
· The- brochure doesn't say just how- long it · takes to;
get your :noney, but an executive at Paine Webber,;
,�,.,,1,, .. � \v,,-,rl ,;.....,., with a simi:ar orog:am, said t�.-.:

�- s�ce.�_:

someone-;
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ment fees for a typical municipal• boricri. ssue..-range� , 97!?,· because: ..som�: ¢ the· people- in 9or campanv-,
from S3 to S5 per s, ,000 in bond value andS;aid �won's-• complair1ec:C about"him•�-�. ·certain people felt he was.,
S2 per S1,000 charge would. be a st.i�an�al: porti0ll'�f. · tain;ed ··-· '.p is credibility .was waning," � Cl;)mpany re-;
the total· manag,emerit f" for·any bo,:'ld iss\Je-,;, ;") presernativ$ saia.: . - --- -·:, �--·- . • • •.· • - '· · · · · · ,
Wagner said" that in. th& bond ·issues ip '.Nhich he was: · �nar-:·-iaici..AYoA. came::to wo·rk for .Southeastern
associated with' Avon, the finder's:fee, y.,otJld amount to Municipal ·eonds Inc. of Winter· Par� about July,
about·20 to 30 percent of the management fee..
.
Wagner said he-was-awar& of some- bad· publlcity. in-.
The informat arrangements betw�n finders. and un- volving. Avon;·"but we were also aware of the business.
derwriters m_ay be worked out in bars, in parking lots or he had·gotten Hutton. We discussed it at length·..... ·::: ··;
on golf courses.
.
The-decision to hire Avon was finally made. for.:"se�One bond dealer. said he resented finders ·as "an in- preservation," another Southeastern otticia� said. . . :�
trusion i[' our b_usiness;" another portrayed them as· :aut Avon was- ·asked- to sign a letter in . which ha ·.
"unnecessary influence peddlers;" and a third 9alled a · promised not:10 bribe-anyone, ·according to Wagner.. · ·
· . .
finder "a leech on our industry.". -"We-were-concerned.. that there sh9ul� not be any !.
Other dealers 'disagr�. One said finders have been .kickbacks..'.:.Wagner.said...JD-.a..later_wr:iJtDa..r�!�tg_tbL.
linked with· C!)truption, • but added.-saicasticafly: ..No-• Sentinel Star, Wagner said such letters written by Avon�
};
bodyJn-_this·. busi!)eSS·•,!<now:t anythtng. ·about corroP- were- "normal letters •.•• that our attorneys require_.''
_ tion��- •.• i.n thi s · businesS!weJve-s.ot pretty-short
The--r.eason fQr concern waswhat Wagner describe<±-:memocies;!t. . >· _..,.,
-·: .
:f. . ·- _..
ali- the OaQ7:)iJl5liCIT�M} had hiac.1. lrt ;Brbwa'ftt::':
-. . .
· �
- Finders sell frleodship and political pull. Wagner,said, County::•;- .• ·:·.•:...../_-.-: ::-, ·. · �-.'. · .'
·that ·in awardici_g, municipal; bond··contracts-, friendship ··: Wagner referrea:{cr stO('fes.about Avon's ApriT, 1976, :
"is a-strong factor" and "political considerations play a.- indictment by a_ Broward-CouAty. grand jury tpat alleg}!d ,
..
·part." · '. .
· .
.;•·-:- :-:
he sold a-·convicted c:ocajne-dealer a map,thatpurport-;
-:: • Thosa:-pro..and· con· agree:there is-ao. increasing use .. � ta, show-"l.tie-lo.cation-·ot: r;:,olic& _dru.� stakeouts.
in (
.
of finders in Florida'.sm1Jnicipa(bond market. One·firrn· Soutl:l· Florida•.:ctiarge� agai_ nst Avon· were- dropped;
even: prints.. a brochur,e· which· describe� hows to use.•. when a key: 'fl{tneSS' died.in· the. crash ot a private. plane ·
your friendships-and contacts to. earn "sizable lees" ·as irt.Californi�: .· .::.:· .· .-�--- · - -··. ·.
I
: • = • ··
·
a finder in bond issues..
testimony, and ,
sw�m
e.ased'"'on:
:
stoci!�
news
,Oth�r
.
.
· How- sizable? o·ne underwriter said he backed· out ot -court.'evidence,: lihkedl.Avo�-.with or.ganized crime fig- ,
a-.p"?posec bOCld issue-in which-Avon was ta receive· u�e Tom Farese:,-aft'!:i�u°Q._li�v?n denied'the allegations.
$400,000 . .:... "$400.000- for what? A- phone- call? Our --Avoor recently,1old ;r,.$eRtmeJ Star reporter. th13� pe- •
W�shington attorney said there is no. problem working. cause ot t:,ad publicity. he- had.received. from South,..
with him, but you have 'to disclose-it. You-·l'lave· to tell Florida�newspapecs-, he·would:·not give an intecview °".'the issuer. I said 'that's·not going·to .work::';·�-- ': • ·. • answer.an'! written questions StJomitted to him.,.:..:-:;_-·
·· What do. finders do for their morTey?-Greenfield said- .Avon's·. track. record ot defivering for ,Southeastern:is- Avon and associates had oHereohim- a number of prO-: good:' He.'j:lfayea·a 'rofe: in. South.eastefrt:-S".-sei::Cii'.flig.'
posals over the· past three years: '."'They:.wm···::eu you, ..bond-issue& i�the-Aorida. Keys,. Vero. Bear;:tr.a�a,v.�
;'We"ve · got thi�'.: deal' or 'We_ can: _deliver· so-and-sc;>.'s.. according, t� pond,. in0:1:1stry_sources. SouJhe�".f!�.�-�d�
vote.' In many ·cases. they have_ showi:i· they-c;an ed by Avon, was reportedly first in line for a hous1w 1�_ :· ....- ..,.,,.: :t . .. '·. nanca·bond
deJive r:"" ·. .. ·." •-·:-' ·, .. �;, -�·_;,.:,:.,,.____
'
.issu�·-in: HillsborQugh before th&:countt,
,;:·
"They say.'. tfiere.· are.a:
i,;.. tfu;state:: dropped ,!h& idea...'� , . ; . : �... ·: : :· ,-,
'.
who owe them·_ favors:..:.Th� sa�e1-:.c�:open the:
· AV.OR ·was-: 1.1.osuccessfui. tl:Tougti; in•obtai�n�_..,ro�
door. They have a lot'citfriends;-::;::· ·�.::::::-::,.:,·_:'· :·
Southeastern a bond issue tor the- Palrrr'Seach
· C01,;l)ty'.
.
.
..
·
.
. ..
_ . , .• : . .-•·. · .
Housing ·Finance. Autno,ity•. · .
..;. .. -'.�::"'!".',: . ·
. .;
-=rtre-setectrorrot-Socthea.stem and assoc:areS' by :r,e;
'We• needed to know the· politics:.
·
Florida Keys Aqueduct Commission was made. against
·
·
. ._ •.
· •, '.'. . ..::._; ,
.
the recommendation of the commission's fiscal adviser.,
B'ut Greentie(d said he turned Avon down-.:.
firms called for an inA spokesman tor i:.F.· Hutton· &, Co. said Avon wa� Several representatives ot bond
.
. ..,_ -- ..- . - ._: ____.:.:
engaged by that firm soon· att er-·he. formed Corporate- vestigation-of the selection;:
·
Because
disclosure
requirements.
do not cover· find-..
9
and Financial Consultants. in May;· 1 TT: Avon was used
by that firm primarily a5:: a,."lobbyisr under.- a fee. ar- ers and Avon is.unwilling to talk, his involvement· in Or_ d. to dis-, ange County i_s. unclear. · . .
rangement the Hutton.. representative. refuse
�-:··::-.
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. Firm didrt:t use�Av_o.n in Orang�

· "He never contacted people for us (except in one
deal)," the Hutton representative said at Avon. "He ad.
vised .us as to the politics of- arr area. We needed to
Wagne� said. Southeastern never used- .a:von in-Orknow the- politics. Other people used him in different
•ange ..County. Local officials say they ·do�·uecognize a ·
·
-:
· ".\
contexts."
.
.
pictur� of Av(?n: ang_ c;lQn.'� r�9aI I th& nafl)_e•A. '!On shows. .
"E.F. Hutton exploded on the scene in 19i7," a com-'. up on 'no county- bond documents back to. 1974.,
.
p�t!tor said of �utton·� e�trance into the. Flori�a mu!3at niminirrent tmncl:dealer- says lie :'#ai �fered a..,�
_nicrpal: market• Ran�y claimed he �. �
ns
o
b
le
� �5E� _1 . J _r- . "guaranteed . deal" on the orange CountrHousing- ��• · 1
.
most of the- business. ·
... ·-•·.�':".,..,...:. ; ·· ,. nas,ce�Authorify
· ·
bond.issue. anct·other: issues.·andjhat �
.
· A spokesman for Hutton disputed �hat cl� ._ i
··Avon�was "an essential element of the deal.''.,;- . · _-.
_:
Avon �elped _Hutton secur�-- busmess..1n::::�1a· �tat1_ on , And;:_campajgij co
. nfribution. · reports.snow ii:von.>nd .:
and elsewhere in South_ Flonda. b�t there..1s. d1s_p�te · •h s. sa ates•in o,;t c. u
a derdale have· daobfeli in·Or�,:
i as ci
F
· over �xac:tly what·�e did concerning a·�116.- m!l�,o�
·aage:Coi.Jnty-po!itics, giving.-money to cify;:colinty and-.· . ·
b_ond issue, last year in M
anatee
·
Co
�nty. . -: . ; .. ' · .. Congressionat--canoidates ... __ .
·
_
. :� ..-�-. •:: � :.•. :· :. ·.
Sev�ral Jirms were-. involved as underwriter:»
1n that, ' :The timing on some of. those contribu�i9ns is interest- ..
bond 1s7ue-,- headed by Loeb Rhoades. Hornblower_ & ing, out'the question lingers_ how was Randy•Ayon-.
.
c�., wl::l1ch' was represented by � reenfleld. Greenfield jn l d'in= r
.... ._ .,. .., .-.�-· �� .. .. •
aRge•Coun�r. by Avon in secor-,. · vo ve. : O
.
said. he was unaware of any act1v1t1es
.
.
.
·
..
,
<r·
.
�
•
.
·_. · .
..·
.
'ing the bond issue tor that group.
' ·-:_To�_q�_l}l�. Orang,e-C!'unty Frasco:•- ·: ":: _- : ... ·...
· ';..,·�,,.·
But a spokesman for E.F. Hutton, which was part of ..--··__:_...,........,·...,;
the alignment, said Avon was involved in the deaf.·
Greenfield said when·Avon tried to collect a finderts.
fee from· the group he was paid nothing and there was
no .reason, therefore. to disclose· Avon in bond docu-.·
·
·
ments.
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Hutton and Avon end-.relationship

- j

Sut a Hutten reoresentativa said a fee was-.,.paid, a[-·'
though he would not ela·borate.·
in April.
·· - Hutton- and Avc;m sever_ed their re!atiooship
·.
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It is:called. ploying the spread�
. . . . �: r."
. • A loophole- in government regulations- has- let those- ii:wohled ·in:. _' Flori� municipal- b-ond issues garner,,millions· ofdollars in wt�dfatf.. -profi� during the-• 1970s- througl"t a perfectly, legal ·technique·
that ·.
many public officials.knew· nothing about.
.
·:
· ._..- .What-1,·appened.in Orang.a-County and elsewhere. is that bond·�... "-perts found .a way to:exptoit the._ditference in interest rates �-th&
· ·· ·spread - between munici�I
bond interest and the' interest paid- by
.
.
_, .· -banks. let.some- cases-the..ce,is- a qu
·
estion·ot who encted.-up;-wttl:r th&- .·
� :�- extra· money.; --;: . · .
..
. � -- ..:·�use·theJnterest rates._that,banksJ:iay:on·dep� are-a_l�st--'
-� ·· a¼,way.s higher- than-rates.· Of1 �-�empfooncfs� · a. _muni�_ipa.li�-.
·•::.- should be: able• to. seLt bonds�.' PQt·the proceeds in tha bank-and eam
: · enougn. interest to· make· theinter-est• payments. on trnf�t;,nds- w�ife.
·•7collecting- a- tidy profit. in.:the· process:_ Tnat:.carmot be-done in- _most.
- · : cases.:because of. govemmeot: regu!atloF,1s,.- b� there are· stilt ways tp:...
·: '-"plays the spread:'� .. · .. ..-:· •· ;. .:-,�:;..••,..-,....,..1" • ·• ·
.., :�-� ;.,...,_ � t
· - -· :., Look- at wliat' _happened in. Orange-County:
... -tn December-·197:(0�
.._ ange:County issued S6,4i0,000"in: bonds; which were handled by-an
· • underwriting team that included'Sou
ttieastem·Municipal Bonds
·
of 'vylrriter. Park,_ the Leedy tori:1:
arid· Arch W. Roberts-Inc;
.. bonds were. issued"tC! pay off some-earner·county bonds:..-::-�·· · .:
By MALCOLM�
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But. mosi�
oi'J�� bonds had ceen per bond. Trust officer Walter,: Han cod<'' ;
issued with restrictions-that. kept- th& . a t.the-Boca.Raton bank-said that in- both ·
coonty from paying them off until 1984, � ·c ases- the purchases wera-- made- from
so the county had to put its $6.4 million- the underwriting team that set._ up. the,·:
in · a bank. escrow account untU. then-. S6.4 million county bond issue-Federal. regulations then in effect let the
Because, the county- paicf more· than- !
county play the.- spread. on about a: sev-• -' the.. face- value on· th& securities., the=.;
enth.: or 15 percent. of the S6.4 million-.. county is actually earning only about7.4- :
so:the county invested about $950,000 • perc ent on its investment and:. did not.
in U.S. government securities.
earning viaJate federal regulations. But county :
·
8. 75 percent interest..
officials say the county paid. S1 ,083 tor- ·
Because the- interest pay,:nents·on-the- those- securities- when they were worth :
county's bonds averaged only about 7.4_ only about S1,010. :n,at means. the- urr- :
pe�cent, that. meant the county would
derwriters made. a "windfall profit" of (
piclc up slightly more than a P.ercentage · about S73 per bond, according to Or-•:
point profit in the process - about ange County Comptroller Ken KientlT.
$10,()00 extra income each year.
That p ro fit works o u t to about�
But government regula tions let the. S365,000 in is· case ut it is- still un
, � _
th
-.,
county earn no more than _ the 7.4 per-: clear who ended up with 1t.
Bank· ottl-:
cent, i�t:rest-- on the r�ma1nder· ot t�& cials say they simply bought the bonds.,,
_
$6.4 million. The regulations did not �ay
as instructed - at tl-ie· price the bank •
how the-county was to go about holding
was told to pay_..- and thus.. the bank �
the· interest to that limit. In the Orange had.. no share of the windfal�. Robert ·
County· case. it took a bit' of- fiscal gym-· W
agner, president-of Southeastern, said. ·
Nstics that appears to have passed the
his firm made no extra money "playing
extra profit' along to someone else• .Just_. the sprea�· in the deal·.
,.
.
.
.
who got it-is,u�clea�:
,
.
Kienth
said
he
had
not
knowp
that the
Records-tt the- , irst Bank and irust
bank
bought
government
se_
c
urities.
at
co. of Boca Raton show that the bank,
acting on 1nstr�cti on� of the Orange th s1 083 rate and Co1:1nty commis_
County �omm1ss1on , bought_ abo�t si:ner� Lamar Thomas.and· Allerr Arthur, ,
0
S95 ,000 in federal govemment secun- who were on the commission when the .
tie� for the county at $998.125 per bond� new bonds were issued said they knew
which means the bonds were bought for nothing about. any windfall profits in the:
stigh11y less than their face value. That county bond 1ssue.
_
The underwriters had received �bout
was. the block of securities on which the·
5113.228 for putting the new bond issue
county would earn 8.75 percent interest_
together and selling the bonds, accord•But then something strange apparent�
ing to. county records. Thomas and A,r!y happened. The- records show that the
!hi.Jr said they thought all fees �aid ,o
bank lhen bought more than ss million
in securities of the same type and qual- the underwriters were covered 1n tha t
amount.
ity at a much • higher price· - Sl,083.65
©
I
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Last in a series by Sentinel Star reporters Malcolm. Willhtms.. Mike.·:
,,
.Pollick and Kenneth· Michael.

· · . When

it s�nds ss.ooo for a piece of road equipment Orange- ,
, County goes. through a detailed process of soliciting competitive-,:
·... bids-to b& certain ot. getting the-best deaJ .in.· an atmosphere imsulat··
. ed from- political and economic pressures.
. · But �hen· the county spends $2 million to sell. S100 million-. in �
. bonds,,it is "Let's Make A Deal" with improvised. rules_ There is no. ,
bidding and there fs no established" procedure_ There- is no standard �
for the county government to use-in determining_· what·kinc:t ot deai it:·:
· ·
i�.getting;_. . !
· ····: ·· · · ··: ··;
·: , .
. .
!
.
' .
· And there- is.virtually no safeguard. It is a. wide-open:� curthrbat,�
market where- shadowy figures lurK in the backgrotJnd.:.-a- marke1:-,�
plac& where most state- and federal securities laws do not apply· and �
where laws.that do app\y are sometimes f')Ot enforced.
kthr�month investigation by the- Sentinel Star has disclosed �
evidence ot widespread abuses in the municipal bond·. industry. _:
· Bond finders reaped enormous pro1its for a few phone calls and the·
right· connections-. Politicians worked behind the- scenes-' to push ·.
. their favorites. Bond firms hired former politicians at hefty salaries. :
to give the companies th·e inside track._ And hidcfen fees have let
_ sayv_y dealers make a. fortune.
Bond8, Page ·s-A
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· By MALCOLM WILLIAMS
· · .
.
·
helping obtain �sta�meuts:witl!:,� state, detailing all �
· · . •..
, .. · . . :
·. • -: : filll-tirn�mplQ�-�s'ior
s-io.. sw
· :. · .' . � · ; : ·, ..-?ond business•. -�..· .,
· . · ..
·1:_ ·.: \.1� in· a:-'bond- issue and· any payments
. :· .
-- ·· _ by. the oP.d .firm tcz- fW�rs · and. o e� conA: �1� des1gn� to curb abuses m Florida: s . ··
- •- •
th . _
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· · · :· ·
mwi,ic1pal bond mdusuy was filed Wednes1 '\;
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day in the state Senate and a companion bill.':��-:
,._
.. ·
. �,_...._ ·.
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. · .:
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. ' : -Cities, C�UZ2tie;1f( -special taxi�g d1stncts
.
r
is expected to be introduced later
this
week..
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· .. ·.:•r·, .·, .,:."'· ·1:· •
authooties �powered-to 1ssue bonds
:::.::;; ·:and
•... ;·
·· •
i--theHouse
_ eddhn g, the. bill •· could lose state. revenue sharing funds if.th•y
, ; :.·
·:: :� f"..:.;•.:
� · · : ., • � ., .. :.. :· . , , -'-;· t · ..p
: .To curtail. influence
·
Bill G�rman, R-i --��ld requ.lre· that .a govemmen� emplo yee I do
. �. � The bill, sponsored by
- not ,observe tbe 'bill's regulations.
1
at
Tangerine, and Rep. Toni Jennings, R-Orlan,.: - '?1t
�·:two :reai;s afte_� leaving tbe pub-. :. The bill was_. "triggered" by disclosures in: a
®• would.require tbat all.munic.,pal bo11ds···;!.:_P�llaJ>e!oi:e::t � represenent a �d":- -tour-part-Sentinet Star series last Jponth,
hi
g cy• ...�: Gorman said. The series described how po.
'backed by tax �ues
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. . .. ··. ..
tis.re b1as..
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and credit o! the bond issuer. Those bonds cou@ be
sold through negotiations. Gi:>rman said this exemp
tion was built into the bill at the request of people in
the bond industry and state government."! found al
most unanimous opposition from very reputable peo. ple to mandating competitive bids on (revenue)
:· bonds," he sai�
.
The exemption applies to bond issues that are not
backed by tax funds or other general sources of gov
ernment revenues. Supporters of the exemption "stat
e d almost unequivocally that (competitive bids) would
cost more money" on :pevenue bonds, Gorman said.
Jennings said "lt was not our intention to drive
small governments out of the bond markets" because

From·1-c

•

of high costs.
Jennings said the bill was drafted .,after we had
talked to those in bonding on both sides." She said
she thought the bond industry and government regula
tors would support the bill. "We've simply tightened
up areas �t were obviously loose."
"This is something that needs doing," Gorman said.
"This 'bill, if it's passed in thls version, gives our coun
ties and ouu municipalities some strict guidelines to
f ollow. Our people will certainly get a better deal."
He said.hethought officials in city and county gov
ernment would be more comfortable with "stricter
regulation."

LIST OF TAPES RELATING TO FS 218.386
LOF Chapter 80-98:
CS/SB 102 (passed)

Senate Economic, Community and Consumer Affairs Commit
tee, 2/12/80. 2 tapes (Tape 1, side B, continued onto
Tape 2, Side A). (Series 625, Box 211)
Senate Ways and Means Committee, 5/1/80. 1 tape (Tape 1
of 4). {Series 625, Box 195).
Senate Floor Debate:
5/15/80 (SJ 326-327). 1 tape (Tape 4 of 4) •
(Series 1238, Box 57).
5/20/80 (SJ 364-365). 1 tape (Tape 4 of
{Series 1238, Box 58).

5) •

5/28/80 (SJ 414). 1 tape (Tape 2 of 9).
(Ibid.).
House Floor Debate: (copied by House Clerk's Office)
5/23/80 (HJ 561-562). (Series 38, Box 62)
5/26/80 {HJ 627-628). (Series 38, Box 62)
CS/HB 201 (Compare).
NOTE: FS § 218.386 was never in this bill, which originated
as House Community Affairs Proposed Committee Bill (PCB) 8.
A proposed amendment to the Proposed Committee Substitute
(PCS) was located in the bill file that has the subject
language (need to research Series 19, Boxes 1057 and 1060 to
determine meeting date). No guarantee that there will be
anything on tape relating to this amendment.
House Community Affairs Committee, 2/11/80?
(Series 414, Bo� 366).
House Floor Debate: (copied by House Clerk's Office)
5/26/80 (HJ 632). (Series 38, Box 62).
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SB 102 Senator Gorman
Comments Prom the
Florida Municipal Bond Council, Inc. (FMBC)
Section 1 p.2
(3) This section allows for no remedies. If no bidti are received
after due notice, complications have probably discouraged under
writers from bidding and a negotiation may be necessary to
market bonds with or without modification.
(4)

Refundings have proven to be complicated underwritings whether
revenue or general obligation bonds. A provision to exempt
refundings from the general obligation bond pub1ic sale
requirement will aid their marketability.

Section 2 p. 2
The FMBC has no objections to the prohibition of finder's fees. There
are many fees, however, that the investment bankers may bL' required
to pay other than bond counsel fees. These fees may include: C.P.A.
verification, tax counsel, official statement fees, printers and others.
It is our suggestion to carefully define "finder" in the definition
section; i.e. an outside party with no function in the construction of
a bond issue except in influencing the acquisition of a contr�ct from
the issuing body.
Section 6 p. 7
c&d These sections could be combined to reflect the "Gross Profit"
to give the investment banker some confidentiality as to the
allocation of potential profit.
e.

We assume this is to outside parties, but it nt'eds �larification.

f.

It is not unusual for a number of days to pass before actual
bills are received. Estimates could be given at time of sale,
but actual figures could take 60 days to compile. Sixty days
is requested.

February 6. 1980
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SUBJECT:

BILL ffo, AND SPONSOR:

Local Government Bonds

I.

W&M

SB 102 by Senators
Gorman, Fechtel, Carlucci
Vogt, Peterson, Dunn,
Grizzle

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Sections 125.013(2) and 166.121(2), F.s., provide
counties and municipalities with the authority to
determine the terms and manner of sale of bonds.
"The term bond includes bonds, debentures, notes,
certificates of indebtedness, mortgage certificates,
or other obiligations or evidences of indebtedness
of any type or character" (s.166.101, F.S.). Port
Authorities, Industrial Development Authorities, and
Special Taxing Districts often have similar powers
concerning bonds.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
General obligation bonds must be sold at public sale
pursuant to competitive bidding. Notice of sale must
be published at least 10 days prior to sale.
Prohibits the giving of any bonus, fee, or gratuity,
in connection with a bond sale, to any person not regu
larly employed by the underwriter (etc.). Any person
who pays or receives such a fee is guilty of a first
degree misdemeanor (maximum, 1 year imprisonment, $1,000
fine).
Provides that any member, employee, or unit of local
government authorized to issue bonds (including port
authorities, industrial development authorities, special
taxing districts) is subject to the provisions of
Chapter 112, F.S.
Prohibits local officers and employees from acting on
behalf of any bond underwriter (etc.) for a period of
2 years after leaving public service. A first degree
misdemeanor is provided for violation of this provision.
For each bond issue, a local governmental uni� must file
with the Division of Bond Finance:
Underwriter's name and address;
Local government attorney's or financial
consultant's name and address;
Management fees charged by underwriter;
Underwriting spread;
Any fee, bonus, or gratuity paid by the underwriter;
and
Any fee paid by local governmental unit.

SB 102 by Senator Gorman
February 6, 1980
Page 'l'wo
Underwriters must file a sworn statement concerning
their fees, spread, and bonuses paid.
All such
information is subject to the Public Records
Act and shall also be filed with the clerk of the
circuit court.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Independent individuals (excluding bond counsels) pro
viding services in connection with a bond sale will be
prohibited from receiving any bonus, fee, or gratuity
from an underwriter (etc.) Thus, individuals providing
such independent services would experience a loss in
revenue.
Competition for underwriting general obligation bonds may
be enhanced through the competitive bidding requirement.
Such an increase in competition may decrease the under
writing spread expected from the issue of general
obligation bonds.

B.

Government:
According to the Division of Bond Finance, an additional
bond securities specialist (pay grade 19) and associated
expenses will be required to comply with Section 6 of
the bill. Thus, the following appropriations from the
general revenue fund would be necessary.

III.

Fiscal year 1980-81
1) Bond Securities Specialist (10 months)
2) Initial related expenses
Total

$15,117
1,203
$16,320

_Fiscal year 1981-82
1) Bond Securities Specialist (12 months)

$18,140

Fiscal year 1982-83
1) Bond Securities Specialist

$18,140

COMMENTS:

A series of articles appeared in the Orlando Sentinel Star
concerning abuses in the bond market.
In March of 1979, ACIR reported the following:

Total Long-Term Local Government Bonds Outstanding, By Unit
of Government, Fiscal 1977
Unit
of
Government
County
Municipality
School District
Special District
Road and Bridge
Bonds

Total
Debt
$1,378,057,393
3,237,430,711
N/A
1,138,938,829
405,911,000
$6,160,337,933

$

General
Obligt.ttion
Bonds

475,947,050
389,628,235
N/A
759,340,000

$1,624,915,285

SB 102 by Senator Gorman
February 6, 1980
Page Three

SOURCES:

Report of State Board of Administration,
Fiscal 1976-77, State of Florida, 1978.
Unpublished data, Office of the Comproller,
State of Florida, 1978.

On page 9, line 2 of the bill, a technical error exists.
Instead of Banking and Finance, Community Affairs should
appear.
IV.

AMENDMENTS:

None.

February 18, 1980
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SUBJECT:

BILL rfo, AND SPONSOR:

Local Government Bonds

I.

CS/SB 102 by ECCA
and Senator Gorman

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:

Sections 125.013(2) and 166.121(2), F.S., provide
counties and municipalities with the authority to
determine the terms and manner of sale of bonds.
"The term bond includes bonds, debentures, notes,
certificates of indebtedness, mortgage certificates,
or other obligations or evidences of indebtedness
of any type or character" (s 166,101, F.S.� •. Port
Authorities, Industrial Development Authorities:
special Taxing Districts, Housing Finance Agencies,
etc., often have similar powers concerning bonds.
General obligation bonds must be sold at public sale
pursuant to competitive bidding. Notice of sale must
be published at least 10 days prior to sale.
If no bids are received, or if all bids are rejected,
the bond may be reoffered at a negotiated sale or at
another public sale by competitive bid. A shorter period
of notice is permitted for the second public sale by
competitive bid.
The competitive bidding requirement does not apply to
refunding bonds.
The giving of any bonus, fee, or gratuity, in connection
with a bond sale, to any person not regularly employed
by the underwriter (etc.), and who has no specific
function in the bond issue other than to influence the
acquisition of the contract is prohibited. Any person
who pays or receives such a fee is guilty of a first
degree misdemeanor (maximum, l year imprisonment, $1,000
fine).
Any member, employee, or unit of local government
authorized to issue bonds (including port authorities,
industrial development authorities, special taxing
districts) is subject to the provisions of Chapter 112,
F.S.
LOcal·officers and employees are prohibited from acting
on behalf of any bond underwriter (etc.) for a period
of 2 years after leaving public service. A first degree
misdemeanor is provided for violation of this provision.
For each bond issue, a local governmental unit must,
within 120 days after issuance, file the following with
the Division of Bond Finance:
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- Underwriter's name and address;
- Local government attorney's or financial
consultant's name and address;
- Management fees charged by underwriter;
- Underwriting spread1
- Any fee, bonus, or gratuity paid by the underwriter
or financial consultant to any person not regularly
employed by them; and
- Any fee paid by a local governmental unit.

Underwriters must, within 90 days after bond sale, file
a sworn statement concerning their fees, spread, and
bonuses paid.
All such information is subject to the Public Records
Act and shall also be filed with the clerk of the
circuit court.

A technical error in the statutes (218.38(3){b), F.S.}
which incorrectly refers to the Department of Banking
and Finance instead of the Department of Community
Affairs is corrected.

II. ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A. Public:

Those persons not regularly employed by an underwriter
(etc.} and who have no specific function in the bond
issue other than to influence the acquisition of the con
tract will be prohibited from receiving any bonus, fee,
or gratuity from an underwriter (etc.). Thus, individuals
providing such independent services would experience a
loss in revenue.
Competition for underwriting general obligation bonds may
be enhanced through the competitive bidding requirement.
Such an increase in competition may decrease the under
writing spread expected from the issue of general
obligation bonds.·
B. Government:

According to the Division of Bond Finance, an additional
bond securities specialist {pay grade 19) and associated
expenses will be required to comply with Section 6 of the
bill. Thus, the following appropriations from the
general revenue fund would be necessary:
Fiscal year 1980-81
1) Bond Securities Specialist (10 months)
2) Initial related expenses
Total

$15,117
1,203
$116,320

Bond Securities Specialist (12 months)

$18,140

Fiscal year 1981-82
1)

Fiscal year 1982-83
1) Bond Securities Specialist

$18,140
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III.

COMMENTS:
A series of articles appeared in the Orlando Sentinel Star
concerning abuses in the bond market.
In March of 1979, ACIR reported the following:
Total Long-Term Local Government Bonds Outstanding, By Unit
of Government, Fiscal 1977:
Unit
of
Government
County
Municipality
School District
Special District
Road and Bridge
Bonds
SOURCES:

IV.

General
Obligation
Bonds

Total
Debt
$1,378,057,393
3,237,430,711
N/A
1,138,938,829
405,911,000
$6,160,337,933

$

475,947,050
389,628,235
N/A
759,340,000

$1,624,915,285

Report of State Board of Administration,
Fiscal 1976-77, State of Florida, 1978.
Unpublished data, Office of the Comproller,
State of Florida, 1978.

AMENDMENTS:

None

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 102

If no bids are received, or if all bids are rejected, the
bond may be reoffered at a negotiated sale or at another
public sale by competitive bid. A shorter period of notice
is permitted for the second public sale by comp�titive bid.
Refunding bonds are excluded from the competitive bidding
.requirement.
A "finder" is defined to mean a person not regularly
employed by an underwriter (etc.) and who has no other
function than to influence the acquisition of the bond.

Provides local governments up to 120 days after the issuance
of a bond to file prescribed forms with the Division of Bond
Finance.
Provides the underwriter up to 90 days after the sale of a
bond to file a sworn statement containing certain required
information with the Division of Bond Finance.
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SUMMARY
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Present Situation:
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Any member, employee, or uul.� of Jocul govc•r1111wnt 1111thot"J:.rnJ to l>rnue
bonds (including port authorities, industrial development authorities,
special taxing districts) is subject to the provisions of Chapter 112,
F.S.
Local officers and employees are prohibited from acting on behalf of
any bond underwriter (etc.) for a period of 2 years after leaving
public service. A first degree misdemeanor is provided for violation
of this provision.
For each bond issue, a local governmental unit must, within 120 days
after issuance, file the following with the Division of Bond Fina�ce:
-

Underwriter's name and address;
Local government attorney's or financial consultant's name and address;
Management fees charged by underwriter;
Underwriting spread;
Any fee, bonus, or gratuity paid by the underwriter or financial
consultant to any person not regularly employed by them; and
- Any fee paid by a local governmental unit.
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Underwriters must, within 90 days after bond sale, file a sworn state
ment concerning their fees, spread, and bonuses paid.
All such information is subject to the Public Records Act and shall
also be filed with the clerk of the circuit court.
A technical error in the statutes (218.38(3)(b), F.S.) which incorrectly
refers to the Department of Banking and Finance instead of the Depart
ment of Community Affairs is corrected.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE
A.

Public:
Those persons not regularly employed by an underwriter (etc.) and who
have no specific function in the bond issue other than to influence
the acquisition of the contract will be prohibited from receiving
any bonus, fee, or gratuity from an underwriter (etc.). Thus, in
dividuals providing such independent services would experience a
loss in revenue.
Competition for underwriting general obligation bonds may be en
hanced through the competitive bidding requirement. Such an in
crease in competition may decrease the underwriting spread expec
ted from the issue of general obligation bonds.

B.

Government:
According to the Division of Bond Finance, an additional bond
securities specialist (pay grade 19) and associated expenses will
be required to comply with Section 6 of the bill. Thus, the follow
ing appropriations from the general revenue fund would be necessary:
Fiscal year 1980-81
1)
2)

Bond Securities Specialist (10 months)
Initial related expenses
Total

$15,117
1.203
$16,320

Fiscal year 1981-82
1)

Bond Securities Specialist (12 months)

$18,140

Fiscal year 1982-83
1)
III •

Bond Securities Specialist

$18,140

COMMENTS
The Division of Bond Finance received funding for 10 new positions during
the 1979 Legislative session at a cost of $500,000 over the biennium.
These positions were established in order to review local bond practices
as required by The Local Government Financial Emergency and Accountability
Act (HB 1046). At present, 4 of these positions have been filled and one
has been advertised.
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Analyst:
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In March of 1979, ACIR reported the following:
Total Long-Term Local Government Bonds Outstanding, By Unit of Government,
Fiscal 1977:

Unit
of
Government
County
Municipality
School District
Special District
Road and Bridge
Bonds

Total
Debt
$1,378,057,393
3,237,430,711
N/A
1,138,938,829

AMENDMENTS
None

$1,624,915,285

Report.of State Board of Administration, Fiscal 197 6-77, State
of Florida, 1978. Unpublished data, Office of the Comptroller,
State of Florida, 1978.

This bill would take effect July 1, 1980.
IV.
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A. Present Situation:

B.

Sections 125.013(2) and 166.121(2), F.S., provide counties and munici
palities with the authority to determine the terms and manner of sale
of bonds. "The term bond includes bonds, debentures, notes, certifi
cates of indebtedness, mortgage certificates, or other obligations
or evidences of indebtedness of any type or character" (s 166.101, F.S.).
Port Authorities, Industrial Development Authorities, Special Taxing
Districts, Housing Finance Agencies, etc., often have similar powers
concerning bonds.
Effect of Proposed Changes:

General obligation bonds must be sold at public sale pursuant to com
petitive bidding. Notice of sale must be published at least 10 days
prior to sale.
If no bids are received, or if all bids are rejected, the bond may
be reoffered at a negotiated sale or at another public sale by com
petitive bid. A shorter period of notice is permitted for the second
public sale by competitive bid.

The competitive bidding requirement does not apply to refunding bonds.

The giving of any bonus, fee, or gratuity, in connection with a bond
sale, to any person not regularly employed by the underwriter (etc.),
and who has no specific function in the bond issue other than to in
fluence the acquisition of the contract is prohibited. Any person
who pays or receives such a fee is guilty of a first degree misdemeanor
(maximum, 1 year imprisonment, $1,000 fine).

Any member, employee, or unit of local government authorized to issue
bonds (including port authorities, industrial development authorities,
special taxing districts) is subject to the provisions of Chapter 112,
F.S.

Local officers and employees are prohibited from acting on behalf of
any bond underwriter (etc.) for a period of 2 years after leaving
public service. A first degree misdemeanor is provided for violation
of this provision.
For each bond issue, a local governmental unit must, within 120 da,YS
after issuance, file the following with the Division of Bond Finance:

Underwriter's name and address;
Local government attorney's or financial consultant's name and address;
Management fees charged by underwriter;
Underwriting spread;
Any fee, bonus, or gratuity paid by the underwriter or financial
consultant to any person not regularly employed by them; and
- Any fee paid by a local governmental unit.

-
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and Senator Gorman

Underwriters must, within 90 days after bond sale, file a sworn state
ment concerning their fees, spread, and bonuses paid.
All such information is subject to the Public Records Act and shall
also be filed with the clerk of the circuit court.
A technical error in· the statutes (218.38(3)(b), F.S.) which incorrectly
refers to the Department of Banking and Finance instead of the Depart
ment of Community Affairs is corrected.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE

A.

Public:
Those persons not regularly employed by an underwriter (etc.) and who
have no specific function in the bond issue other than to influence
the acquisition of the contract will be prohibited from receiving
any bonus, fee, or gratuity from an underwriter (etc.). Thus, in
dividuals providing such independent services would experience a
loss in revenue,
Competition for underwriting general obligation bonds may be en
hanced through the competitive bidding requirement. Such an in
crease in competition may decrease the underwriting spread expec
ted from the issue of general obligation bonds.

B.

Government:
According to the Division of Bond Finance, an additional bond
securities specialist (pay grade 19) and associated expenses will
be required to comply with Section 6 of the bill. Thus, the follow
ing appropriations from the general revenue fund would be necessary:
Fiscal year 1980-81
1)
2)

Bond Securities Specialist (10 months)
Initial related expenses
Total

$15,117
1.203
$16,320

Fiscal year 1981-82
1) Bond Securities Specialist (12 months)

$18,140

Fiscal year 1982-83
1) Bond Securities Specialist
III •

$18,140

COMMENTS
The Division of Bond Finance received funding for 10 new positions during
the 1979 Legislative session at a cost of $500,000 over the biennium.
These positions were established in order to review local bond practices
as required by The Local Government Financial Emergency and Accountability
Act (HB 1046). At present, 4 of these positions have been filled and one
has been advertised.
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
Marlin
Analyst:
Staff Director: Helton
Subject:
Local Government Bonds
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and Senator Gorman

In March of 1979, ACIR reported the following:
Total Long-Term Local Government Bonds Outstanding, By Unit of Government,
Fiscal 1977:
Unit
of
Government

Total
Debt

County
Municipality
School District
Special District
Road and Bridge
Bonds

$1,378,057,393
3,237,430,711
N/A
1,138,938,829

475,947,050
389,628,235
N/A
759,340,000

405 1 911 ! 000
$6,160,337,933

SOURCES:

General
Obligation
Bonds

$1,624,915,285

Report of State Board of Administration, Fiscal 1976-77, State
of Florida, 1978. Unpublished data, Office of the Comptroller,
State of Florida, 1978.

This bill would take effect July l, 1980.
IV.

AMENDMENTS ·

Amendment_ Number 1 by Ways and Means:
This amendment corrects a technical error by recognizing that the
Department of Banking and Finance, rather than the Department of
Community Affairs, has the ability and authority to withhold State
revenue sharing funds.
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SUBJECT:

BILL No, AND SPONSOR:

Local Government Bonds

I.

CS/SB 102 by ECCA
and Senator Gorman

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:

Sections 125.013(2) and 166.121(2), F.S., provide
counties and municipalities with the authority to
determine the terms and manner of sale of bonds.
"The term bond includes bonds, debentures, notes,
certificates of indebtedness, mortgage certificates,
or other obligations or evidences of indebtedness
of any type or character" (s 166.101, F.S.). Port
Authorities, Industrial Development Authorities,
Special. Taxing Districts, Housing Finance Agencies,
etc., often have similar powers concerning bonds.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
Unless a local governing body determines by resolution
that a negotiated bond sale is in the best interest of
the local government, bonds (general obligation, revenue,
special assessment, etc.) must be sold at public sale
by competitive bid to the lowest bid consistent with
the notice of sale. No bids conforming to the notice
of sale may be rejected unless all bids are rejected.
If all bids are rejected, such bonds may be sold
thereafter at public sale by competitive bid or by
negotiated sale after passing the required resolution.
In the case of negotiated sales, the underwriter must
provide specified information to the local government
prior to the award of the bond.
In addition, the payment of finder's fees by under
writers is prohibited, unless the local government is
notified of the finder's name, address, and fee
amount. Willful violation of this prohibition is a
felony of the third degree. A finder is defined as a
person not regularly employed by an underwriter and
whose primary function in the bond issue is to
influence the acquisition of the contract from the
issuing unit of government.
The local government and the underwriter must file
specified information with the Division of Bond
Finance within a certain period of time after a bond
is issued. Penalties are provided for failure of the
local government to provide required information. All
such information is public record and shall also be
filed with the appropriate clerk of the circuit court.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:

Competition for underwriting bonds may be enhanced
through the competitive bidding requirement. Such an
increase in competition may decrease the underwriting
spread expected from the issuance of bonds.

June 23, 1980 (Revised)
Date February 18, 1980
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B. Government:

According to the Division of Bond Finance, an additional
bond securities specialist (pay grade 19) and associated
expenses will be required to comply with section 3 of the
bill. Thus, the following appropriations from the
general revenue fund would be necessary:
Fiscal year 1980-81
1)
2)

Bond Securities Specialist (10 months)
Initial related expenses
Total
,.

$15,117
1,203
$16,320

Bond Securities Specialist (12 months)

$18,140

Piscal year 1981-82
1)

Piscal year 1982-83
1) Bond Securities Specialist
III.

$18,140

COMM!:N'l'S:
A series of articles appeared in the Orlando Sentinel Star
concerning abuses in the bond market.
In March of 1979, ACIR reported the following:
Total Long-Term Local Government Bonds Outstanding, By Unit
of Government, Fiscal 1977:
Unit
of
Government
County
Municipality
School District
Special District
Road and Bridge
Bonds

Total
Debt
$1,378,057,393
3,237,430,711
N/A
1,138,938,829
405,911,000
$6,160,337,933

General
Obligation
Bonds
$

475,947,050
389,628,235
N/A
759,340,000

$1,624,915,285

Report of State BOard of Administration,
Fiscal 1976-77, State of Florida, 1978.
Unpublished data, Office of the Comproll'er,
---��ate__o_f Fl_�:r:idaL...._1978. _____

SOURCmtr

This act was approved by the Governor on June 12, 1980 and
now appears as Chapter 80-98, Laws of Florida.
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for re3idential purposes, tari:pa:yer includes any renter who has
contracted with the owner of the property to pay the ad
valorem ta:z: on his rental unit.

(Renumber subsequent sections)
Senators Barron ·and Gordon offered the following amend
ment which was moved by Senator Gordon and adopted:
Amendment 16-0n page 1 in title, line 10, strike "$15,000"
and insert: $20,000
· Senator Steinberg moved the following amendment w�ich
was adopted:
· Amendment 17-On page 2 in title, line 20, after the semi
colon (;) insert: authorizing certain renters to pay ad valorem
taxes on residential rental property; retaining owner's liability
for tax; providing procedures for assessing, collecting, and pay
ing the tax; providing for personal liability of renter for
ad valorem tax; providing penalty against owners who fail to
remit to tax collector the taxes collected; prohibiting excessive
rent; authorizing recovery by owner of rental property for
failure of renter to pay tax; amending s. 192.001(18), Florida
Statutes; including renters within the definition of taxpayer;
· Senator Dunn moved the following amendment which was
adopted.:
: Amendment 18-On page 2, line 20, after the semicolon ( ;)
insert: amending s. 205.043(1)(b), Florida Statutes; authorizing
an increase in certain occupational license taxes;
. On motion by Senator Frank, the Senate reconsidered the
vote by ·which Amendment 6 failed.
On motion by Senator Barron, further consideration of CS for
SB 505 with pending Amendment 6 was deferred.
Consideration of SB 1345 and SJR 1844 was deferred.

May 15, 1980

Amendment 3-On page 1, between lines 24 and 25 in
sert: (c) Any black sea bass trap which has a biodegradable
panel, and a throat or entrance the narrowest point of which is
not less than 5 inches in height by 2 inches in width, and the
outer dimension of which does not exceed 2 feet in height,
2 feet in width, and 2 feet in depth. However, such traps may .
be used only north of 27 degrees North Latitude.
Amendment 4-On page 1, lines 27 and 30, after the words
"paragraph (b)" insert: or paragraph (c)
On motion by Senator Henderson, by two-thirds vote SB 46
as amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-86
Gordon
Anderson
MacKay
Gorman
Maxwell
Barron
Grizzle
McKnight
Beard
Chamberlin
Hair
Myers
Henderson
Childers, D.
Neal
Childers, W. D. Hill
Peterson
Holloway
Dunn
Poole
Fechtel
Jenne
Scarborough
Frank
Johnston
Scott
Nays-N�ne
Votes after roll call:
Yea-Carlucci, McClain, Williamson

Skinner
Steinberg
Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn

On motions by Senator Barron, the rules were waived and
by two-thirds vote all bills remaining on the special order
calendar this day were retained on the special order calendar
for Tuesday, May 20 and by two-thirds vote the following bills
were added: CS for CS for SB 83, CS for SB 417, Senate Bills
558, 565, 566, 570, 836, 837 and House Bills 1708 and 1565.

· On motion by. Senator Trask, the rules were waived and
!!me of adjournment was extended until 12:00 noon.

On motion by Senator Gordon, the rules were waived and
the Committee on Ways and Means was granted permission to
consider SB 1284 on Friday, May 16,

Senator Anderson intr�duced to the Senate, members of the
Consular Corps who were seated in the gallery.

On motion by Senator Gordon, the rules were waived and
by two-thirds vote SB 590 was withdrawn from the Committee
on Ways and Means.

SfECIAL ·ORDER, continued
SB 46-A. bill to be entitled An act relating to saltwater.
fishing; prohibiting the use of certain traps in fishing for
saltwater finfish; prohibiting the possession of any such trap
or the taking, sale, or offer for sale of any saltwater finfish
caught by any such trap; providing that any vessel, vehicle,
or equipment used in violation, and any fish caught by use
of such trap, shall be seized and may be forfeited; providing
a penalty; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Natural Resources and Conservation
offered the following amendment which was moved by Senator
Henderson and adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 2, between lines 8 and 9, insert:
Section 2. If any provision of this act or the application thereof
to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity
shall not affect other provisions or applications of the act which
can be given effect without the invalid provision or application,
and to this end the provisions of this act are declared severable.
. (�umber subsequent section.)
.
Senator Henderson moved the following amendment which
was adopted:
·. Amendment 2--On page 2, lines 9 and 10, strike "upon becom�
ing a law" and insert: October 1, 1980
• Senator Skinner moved the following amendments which
were adopted:

On motion by Senator Barron, the rules were waived and
by two-thirds vote SB 1077 was withdrawn from the Committee
on Rules and Calendar.
By the Committee on Economic, Community and Consumer
Affairs and Senator GormanCS for SB 102-A bill to be entitled An act relating to bonds
of units of local government; requiring public sale and competi
tive bidding for general obligation bonds excluding refunding
bonds and providing for private negotiated sale of bonds if no
bids are received; prohibiting the giving or receiving of certain
bonuses, fees, and gratuities; providing penalties; amending s.
112.812(2), Florida Statutes; including any unit of local govern
ment authorized to issue bonds within the definition of "agency''
for purposes of the code of ethics for public officers and em
ployees; amending s. 112.3145(1)(a), (b), Florida Statutes;
requiring financial disclosure by certain officers and employees
of units of local government authorized to issue bonds; creating
s. 112.8155, Florida Statutes; limiting employment of members,
officers, and employees and former members, officers, and
employees of units of local government authorized to issue
bonds; providing penalties; amending s. 218.88(1), (8), Florida
Statutes; requiring units of local government to disclose certain
information upon the issuance of bonds within a specified period
of time; requiring underwriters to disclose certain information
within a specified period of time; providing penalties; amending
ss. 153.06(4), 161.88(2)(d), Florida Statutes; deleting conflict!ng
provisions relating to the manner of sale of bonds; speeifymg
applicability; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and SB 102 was laid on the
table.
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On motion by Senator Gorman, by two-thirds vote CS for SB
102 was read the second time by title.

CORRECTION AND APPROVAL OF JOURNAL
The Journal of May 14 was correct.ed and approved.

The Committee on Ways and Means offered the following
amendment which was moved by Senator Gorman:
Amendment 1-On page 9, lines 10 and 11, strike "Community
Affair• ilenkiagr anti �" and insert: Banking and Fi
nance

The Senate adjourned at 11:46 a.m. to convene at 8:30 a.m.,
Monday, May 19, for the purpose of introduction and reference
of resolutions, memorials, bills and joint resolutions.
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(I) All re'tlenue in a.n11 one yea.r in er,;0688 of the a.mount
MC688a.ry to fund the a.ppropmtwns for tka.t period, ska.U be
deporited into a. working ca.pita.l fund which aha.U be ma.in
ta.ined in a.n amount fiieed by law. Any re'tlenue in e:i:ceaa of
the a.mount necessa.7'11 to maintain the working ca.pita.l fund
ska.ll be used for tam relief a.a pro'llided b'I/ law.

On motion by Senator Gordon, further consideration of SJR
1344 with pending amendment 5 was deferred.
On motions by Senator Ware, the rules were waived and by
two-thirds vote SJR 437 and SJR 1025 were withdrawn from
Ways and Means Subcommittee D and the Committee on Ways
and Means.
On motion by Senator Johnston, the rules were waived and
by two-thirds vote SR 1359 was withdrawn from the Commit
tee on Rules and Calendar.
On motion by Senator JohnstonSR 1359-A resolution recognizing Mrs. Patricia R. Palmer
for her sincere and dedicated service to education and the young
people of Florida.
-was taken up out of order by unanimous consent, read the
second time in full and adopted. The vote on adoption was:
Yeas--39
MacKay
Mr:-President Frank
Maxwell
Anderson
Gordon
McClain
Barron
Gorman
Grizzle
McKnight
Beard
Carlucci
Hair
Myers
Henderson
Chamberlin
Peterson
Childers, D.
Poole
Hill
Scarborough
Childers, W. D. Holloway
Jenne
Scott
Dunn
Skinner
Johnston
Fechtel
Nays-None
Senators voting in the affirmative were
introducers of SR 1359.

Steinberg
Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

recorded as co

The President introduced to the Senate the Florida Teacher
of the Year 1981, Mrs. Patricia R. Palmer, kindergarten teacher,
Vero Beach Elementary School, who was accompanied by her
husband William Palmer and son, Curtis.
The President also introduced the following Florida Honor
Roll Teachers of the Year 1981: Keith Breithaupt, mathematics
teacher, DeLaura Junior High School of Satellite Beach who
. was accompanied by Howard Hickman, Principal of the school;
Mrs. June Castaldi, biology and general science teacher, Glades
Junior High School. Miami, who was accompanied by her hus
band Andrei Castaldi; Mrs. Deborah Gillis, mathematics teacher,
Okeechobee Junior High School, who was accompanied by her
husband Timothy Gillis; Arthur T. Minor, mathematics teacher,
Dunedin High School, who was accompanied by his wife Magda
lene Minor; and L. C. Coney, music teacher, South Sumter
High School, Bushnell, who was accompanied by his wife
Bettye Coney. The group was escorted by Al Erxleben of the
Department of Education.
On motion by Senator Dunn, by two-thirds vote SJR 1025
was removed from the calendar and recommitted to Ways and
Means Subcommittee D and the Committee on Ways and Means.
On motion by Senator Dunn, the rules were waived and
- -Ways and Means Subcommittee D was granted permission to
consider SJR 1025 at the meeting this day.
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requiring financial disclosure by certain officers and employees
of units of local government authorized to issue bonds; creating
s. 112.3155, Florida Statutes; limiting employment of members,
officers, and employees and former members, officers, and em
ployees of units of local government authorized to issue bonds;
providing penalties; amending s. 218.38(1), (3), Florida Stat
utes; requiring units of local government to disclose certain
information upon the issuance of bonds within a specified period
of time; requiring underwriters to disclose certain information
within a specified period of time; providing penalties; amending
as. 153.06(4), 161.38(2)(d), Florida Statutes; deleting conflicting
provisions relating to the manner of sale of bonds; specifying
applicability; providing an effective date.
-was taken up with pending Amendment 1 by the Committee
on Ways and Means which was adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 9, lines 10 and 11, strike "Community
Affairs 1!11F11iing, eN �" and insert: Banking and Finance
Senator Gorman moved the following amendments which were
adop�d:
Amendment 2-Strike on page 3, lines 17 through 30, all of
page 4, all of page 5, through page 6, line 18.
(Renumber subsequent sections.)
Amendment 3-Strike lines 19 through 30 on page 6 and
lines 1 through 12 on page 7 and insert: Section 3. Officers
and members of governing bodies; limitation on activities.
No member or officer of the governing board of any
county, municipality, school district or special district which is
authorized by general or special law to issue general obligation
bonds or revenue bonds, including special assessment bonds,
shall, while he is a member or officer and for any 2 years
following the date he leaves such office appear before, solicit
business from or use his influence with the agency of which he
was a member or officer on behalf of any bond underwriter,
commercial bank, investment banker, or financial _ consultant.
Amendment 4-On page 2, lines 24 and 25, strike all of
said Jines and insert: of sale.
This section does not apply to refunding bonds.
Senator Gorman moved the following amendment:
Amendment 5--On page 11, line 3, strike the word· "July"
and insert: October
Senators Tobiassen and W. D. Childers offered the following
substitute amendment which was moved by Senator Tobiassen
and adopted:
Amendment 6-On page 11, line 3, strike "July 1, 1980" and
insert: upon becoming a law.
Senator Gorman moved the following amendment which was
adopted:
Amendment 7-On page 2, line 29, and on page 3, lines 1 and 2
strike "who has no specific function in the construction of a
bond issue other than influencing the acquisition of a contract
from the issuing body." and insert: whose primary function in
the construction of a bond issue is to influence the acquisition
of a contract from the issuing body.

Senator Anderson moved the following amendment which
� CS for SB 102-A bill to be entitled An act ;elating to bonda failed:
· of units of local government; requiring public sale and competi
Amendment 8-On page 3, line.7, strike period (.) and insert:
. tive bidding for general obligation bonds excluding refunding
bonds and providing for private negotiated sale of bonds if no comma (,) unless full disclosure is made to the unit of local
bids a:re received; prohibiting the giving or receiving of certain government prior to or concurrent with the submission of a purbonuses, fees, and gratuities; providing penalties; amending s. - chase proposal for bonds ·by the underwriter, commercial bank,
112.312(2), Florida Statutes; including any unit of local govern investment banker, or financial consultant and subsequentl7
ment authorized to issue bonds within the definition of "agency" in the official statement or offering circular detailing the name
· for purposes of the code of ethics for public officers and em and address of any finder and the amount of bonus. fee, or
ployees; amending s. 112.3145(1)(a), (b), Florida Statutes; gratuity paid to such finder.
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The vote was:·
Yeas-16.
Mr. President
Anderson
Beard
Carlucci

Hair
Hill
Holloway
Jenne

McKnight
Myers
Neal
· Scarborough

. : ,,
Skinner ;_. :·.
Steinberg
Thomas '
Winn

ecuted either manually or by facsimiu signature, ·of· ti,,•· (l{J11WO
priate officer of the unit of local go11ernme-nt re,-,,,nuil,le for
_i,ssuing·B11.ch bonds· to the e:i:tent that iB811.a.nCtJ of nch bonds
. ,-has been approved under the provisiona of thie a.ct. Sv.ch atate
_.ment shall be concluai11e 6'1Jidence as to approval of tAtJ issuance
: of 811.Ch bonds cind thGt the requirements of this Get helve been
. fully_ complied with.
.
. .

Senator Steinberg moved the following amendment which
was adopted:

Nays-22
Barron
Frank
Chamberlin
Gordon
Childers, D.
Gorman
Childers, W. D. Grizzle
Henderson
Dunn
Fechtel
MacKay

Maxwell
McClain
Peterson
Poole
Stuart
Tobiassen

Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson

Senators Steinberg, McKnight, Jenne, Hill and Myers offered
the following amendment which was moved by Senator Stein
berg and adopted:

Amendment

9--On page 2, lines 7-25, strike all of said lines
and insert: Section 1.
Section 218.385, Florida Statutes, is
created to read:
218.385

365

County, municipal, special district bonds; sale.

(1) The word "bonds" aa used in this section shall include
the following mecininga a.a defined:
(a) "General obligation bonds" which are obligati011.B of a
unit secured by the full faith and credit, or payable from the
proceeds of ad 11alorem ta:ees, of the governmental unit.
(b) "Revenue bonds" which are obligations of a, unit to pay
the cost of a self-liquidating project or improvements thereof
or combination of one or more pro;ects or improvements there
of, and payable from the earnings of such pro;ect and any
other special funds authorized to be pledged as additional se
curity therefor.
(c) "Limited revenue bonds" which are obligations issued
by G unit to pay the cost of G project or improvement thereof,
or combination of one or more projects or improvements thereof,
and payable from funds e:tcluaive of ad valorem ta:i:ea, special
aaaessmenta, or earnings from IJUCh pro;ects or improvements.
(d) "Special assessment bonds" which are bonds thGt pro11ide for capital improvements and are paid in whole or in part
by levying and collecting special assessments on the abutting,
adjoining, contiguous, or other specially benefited property.
(It) All bonds sold by a unit of local government, a.a defined
in a. Sl 8.81 (1), shall be sold at public sale by competitive bids
iit such place or places aa the governing body shall determine
to receive proposals for the purchase of such bonds. Notice of
such 11ale shall be published one or more times at least 10 days
prior to the date of sale in one or more newspapers or fi
nancial journals published within or without the state, and
ahall contain such term.8 as the governing body shall deem
advisable and proper under the circumstances. However, if the
governing body shall by resolution at a public meeting deter
mine that a negotiated sale of auch bonds is in the beat interest
of the issuer, the governing body miiy negotiate for sale of
8UCh bonds.
(a) In the resolution authorizing the negotiated sale, the
local governing body shall provide specific findings aa to the
reasons requiring the negotiated sale. Said reasons shall include,
but not be limited to, characteristics of the bond issue and
prevailing market conditions that necesB'!tate a negotiated sale.
(b) A 1"eaolution authorizing a negotiated bond sale may be
the acime ,-eaolution as that authorizing the issuance of such
bonds.
(8) All proposals for the purchase of any bonds offered
by a unit of local government shall be opened in public. Such
bonds when competitively bid shall be awarded by resolution to
the lowest bid consistent with the notice of aale.
(4) No bid conforming to the notice of sale may be re
;ected unless all bids are rejected. If cill bids are rejected, 81/.Ch
bonds may be sold thereafter at public sale by competitive
bids or by negotiated sale pursuant to this section.
(6) No bonds of a unit of local government shall be issued
unless the fac11 or reverse thereof contain.8 a, statement, 11:e-

Amendment 10-On page 1, in title, lines 3-7, strike all of
lines and insert: government; creating s. 218.385, Florida
Statutes; providing definitions; regulating the sale of county,
municipal, and special district bonds; providing procedures for
the sale and issuance of such bonds; prohibiting the giving or
Senator Gorman moved the following amendment which WU
adopted:
Amendment 11-0n page 1 in title, after "penalties;" strike
"amending s." and strike all of lines 10 through 18 and the
words "s. 112.3155, Florida Statutes;" on line 19
On motion by Senator Barron, the rules were waived and time
of adjournment was extended until final action on CS for SB
102.
On motion by Senator Gorman, by two-thirds vote CS for
SB 102 as amended was read the third time by title, passed,
ordered engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on
passage was:
Yeas-38
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel

Frank
Gordon
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Jenne
MacKay

Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Steinberg

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
On motion by Senator W. D. Childers, the rules were waived
and the Committee on Commerce was granted permission to
consider SB 1054 on May 21.
On motion by Senator Thomas, the rules were waived and
the Committee on Economic, Community and Consumer Affairs
was granted permission to consider SB 138 on May 21.
On motions by Senator Thomas, the rules were waived and
by two-thirds vote CS for HJR 323 was withdrawn from the
Committee on Economic, Community and Consumer Affairs.
On motions by Senator Tobiassen, by two-thirds vote Senate
Bills 1360 and 225 were withdrawn from the committees of ref
erence and indefinitely postponed.

ENROLLING REPORTS
SB 285
CS for SB 313
CS forSB 344
SB 853
SB 394
SB 498

SB 500
SB 440
CS for SB
33
CS for SB 176
SB 596
SB 597

SB
SB
SB
SB
SB

733
783
811
847
1239

-have been enrolled, signed by the required Constitutional
Officers and presented to the Governor on May 16, 1980.
Joe Browx, Sec-retary
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By Senator JohnstonSB 1351-A bill to be entitled An act relating to Pahokee
Water Control District in Palm Beach County, Florida; amend
ing sections l(a) and 2 of chapter 77-618, Laws of Florida;
prescribing the rate of interest for bonds sold by the District;
prescribing the rate of taxation on lands in the district; cre
atinJ section 7A of chapter 77-625, Laws of Florida; authorizing
the 1ssuance of refunding bonds; providing a referendum; pro
viding an effective date.
Proof of pubica.tion of the required notice was attached.
-was read the first time by title and referred to the Com
mittee on Community Affairs.
By Senator Johnston. SB 1352-A bill to be entitled An act relating to Pelican
Lake Water Control District in Palm Beach County; amend
ing section l(a) and section 2 of chapter 77-625, Laws of
Florida; prescribing the rate of interest authorized for the issu
ance of certain bonds; prescribing the rate of taxation to be
levied on lands in the district; creating section 7A of chapter
77-625, Laws of Florida; authorizing the issuance of refund
ing bonds; providing for a referendum; providing an effective
date.
Proof of pubication of the required notice was attached.
-was read the first time by title and referred to the Com
mittee on Community Affairs.
By Senator MacKaySB 1358-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the duties
of the board of county commissioners of Marion County;
amending s. 5, chapter 61-2460, Laws of Florida; removing the
requirement that a fee be charged for the issuance of a dupli
cate tag for pets when the original tag has been lost; re
pealing chapter 8110, Laws of Florida, 1919, relating to fairs
and expositions; repealing chapter 8762, Laws of Florida, 1921,
relating to the appropriation and expenditure of funds of
Marion County for publicity purposes; repealing chapter 8763,
Laws of Florida, 1921, relating to authorization to levy a spe
cial tax for the purposes of providing funds for community
welfare work in Marion County, Florida; repealing chapter
10873, Laws of Florida, 1925, relating to authorization to levy
and collect a special tax to be used exclusively for advertis
ing Marion County; repealing chapter 29272, Laws of Florida,
1953, relating to authorization to levy a tax for the purposes
of advertising and publicizing Marion County; repealing chapter
59-1552, Laws of Florida, as amended, relating to the regula
tion of building construction, erection, alterations and repairs,
including plumbing and electrical, in certain areas of Marion
County; repealing s. 12, chapter 24687, Laws of Florida, 1947,
as amended by chapter 59-1555, Laws of Florida, relating to a
limitation on appropriations for zoning expenses;--repealing
chapter 61-2464, Laws of Florida, relating to authorization to
improve certain streets, highways, boulevards, avenues, roads,
lanes, and alleys and relating to providing assessments on
certain property; repealing chapter 63-1613, Laws of Florida,·
relating to the levy of a special tax to establish and maintain
a library in Marion County; repealing chapter 70-804, Laws of
Florida, as amended, relating to the creation of fire control
districts; providing an effective date.
Proof of publication of the required notice was attached.
-was read the first time by title and referred to the Com
mittee on C_ommunity Affairs.
Th6 Honorable J. H11a.tt Brown, Speaker

I am · directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has passed as amendedCS for SB 505

CS for SB 102

-and requests the concurrence of the House.
Joe B-rown, Sec-retary

561

. By the Committee on Ways and Means and Senator -Maxwell
and others..
.
· CS for SB 505-A ·bill to be· entitled An act relating to ad
valorem taxes; amending s. 194.011(2), Florida Statutes;
specifying content of notice of assessment; amending s. 194.032(2), (5), Florida Statutes; requiring notice of hearings
of the property appraisal adjustment board and notice of re
sults of such hearings; amending s. 196.031(3), Florida Stat
utes, as amended by chapter 79-332, Laws of Florida; providing
a $20,000 homestead exemption from ad valorem nonschool
levies under certain conditions; amending s. 196.032, Florida
Statutes; relating to the reimbursement of local government
for certain revenues lost; amending s. 199.292(4), Florida
Statutes; providing for the deposit of certain intangibles tax
collections into the General Revenue Fund of the state; amend
ing s. 197.072(1), Florida Statutes; specifying content of
notice of taxes; amending s. 200.065(1), (2), (5), (9), Florida
Statutes; providing duties of property appraiser; specifying
circumstances for increase of millage over a specified amount;
specifying applicability; adding s. 228.041(31), Florida Stat
utes; defining "nonvoted discretionary millage"; amending s.
236.25, Florida Statutes; limiting millage for school PllrJ?oses;
specifying budget procedure; providing for increased millage;
amending s. 286.081(4), Florida Statutes; requiring the Legis
lature to prescribe aggregate required local effort; requiring
the Comm1ssioner of Education to certify millage for required
local effort to each district school board; specifying duties of
Department of Revenue; amending s. 237.081, Florida Statutes;
requiring notice of certain nonvoted discretionary tax levies;
specifying aggre�ate required local effort for fiscal year
1980-1981; amendmg s. 218.23(1), Florida Statutes; providing
requirements for participation in revenue sharing; adding ss.
218.84(6), 873.503(5), 218.82(2), Florida Statutes; requiring
special districts and' water management districts to certify com
pliance with procedure for increase of millage over a specified
amount; requiring the Department of Banking and Finance to
report such certification; amending s. 193.114, Florida Statutes;
providing that review of assessment roll must allow for use
of criteria; authorizing certain renters to pay ad valorem
taxes on residential rental property; retaining owner's lia
bility for tax; providing procedures for assessing, collecting,
and paying the tax; providing for personal liability of renter for
ad valorem tax; providing penalty against owners who fail
to remit to tax collector the taxes collected; prohibiting ex
cessive rent; authorizing recovery by owner of rental property
for failure of renter to pay tax; amending s. 192.001(13),
Florida Statutes; including renters within the definition of
taxpayer; amending s. 205.043(1)(b), Florida Statutes; authQr
izing an increase in certain occupational license t�es; pro· ··
viding an. effective date.

.

-was read the first time by title and referred to the Com
mittees on Finance & Taxation and Appropriati�ns. .
.
i-/
By the .Committee on Economic,· Community .and Consumer
·
Affairs and Senator Gorman· · .
, . t::::-,
CS for SB 102-A bill to be entitled An act relating to bonds
of units of local government; creating ii. 218.385, ·Florida Stat
utes; providing definitions; regulating the sale of county,
municipal, and special district bonds; providing procedures for
the sale and issuance of such bonds; prohibiting the giving
or receiving of certain bonuses, fees, and gratuities; providing
penalties; limiting employment of members, officers, and em
ployees and former members, officers, and employees of units
of local government authorized to issue bonds; providing pen
alties; amending s. 218.38(1), (3), Florida Statutes; requiring
units of local government to disclose certain information upon
the issuance of bonds within a specified period of. time; re
quiring underwriters to disclose certain information within a
specified period of time; providing penalties; amending ss.
153.06(4), 161.38(2)(d), Florida Statutes; deleting conflicting.
provisions relating_ to the manner of. sale of bonds; specifying
applicability;· providing an effective ·date.
-was read the first time by title and placed on the Calendar
· ··
wjthout: :reference.·· · ·,. ,_ -· ·.-: :. : :· ;: ....,. ·. . ,.
On motion by Mis�· J;nnings, the -�ea ·were waived and
CS for SB 102 was taken up instanter and read the second
time by title. .

JOURNAt·oF THE'ItOUSE
: 'Representativ�. J'emiingl1. offered' the following amendment_: .
. Amendment 1-0n page 4, between lines 2 & 3, insert:
In the event the local governing body decides to negotiate
for a sale of bonds, the senior managing underwriter, or
financial consultant or advisor if applicable, shall provide to
the unit of local government, prior to the award of bonds to
the senior managing underwriter, a disclosure statement containing the following information:
(a) An itemized list setting forth the nature and estimated
amounts of expenses to be incurred by the managing under
writers in connection with the issuance of such bonds. Notwith
standing the foregoing, any such list may include an item for·
miscellaneous expenses, provided it includes only minor items
of expense which camiot be easily categorized elsewhere in
the statement.
(b) The names,' addresses and estimated amounts of com
pensation of any person who enters into an understanding
with either the issuer or managing underwriters or both, for
any paid or promised compensation or valuable consideration,
directly or indirectly, expressly or implied, to act solely as an
intermediary between said issuer and managing underwriters
any
or ·exercises or attempts to exercise any influence to· effect
· · · ·
transaction
in the purchase of said bonds.
'
.
�
. . .
(c)- · The amount of underwriting· spread expected to· be·
realized.
�.: .. : .. · ·
.
·· _ . .
• · ·. :,:· . , ..
.
. (d) Any management fee charged by the inan�ging- under�
. .
writers.
. . ... . ... -· . .
· (e) Any other fee, bonus, and other compensation estimated ..
to be paid by the managing underwriters in connection with ·
the bond issue to any person not regularly employed or r� ·
tained by_the.managing underwriters.__
, : .
· ___ . _
· (f) The· ·name �d address of each· underwriter conned;ed ·
with the bond issu-e; ·
(g) ··Any other disc!�;��-· which th� ·local governing· body
- - - .may require.... · - • · .. - ·
.
. : •·.
.
This sub°iecti�n is not intended to restrict. or prohibit the
employment of professional services relating to local govern. ·
. ..
ment bond issues. . .
. .
.
Miss Jennings moved the adoption of the' amendment, which.
. . . .
was adopted. .
.
.· .
. .. . .
_ _. .
.
Representative Jennings offered the following title amend-·
ment:
_
.
_
Amendment 2-0n page f, line 7, after the semicolon insert:
requiring certain disclosure statements by senior management
underwriters or financial consultants;
Miss Jennings .moved the adoption of the amendment, which
· · ·
..
was adopted.
(6)

.

.

Representative_ Jennings offered the following amendment:
· Amendment 3-0n page ·4, lines. 23-31; and page 5, lines
1 and 2, strike all of said lines and renumber subsequent
sections
.
- Miss Jennings moved the adoption of the amendment, which
..
was adopted_.
.
_
Representative Jennings offered the following title amend
ment:
Amendment 4-0n page ·i, lines 9-13, strike all of said lines
and insert: gratuities; providing penalties; amending s.
Miss Jennings moved the adoption of the amendment,
which
·
·
was adopted.
Representative Jennings offered the following amendment:
Amendment 5-0n page 8, lines 20-23, strike all of said
lines and renumber_subsequent s�ction
·- · .
Miss Jennings moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
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Representative Jennings offered the following title amend
ment:
Amendment 6-0n page· 1, line 23, strike "specifying appli
cability;" .
Miss Jennings moved the adoption of the amendment, which
• . .
was adopted. · .
·:
.
"\ ···-.
On motion by Mr. Martin, without objection, further consider�tion of CS for SB 102 was temporarily deferr4:d.
. .·
The Honorable J. Hyatt Brown, Speaker

I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that ·
the Senate llas passed by the required Constitutional three
fifths vote of all members elected to the Senate-SJR 1349 and
requests the concurrence of the House.
Joe Brown, SeC'l'eta,ry

By Senators Henderson, Lewis and Barron. SJR 1349-A joint resolution' proposing an imiendment to
Section 7, Article III of the State Constitution, relating to
passage of bills by the Legislature.
.
.
Be It Resolved by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

That· the following amendment to Section 7 of Article III
of the State Constitution is hereby agreed to and shall be sub
mitted to the electors of this state for approval or rejection
at the general election to be held in November 1980:
SECTION 7. Passage of bills.-Any bill may originate in
either house and after passage in one may be amended in the
other. It shall be read in each house on three separate days,
unless this rule is waived by two-thirds vote; pro1Jided the

publication of its title in the ;ournal of a, house shall satisfy
the requirement for the first reading in that house. On each

reading, it shall be read by title only, unless one-third of the
members present desire it read in full. On final passage, the·
vote of each member voting shall be entered on the journal.
Passage of a bill shall require a majority vote in each house.
Each bill and joint resolution passed in both houses shall be
signed by the presiding officers of the respective houses and
by the secretary of the senate and the clerk of the house of
or as soon as practicable
representatives during the session
after its _adjournment sine die·.
- BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the following statement
·
·
.
be placed on the ballot:
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
- ARTICLE III, SECTION 7
· Proposing an amendment to the State Constitution to pro
vide that the publication of the title of a bill in the legislative
journals shall serve as the first of the three readings required
·
by the State Constitution.
..:...was read the first time and referred to the Committee on ·
Judiciary.
Subsequently, on motion by Mr. Haben, agreed to by two
thirds vote, SJR 1849 was withdrawn from the Committee on_
Judiciary and taken up instanter. On further motions by Mr.
Haben, the rules were waived and SJR 1349 was read the second
time and the third time. On passage, the vote was:.
Yeas-96
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Burnsed
Burrall
Campbell
Carlton
Carpenter
Cox

Crady
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Flynn .. : ·
Fontana
Foster
Fox

Gallagher
Gardner
Girardeau.
Gordon
Grant
Haben
Hagler
Hall
Hattaway
Hawkins, L. R.
Hazouri
Healey
Hector

Hieber
Hollingsworth
Jennings
Johnson, B.L
Johnaon, R. C•.
Jones, C. F.
Jones,D.L
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Lewis,J. W.
Lewia,T.F.

J
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ttiembe· rship, ternis, and ·compensation · of · board ·.of .�ommission Healey ·· . · Kiser'·: ·· · ::·Morgan ·· .:··Rosen· : · · ·.·Kutun
ers; providing election procedures; providing foi: filling of. va Hector.:
· .Ryals · �:.; : :
.. Myers
Sample
cancies; providing for referendum on increasing membership of Hodes
Nergard
Lehman
board; providing referendum on whether the board shall be Hodges
Shackelford
Nuckolls
Lewis, T.F.
Silver
elected or appointed; providing a referendum on the effective Hollingsworth Liberti
Ogden
ness of the act; providing an effective �at�.Smith,C.R.
O'Malley.
Lippman
Jennings
Pajcic
Smith,J.H.
Johnson, A. E. Lockward
Patchett
Smith,L.J.
On motions by Mr. Hodges, the House concurred in Senate Johnson, B.L. Mann
Patterson
Thompson
Amendments 1 and 2. The question recurred on the passage of Johnson,R. C. Margolis
Plummer
McPherson
Tygart
Jones, C. F.
HB 1128._The vote was:
Price
Watt
Mica
Jones, D.L.
Ready
Mills
Weinstock
Kelly
Yeas-82
.Mitchell
Richmond
. Woodruff
Kershaw
..
Moffitt
Robinson
Kirkwood
Pajcic
Kutun
Gallagher
Allen
Patterson
Lehman
Gardner
Bankhead
Nays-None
Plummer
Lewis, T. Jr.
Girardeau
Barrett
Price
Votes
after roll call:
Liberti
Grant
Boles
Ready
Lippman
Gustafson
Brantley
Yeas-Fox, Sheldon, Gardner, Spaet, Reynolds, Batchelor,
· Richmond
Lockward
Hall
Burrall
Gersten, Malloy, Thomas, Deratany, Hieber
Rosen
Mann
Hattaway
Bush
Ryals
Margolis
Hazouri
Carpenter
So the bill pas�ed, as amended by the Senate amendment.
Sample
Martinez
Hector
Conway
The action was certified to the Senate and .the bill was
McPherson - · Shackelford
Hodes
Cox
ordered enrolled after engrossment.
Silver
Melby
Crotty
Hodges
Smith, C.R.
Hollingsworth Mica
Danson
Mills
Jennings
_ Smith, J.H.
Davis
Reports of the Committee on Rules & Calendar
Smith,L.J,
Johnson, A. E. Mitchell
Dunbar
The Honorable J. Hyatt Brown
May 26, 1980
Johnson, B. L. Moffitt
Thompson
Easley
Speaker, House of Representatives
Johnson,R. C. Morgan
Tygart
Evans·
Jones, C. F.
Ewing
Myers
Watt
Sir:
Jones,D.L.
Nergard
Weinstock
Flinn
Nuckolls
Kelly
Woodruff
Flynn
Your Committee on Rules & Calendar recommends the fol
Fontana
Ogden
Kirkwood
lowing addition to the Rules of the House of Representatives:
Foster
O'Malley
Kiser
Add Rule 11.14 to read:
Nays-None
A motion for reconsideration of an amendment on third read
Votes after roll call:
ing requires a two-thirds vote for adoption.
Yeas-Fox, Batchelor, Dyer, Sheldon, Spaet, Reynolds, Ger
A quorum of the Committee was present in person, and a
sten, Malloy, L. R. Hawkins, Carlton, Thomas, Deratany, Hieber majority of those present_ �greed to the above Reportr_ •·
,.
So the bill passed, as amended by · Senate amendments. The
Respectiully
submitted,
action was certified to the Senate and the bill was ordered
. · · Ralph H. Haben, Jr., Chairman
.enrolled afte! engrossment.
On motion by Mr. '..Richmo�d, the abo.ve report was adopted•
r .

. -

. The Honorable J.Hyatt Brown, Speaker

May'- 26�-1980
· · •.
-, I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that the The i/<morable J. Hyatt Brown
Speaker, [!ouse of Rep,:eaenta.tivea · · - ·
Senate has passed with amendment-�. . i , '
�
Sir: :_
; • _By Representative Hodges.:.,::;:
Your .Committee on Rules:& Calendar·��commends
·the
..
· folHB 651-A bill to be entitled An act relating, to Citrus
.. ··
County; providing for the District School Board of Citrus lowing: - , .·· ·
County to undertake capital improvement projects; authorizing
Pur�uant" sectioni 11,12, :F.S. -ani up�n requisition _·by, the
said board .to issue revenue bonds for the payment of the costs
Speall:er,the
Comptroller ts authorized to draw a warrant
thereof;. providing for the payment of such bonds _from race
and
the
Treasurer
is · authorized to pay the legal expenses
track funds and jai alai fronton funds accruing annually to
of
the
House
of
Representatives
in connection with Brown
Citrus County and allocated to the · qoard pursuant· to law;
v. Firestone · et al and the Department of Education ·11.
providing for the rights of the holders of outstanding obliga
School Board of Collier County from funds currently
tions payable from such funds; providing an effective date.
·
appropriated to the �us� of Rep:i:�sentatives.
: . _:
-and requests the concurrence of the House.
A quorum · of the Committee was present in person;· and a
Joe Brown, Secretary majority. of those present agreed to the_ above Repo_rt. ·
Respectfully submitted,
Senate Amendment 1-On page 2, ·une 21, strike the· word
R_alp� H. Ha_�en, Jr., Chairman
"an" and insert: and
On motion by Mr. Haben�- the above report was adopted...
On motion by Mr. Hodges, the House concurred in the Senate
amendment. The question recurred on the passage of HB 651. Abstain from Voting
·
The vote was:
I abstain from voting on the foregoing issue due � the f�ct·
that I am of counsel to the law firm of.which Mr. D'Alemberte
is a partner.
Yeas-91
Dunbar
Repreaentative William E. Sadowski
Foster
Bush
The Chair
Dyer
Gallagher
Carlton
Allen·
Easley
Girardeau
Bankhead
· Carpenter
Consideration of Bills and Joint Resolutions ·on Third
Eckhart
Conway
Barrett .
Grant
,
Evans
Cox
Gustafson
Bell
Reading : .
Ewing
_,
. . __
·.
Crady
Hall
Boles
CS for SB 102-A bill to be entitled An act relating to bonds
Crotty
Flinn
Hattaway
Brantley
.aI units· of local· government; creatfng s. 218.385, Florida SqltDanson
Flynn
Hawkins, M. E.
Burnsed
utes; providing definitions; regulating the sale of county, mu�
Fontana
Davis
Burrall
Hazouri
,

to

••

:.

•

•

�-...�

J

• •

/
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nicipal, and special district bonds; providing procedures for the
sale and issuance of such bonds; requiring certain disclosure
statements by senior management underwriters or financial
consultants; prohibiting the giving or receiving of certain bon
uses, fees, and gratuities; providing _penalties; amending s.
218.38(1), (3), Florida Statutes; requiring units of local gov
ernment to disclose certain information upon the issuance of
bonds within a specified period of time; requiring underwiters
to disclose certain information within a specified period of time;
providing penalties; amending ss. 153.06(4), 161.38(2)(d), Flor
ida Statutes; deleting conflicting provisions relating to the
manner of sale of bonds; providing an effective date.
-was read the third time by title.
Mr. Dunbar moved that the rules be waived and OS for SB
102 be returned to second reading, which was not agreed to by
two-thirds vote.
Representative .Dunbar offered the following amendment:
Amendment 7-0n page 4, line 13, strike the period and
insert: comma (,) unless full disclosure is made to the unit of
local government prior to or concurrent with the submission
of a purchase proposal for bonds by the underwriter, commercial
bank, investment banker, or financial consultant and subse
quently in the official statement or offering circular detailing
the name and address of any finder and the amount of bonus,
fee, or gratuity paid to such finder.
Mr. Dunbar moved the adoption of the amendment.
Mr. Hodges moved the previous question on the amendment
and the bill, which was agreed to. The question recurred on
the adoption of Amendment 7, which was adopted by two
thirds vo� The vote was:
Yeas-72
Allen
Bell
Burnsed

Burrall
Bush
Carpenter
·Conway
Cox
Crady
Davis
Dunbar
Dyer
Eckhart
Ewing
Flynn
Fontana
Foster
Gallagher

Gersten
Gordon
Hall
Hawkins, L.R.
Healey
Hector
Hodges
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson,R. C.
Jones, C.F.
Kelly
Kershaw
· Kiser
. Kutun
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Lewis,T.F.

Liberti

Lippman
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
Martinez
McPherson
Meek
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Morrn
Nuc oils
Ogden
Patterson
Plummer
Price
Ready

Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Sadowski
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith,J.H.
Smith, L.J.
Thompson
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Williams
Woodruff

Nays--33
The Chair
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Boles
Brantley
Carlton
Crotty
Danson

Votes after

Deratany

Hodes
Hollingsworth
Evans
Jennings
Flinn
Jones,D.L.
Gardner
Kirkwood
Grant
Melby
Hattaway
Mica
Hawkins, M.E. Myers
Hazouri
Nergard
Easley

O'Malley
Patchett
Ryals
Sample
Smith, C.R.
Tygart

roll call:

Yeas-Fox, Spaet, Hieber
Representative Dunbar offered the following amendment:
Amendment 8-On page 4, lines 14-22, strike all of said
lines and insert: "(2) Willful violation of this section shall
be a felony of the third degree, punishable as provided in s.
775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084."
Mr. Dunbar moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
by two-thirds vote.

adopted

May 26, 1980

The question recurred on the passage of CS for SB 102.
The vote was:
Yeas-107
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Carlton
Carpenter
Conway
Cox
Crady
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Evans
Ewing
Flinn

Flynn
Fontana
Foster
Gallagher
Gardner
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Gustafson
Haben
Hall
Hattaway
Hawkins, L.R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hodes
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Jennings
Johnson,A. E.
Johnson,B. L.
Johnson,R. C.
Jones,C. F.
Jones, D.L.

Kelly
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Lewis, T.F.
Liberti
Lippman
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
Martinez
McPherson
Melby
Mica
Mills
Mitchell
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
O'Malley
Patchett
Patterson

Plummer
Price
Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Sadowski·
Sample
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith,C.R.
Smith,J. H.
Smith,L.J.
Spaet
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Williams
Woodruff

Nays--None
Votes after roll call:
Yeas--Fox, Hieber
So the bill passed, as further amended, and was immediately
certified to the Senate after engrossment. .
SB 649-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the regulation
of professions and occupations; repealing s. 455.231, Florida
Statutes, as amended, which requires businesses licensed by the
Department of Professional Regulation to display notice of
licensure and regulation and provides for a penalty for failure
to comply; providing an effective date.
-was read the third time by title. On passage, the vote

was:

Yeas--96
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Bush
Carpenter
Conway
Crady
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Evans
Ewing
Flinn
Flynn
Fontana

Foster
Fox
Gallagher
Gardner
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Grant
Haben
Hall
Hattaway
Hawkins,M. E.
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hodes
Hodges
Jennings
Johnson,A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson,R. C.
Jones, C. F.
Kelly
Kershaw

Nays-2
Burrall

Cox

Kirkwood
Lehman
Lewis,J.W.
Liberti
Lippman
Lockward
Malloy
Mann
Martinez
McPherson
Meek
Melby
Mica
Mitchell
Morgan
Myers

Nergard
Ogden
O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson
Plummer
Price

Ready
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Sadowski
Sample
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith,C.R.
Smith,J. H.
Smith,L.J.
Spaet
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Williams
Woodrutt

PO ts
by C0mmittee on
C011111lWlity Affain

Section l.

It is the legislative intent that a state-

2

wide maximum interest rate be requil:ed for bonds, certificates,

3

and other obligations to deter excessive debt costs and to

4

maintain the fiscal solvency of public bodies, agencies and

5

political. subdivisions.

6

Section 2.

Subsections (l) and (3) a.re amended and

7

subsection (2) Cb) and (cl of section 215.685, Florida Statutes,

I

are created to read:

9

10
11

215.685

State, county, municipal, etc., bondsi maximum

:ate o� interest.-(l)

Bonds, certificates, or other obligations of any

12

type or character, except for installment purchases,

13

authorized and ia.sued by counties, munic.ipali ties, towns,

1'

tillages, cli.stricts, commissions, authorities, or any

15

other public body, agency, or political subclivi.sion of

lSA
16

bear

interest at a rate not to exceed an average
the state may
net interest cost rate which shall be fixed and established for

17

.aach calender month by the State Board of Admini ,,.tration �

11

�en-pe�-enmm.

19

by the State Board ot Administration at 125 basis points above

JJ

the last '20 Bond' - Bond Buyer Index publi.shed before the

n

f:Lrst day of each calendar month.

22

(2) (a)

The rate shall be fixed and establi.shed

Open the request cf the i.ssuinq unit and when

Z!

it appears to be in the best interest of the public, the State

2,

Board. of Administration may au'tborize, for a speci1ic i.ssua or

25

re.issue of bonds, certificates, or other ogliqations of any

26

type or character authorized and issued by a county, municipal-

71

ity, di.strict, commission, au'tbority, or any other public body

21

or agency or political. subdivision of the state, a rate of

29

interest in excess of the maximum rate set by law.

30
31

(b)

The issuing unit shall provide in its request, the

2

public need for the pro;ect or facility being financed, the
reasons or the urgency regu:Lring the sale of the bonds,

3

certificates, or other obligations at a rate in excess of the

'

maximum set

S
6
7
8

9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
JI

law, and shall state how the sale of such bonds,

certificates or obligations at such interest rate, would be in
the best interest of the public.

In addition, information

relating to sale of the obligations, including whether they
will be sold at public or private sale, and the amount of the
discount, if any, that vill be oermitted.
(c)

In determining whether the issuance of bonds in

excess of the maximum rate set bI law is in the public
interest, the Board sha.l.l 5tiva consideration to the following:

ll) The interests of the ultimate ourchasers of the
bonds, and if improvement to 2ro2erty is c:on-Pemplated, the
ultimate purchasers of the property subject to improvements r
( 2)

Evidence that the purposes to 1,e· financed by the

proceeds of the bond issue will be carried out;

(3) Evidence that the interest rate savings resulting
from federal tax exenmtions on public bonds will benefit the
public as a whole rather than any secial class:

21

(4) Present interest rate costs of other munic:i�al,
or state bonds in relation to the
est for exce tion·

22

coun

23

!e.

25

special district to prcperty which is u.ltilllately planned

26

to be sold tor orivate use, assure that:

24

(5)

(a)

'll

Where improvements are c:ontumlated in a

The district and/or the develocer has received

21

prior approval, if applicable, from the Division of Land Sa.las:

29

�

30
31

(b)

The oropem has been olatted and the developer has

i.:i::revoca.bly committed to dedicate, without eost and free of
2

l

,

5

6

7

a

9

encumbrances, all commcn areas and rights-of-way to an

appropriate governmental unit with jurisdiction over the area
affected.

(3)

Al.l laws or parts of laws, whether special or

general, in conflict herewith� expressly repealed and

superseded by this section, provided that nothing contained

herein shall affect or apply to any act authorizing bonds or

other obligations having a. higher interest rate limitation or

10

which specified that no interest rate l.i.lllitation shall apply.

12

created to read:

1'

sale.-

11

13
15

�

17

Section 3.
215.687
(l)

Section 215.687, Florida Statutes, is

County, municipal, special district bonds;

All bonds sold by a unit of local government, aa

dafined ins. 218.Jl(l), shall be sold at public sale by

c:cmpetitive bids at such place or places as the qcve.rning

ta

body shall determine to receive proposals for the purchase

2D

or more times at least 10 days prior to the date of sale in

19
11

22

of such bonds. Notice of such sale shall be pu.bli.shed at one

one or more newspaper or financial journals published within

or without the state, and shall contain such texms as the

23

99!!EH:PCJ body shall deem advisable and proper under the

�

by resolution at a public hearing that a negotiated private

71

governing body may negotiate for sale of such bonds.

2'

215

21

29

30

31

ci.rc1mstances.

Bowever, if the gove:cu.ng body shall deteJ:mine

sale of such bonds is in the best interest of the issuer, the

(a) At such public hearing the governing body shall
provide the reasons or urgency requiring the negotiated sale,

and shall state now the negotiated sa.le wou.ld be in the best

2

3

4
5

6

1

a
9

10

11

12
13

15
16

17

11
19
2D

21

22

25
26
11

21

29

30
31

interest of the public.

(2) If no bids are received at the time and place
called for by such notice of public sale, or if all bids are

rejected because of failure to eonform to the notice of sale:

The governing body may reoffer such bonds tor sale
.,,,.,
by competitive bid upon a shorter period of reasonable notice
(a)

provided for by resolution of the board.

(3) All bonds shall be sold at a price of not less
than 97 percent of the par value, plus accrued interest at
the date of delivery of the bonds to the purchaser.
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SB _____

offered the following amendment:

2_l___, strika
On pan•-�l___ lin.._e __

and tnaert:: after the word "month�•
Average net interest cost rate of a proposed issue of bonds shall be

defined as the net dollar interest cost of the bid divided by the

bond year doll ars.

The net dollar interest cost shall be determined

by summing for all the bonds the total dollar amount of interest payable

on eve;:x bond from their date to its maturity, plus any amount ·t;;y·wtri'c:h
the total dollar amount of the bid falls below the aggregate par value

of all the bonds or less any amount by which the total dollar amount

of the bid exceeds the aggregate par value of all the bonds.

The bond

year dollars shall be determined by multiplying the par value of every

bond by the number of years from their date to maturity and sWMting the

product for

all

bonds •

Mr. ____________ moved the adoption of the amendment,
which was adopted.
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Mr. ____________ moved the adoption of the amendment.
which was adopted.
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Fel:lz:uary l, 1980

Ccmpanion/S1m1lar: _______
Relating t0: Local Government
Bonds

I•

�-

Sponsor:

Committee on
community Affairs

other Committees of Reference:
l. ____________
2. ____________

Summary :
A.

Present Situation - The governing bodies of counties and
mu.ru.cipalities Wlder general home rule powers (s.12S.013(2)
and s.l66.l2l(2), Florida Statutes] are currently
authorized to establish the terms (pu.blic or private sal.e),
manner of sale and the l.ike, tor the issuance of lll0St bonds.
In addition, special districts may date.mine bond sale
tel:ms in accordance with their enabling legislation.

currently, there is a maximum rate of interest of· 7.5
percent on•bonds, certificates, or other obligations of any
type or character, authorized and issued by counties,
1111111icipal.ities, towns, villages, districts, commissions,
authorities, or any other public body, agency, or political
su.bdivision of the state.•
The State Board of Administration upon request may authorize
a rate of interest in excess of this maximum rate when it
appears to be in the best interest of the public [s.21S.685(2)].
However, due to the current condition of the bond market, many
high quality loca.l govexnment bonds a.re selling near or &l)ove the
7.51 maximum. Consequently, the maximum rate has become
virtually another step in the process of offering bonds,
thereby adding- an additional, unnecessary cost to many
usues.
Purtb.er, the constitutional.ity of the provision al.lowing
the State Board of Administration to authorize a higher
interest rate than that established in the statutes has
been questioned based upon unlawful delegation.
B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes -- This bill provides for:
l.

Sale of Bonds by Unit of Local Government --

Requires al.l bonds sold by a unit of local government
to be sold at public sale pursuant to competitive
bidding at such places as the gove:cning body shall
dete%Dli.ne.
However, the bill does provide for offering of such
bonds at a negotiated sale subsequent to a public
lleari.'"lg and resolution by the governing body. In
such public hearing t!le governing body shall state
findings of fact speci-rying the public interest that
requires a negotiated sale.

S�f Analysis-PCB ts
Page Two
Pebruary l, 1980
2.

Maximum Rate of !nte:est -- PCB ts provides for a
rate of inte:est on bonds, eertifieates, or
other obligations of any type or eharacter, authorized
and issued by counties, municipalities, towns, villages,
districts, commissio�, authorities, or any other
public body, agency, or political subdivision of the
state, to be fixed az:d established for each calendar
month by the State Beard,pf Administration based on
12S basis points a.bove tha '20 Bond' - Bond Buyer
Index published befo:e the first day of each calendar
month.
lllaJCl.llR.Ull

Per example, if the Bond Buyer index states a market
interest rate of 7. 23 as in the last week of December,
1979, the maximum interest rate would be an additional
12S basis points or an interest rate of 8.48 percent.
This will allow the uximum to •float• With the market,
thereby only requiring those bonds with an inordinately
high interest rate to request an exemption. Included
in this swmnary (Appendix A) , are the municipal. bond
average yield for the years 1974-79 and an explanation
of the Bond Buyer Index.
This bill also provides the State Bo ard of Administration.
with a aet of standards to determine the public interest ·
that requires the sale of bonds and other obligations
at an interest rate in excess of the maximum set by
law. This would retlolve the question of unlawful
delegation.
Because of language ic s.21S.68S, ac:ts aut.horizinq bond
sales that don't refer to s.21S.68S explicitly or acts
which fail �o specuy an interest rate ceiling may be
excluded f:t'OIII the interest rate maximum and the
requirements of this section. This bill Will require that
the only exclusions to this section are those bond issuinq
�ts which explicitly state an interest rate ceiling
above that set by law and those acts which state that they
shall be excluded fl::Olll the interest rate maximum.
3.

I�.

Discount Limitation - The bill further requires that
ill bonds be sold at not less th.an 97 percent of
par value plus accnad interest. Cunently, many acts
authorizing the issue of bonds have no Umitation
on the amount of a discount allowed in a bond sale.
The limitation of discount prevents the circumvention
of the interest rate ceiling by requiring sale of
the issue at approxi:ately the par or face value of
the bonds.

Private Sector/State Fiscal ::mpact:
A.

Private Sector 1.

a.

!ffect on Competition - This bill could increase competi
t.i.on for under.tYritillq of municipal. bonds because of the
competitive bidding :-equirement.

State Agency -- The proposed legislation will require the
State Soard of Administration each month to establish a
maximum interest rate fo:- bonds and other obligations.
The Board has estimated �o additional cost for this provision.

Staff Analysis-PCB H
Page Three

Pebr,iary 1, 1980

III.

Comments:

Ccnclusions drawn from municipal bond literature, including that
referenced in the Community Affairs' staff repc:rt of November 26,
1979, on municipal bonds, are that in many and perhaps most
sales of bend issues, public interest is best protected from
potential abuses by an open, competitive bidding process
which tends to eliminate potenttai favoritism and collusion.

The maximum rate legislation is designed to alleviate the
complexity involved with market interest rate fluctuations
in municipal bond transactions and other obligations cf the
s1:ate and its political subdivisions. This legislation will
prcnicle municipal bonds a maximum interest rate that is
flexible only to the extent provided by current market condi
tions.

In addition, this bill. provides adequate standards for the
State Board of Mmini�tration to determine the public interest.

IV.

v.

Analysis prepared

by:

William lit. Callam 11-•p:•.

Staff Director's review:

William R. Kynoc.!I �tf;J<-·

COMPUTATION OF TWENTY AND ELEVEN BOND INDICES'"'

The twenty (20) and eleven (ll) bond indices are benchmarks used in
the municipal bond indust::y to indicate the market rate of interest paid
on tax exempt securities.
Every Thursday, a representative of the Bodd Buyer, a municipal bond.
publication, polls underwriters and requests the interest rate which woul.d.
be bid on a. twenty (20) year maturity for the following municipal bonds.
Moody's.Rating
Aaa

california*, Georgia•, Illinois*, North Carol�•

Aa

Chicago, Illinois*, Columbus, Ohio, Denver, Colorado*,
Florid.a*, Hawaii*, Memphis, Tennessee*, Washington*

A1

BaltiJJlore, Maryland, Dade County, Florida, Massachusetts,
Nassau County, New York

A

New Orleans, ,Louisiana*, New York State, Pennsylvania.

Baa

Boston, Massachusetts

Baal.

Puerto Rico

'the twenty {20) bond index is derived by averaging the interest rates
received from the underwriters on all of the above issues.

'rhe elev� Cll)

bond index is derived by the same method; however, only those municipalities
with an asterisk (*) are used.

(APPENDIX A}
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8asfs Valuation of Par Boods
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Week: ·1874·

z

2

.. .,
C

3
4

-·
al

Ill

C

5

8
8

10

11

12
_13
t-1

a: 15
C 18
_._11
18
19
20
s 21

t

_22

n

Z 24
25
_28

:l

27

-' 28
::> 29
-, 30
_31
32

! !!

_35
36
37
Ill 38
39
40
41
42
43
_44

t

g

t:Z

45

48
47

_:_ 48

g

49

u 60
Gt

52

_53

6.111
5.22
5.24
5 28
5.20

lJ.l
5.18
5.21
5.:10
5.27
5.32
5.48
5.57

.......,,
5.75
,.

5.61
5.82
6 91
6.00
6.04
8.05
8.08
6.01
6.04
8.13
8.33
11.64
8.95
6.78
8 34
6.70
0 58
8.111
0.73
8.9t
6.88
11.79
6.16
8.62
8.68
6.52
8.48
6.61'
8.65
8.68
8.55
8.53

'1975
1.011
8.99
11.90
11.59.
8.54
8.34

UL
8.40

855

8.54
6.85

81JO

8.95
G.13
7.03
8.118
8.97
8.95
8.88
8.88
7.09
7.09
7.05
8.80
8.93

1.00

8.98
8.98
7.09

7.22

7.09
7.18

1.11

7.18
7.18
7.34
7.40
7.49
7.54

Lll
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Summary:

A.

Present Situation -- The governing bodies of counties
and municipalities under general home rule powers
[s.125.013(2) and s.16 6.121( 2), F.S.J are currently
authorized to determine the terms (public or private
sale), manner of sale and the like, for the issuance of
most bonds. In addition, s pecial districts may determine
bond sale terms in accordance with their enabling
legislation.

B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes -- This bill provides:
l.

� -- Requires public sale for general obligation
bonds issued by a unit of local government.

2
.

Finders Fees -- Prohibits bond underwriters, commercial
banks, investment bankers or financial consultants
from giving bonuses, fees or gratuities to persons
not regularly employed, partner or officer of them.

3.

Employees --

4.

a.

Requires any member of a governing board and its
employees whose work is connected in any way
with the sale and issuance of such bonds, ta
come under financial disclosure (s.112. 3145).

b.

Specifies unit of local government- employees,
officers, and members involved in a bond issue
that will be subject to the Code of Ethics.

c.

Prohibits members, officers, or employees of
governing bodies from soliciting, influencing,
or appearing before such governing bodies on
behalf of bond underwriters, banks or financial
consultants: prohibition continues for two years
following termination from such office or em
ployment.

Disclosure - Requires the governing body of a unit
of local government to disclose information regarding
underwriters, consultants and their fees with the
Division of Bond Finance upon issuance of said bonds.
In the event of non-compliance by a city or county,
funds payable to such governmental entity by the
Department of Banking and Finance shall be withheld.
In the case of special district non-compliance, the
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Department of Banking and Finance shall initiate
court action pursuant to sa.189.008 and 189.009, F.s.
II.

Private Secto� /State/Local Fiscal Impact:
A.

B.

Private Sector -l.

Direct Private Costs -- The bill would prohibit
independent "bond finders" from being used to
solicit business for underwriters.

2.

Effect on Competition -- This bill would increase
competition for underwriting of general obligation
bonds because of the competitive bidding requirement.

State Agencies -1.

C.

III.

The proposed legislation would require forms to be
promulgated by the Division of Bond Finance and
for the division to establish and maintain: files
of the disclosure forms. The Division has esti
mated these functions will cost approximately
$25,000 over a three year period.

Local Governments -l.

Some costs would be incurred by local governments
in terms of filing and completing of forms. The
expenditure of these funds would be incidental to
the main purpose of the law.

2.

If the unit of local government fails to
provide the required disclosure, the Legislative
Auditing Committee may notify the Department of
Banking and Finance which then shall withhold any
funds payable to the local goverruiient until the
information is received.

Comments:
Conclusions drawn from municipal bond literature, including
that referenced in the Community Affairs' staff report of
November 26, 1979, on municipal bonds, are that in many and
perhaps most sales of bond issues, public interest is best
protected from potential ab uses by an open, competitive bidding
process which tends to eliminate potential favoritism and
collusion.
This bill is intended to address some of the alleged abuses
in the sale of municipal bonds recently brought to focus by
news publications within th e state.
It should be noted that general obligation bonds comprise
approximately 20% of local government bonds issued in this
state, while revenue bonds comprise 80% of the bond sales.
Currently in Florida there are few activities of finders
that are regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission
or by state law, and disclosure of finder fees and com�sa
tion is not required for public information._ This-bill
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r:v.

v.

VI.

VII.

intends to eliminate finders fees and to disclose to the
Division of Bond Finance all fees paid by the underwriter in
connection with the bond issue.

Amendments:

Propose amendment to s.218.38(3}b replacing "Department
of Banking and Finance" with "Department of Community Affairs"
to correct Statutory Revision Editor's note. Staff has
discussed this Editor's Note with Statutory Revision and it
has been agre ed that the correct language is "Department
of Community Affairs."
Analysis prepared by:

Bill Callam B;

Staff Director's review:

Copy to Sponsor:

C\ •../
,j
/

William R. Kynoch1JJ,)f/
1/23/80

Prepared l /14 / 80
by the Comm1-i:1:ee on

STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1980
FISCAL NOTE

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

STATE

&

HB20l
Sill Number
As

LOCAL GOVERNM.E:NT IMPACT

In compliance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby.submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
li�bility of the State, and of Local Gover�e nts as a whole.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------I.

tt.

DESCRIPTION OF BILL
A. Fund or Tax Affected
General Revenue Fund
B. Principal Agency Affected
Division of Bond Finance
C. Sponsor's Statement of Purpose
--to establish guidelines for the
sale of municipal bonds. The sponsor has also provided guidelines
pertaining to disclosure of fees.
D. Narrative Summary -- requires General Obligation bonds to be sold at
public sale.Requires information on all municipal bond issues to be
filed for public inspection. Prohibits members, officers, or emplpyees
of governing bodies from soliciting, influencing, or appearing before
such bodies on behalf of bond underwriters, banks, or financial
a� fj�-,;
ci9":§.Jl},t7:°tSN
.tfs L .i.M A T O yabibits
TATE i\GEN I S STATE
S
A. Non-Recurring or First Year Start-uo Effects

/t:};"r

Division of Bond Finance-- $25,000 for a three year period.

a. Recurring o� Annualized Continuation Effects
Undetermined
C.

Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
None

D.

�oor0oriations Conseauences/Source of Funds
General Revenue Funds

!II.

FISCAL IMPACT ON LOCAL

A.

GOVERNMENTS

AS A

WHOLE

Non-Recurring or First Year Start-uo Effects

Indeterminable

s.· Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
C.

tv.

Indeterminable. However, expenditures required for filling out of forms
and filing of same would be incidental to the �in purpose of the law.
Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth

None
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Proposed
Committee
Substitute for:
BB 201, HB 2l6
and PCB #8
SB _____

ottered the followins amendment:

between
lltte s 3-4

On pap ___4___,

J1R1i inHrt: -�n�e;,:w�S;:,::e�c:;;.t1:_ ·;: o::,n�,::2___________________________
Section 2.
(1) (a)

Bonds; finder's fees prohibited.--

As used in this section, "finder" means a person not

regularly employed by, or a partner or officer of, an underwriter,
bank, banker, or consultant who has no specific function in the
construction of a bond issue other than influencing the acquisition of
a contract from the issuing body.
(b)

No underwriter, commercial bank, investment banker, or

financial consultant shall pay any finder any bonus, fee, or gratuity
in connection with the sale of any general obligation bonds or revenue
bonds, including special assessment bonds, issued by any unit of local
government.
(2)

Any underwriter, commercial bank, investment banker, or

financial consultant which pays a bonus, fee, or gratuity in violation
of subsection (1) is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree,
punishable by fine as provided in s. 775.083, Florida Statutes.
CONTINUED

• • •

Mr. _____________ moved the adoption of the amendment,
which waa adopted.
Form H•U

which failed of adoption.

Any

NEDBT - FOR DRAFTING ONLY
Cftusr BE TYPES> ON FORM
Repreantatlff

H-29 OR H-39 BEFORE PRESENTATION)

yn. c..am" ..,_______________________
CONTINUED -- Page Two

Proposed
Committee
Substitute for:
BB

201, HB 216

and PCB #8

SB _____

otfered the followinr amendment:

On page _____ Un,.,______ strike

and insert:--------------------------------

person who receives an unlawful bonus, fee, or gratuity in violation of

subsection (l} is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable
as provided in s. 775.083, or s. 775.084, Florida Statutes.
RENUMBER SUBSEQUENT SECTIONS.

Mr. ____________ moved the adoption of the amendment,
which waa adopted.
Form H-62

which failed of adoption.

COMMITTEE ON COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
STAFF ANLAYSIS
January 11, 1980
HB 216
Companion/Similar: __8_B_2_o.1
______
Relating to: Financial Matters

I.

Sponsor: Rep. Mica
Other Committees of Reference:
1. None
2.

Summary:
A.

Present Situation -- The governing bodies of counties
and municipalities under general home rule powers
[s. 125.013(2) and s. 166.121(2), Florida Statutes]
are currently authorized to determine the terms
(public or private sale), manner of sale and the like,
for the issuance of most bonds. In addition, special
districts may determine bond sale terms in accordance
with their enabling legislation.
Probable Effect of Proposed Changes
provides for:
1.

This bill

Sale -- Requires all bonds sold by a unit of
local government with a par value in excess of
$3 million to be sold at public sale pursuant to
competitive bidding at such places as the govern
ing body shall determine.
Provides for reoffering of such bonds at a
private or public sale, if no bids are received,
or if all bids received are rejected because of
noncomformance to the notice of sale.
Requires the same published notice of public
sale as provided for in the sale of state bonds.

2.

II.

Disclosure -- Requires the underwriter of a
local government bond issue to provide a disclosure
statement to the unit of local government and the
Division of Bond Finance, which shall be open for
public inspection, containing information concerning
fees and commissions involved in the bond sale.

Private Sector/State/Local Fiscal Impact:
A.

B.

Private Sector -1.

Direct Private Costs: The proposed legislation
would require the filing and completing of forms
by underwriters. The cost of this procedure is
incidental to the main purpose of the law and will
be non-substantial.

2.

Effect on Competition -- This bill would increase
competition for underwriting of municipal bonds
because of the competitive bidding requirement.

State Agencies -- The proposed legislation would require
disclosure forms to be filed and maintained by the
Division of Bond Finance. The Division has estimated
these functions will cost approximately $25,000 over an
initial three year period.
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C.

III.

Local Governments -- The proposed legislation requires
disclosure statements from underwriters to be filed and
maintained as a matter of public record. The costs
associated with these functions will be non-substantial,
if any.

Comments:
Conclusions drawn from municipal bond literature, including
that referenced in the Community Affairs' staff report of
November 26, 19 79, on municipal bonds, are that in many and
perhaps most sales of bond issues, public interest is best
protected from potential abuses by an open, competitive
bidding process which tends to eliminate potential favoritism
and collusion.
This bill is intended to address some of the alleged abuses
in the sale of municipal bonds recently brought to focus by
news publications within the state.
In the area of municipal bond financing, finders who act
as middlemen between governing bodies and bond under
writers are not currently under the scrutiny of state
or federal regulations. The Securities and Exchange
Commission's jurisdiction is limited to cases in which
a finder operates as a Broker Dealer as defined in the
Securities Exchange Act, and also under Anti-Fraud regula
tions pertaining to all securities. In Florida, there are
no disclosure provisions to an issuer concerning fees and
compensation of underwriters, requiring information as
itemized in the proposed bill.

This bill provides for a disclosure statement by an unde�
writer to an issuer which shall be open for public inspec
tion. The disclosure of underwriter's fees, and commissions
from negotiated bond issue sales provides a means of reveal
ing to the unit of local government and the public, all
direct and indirect costs associated through such bond sales.

IV.

v.

VI.

Analysis prepared by:

Bill Callam

Staff Director Is review:

William R. Kvnoch

Copy to Sponsor: ---�--· -----1�/_1_8�/_s_o_
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FISCAL NOTE
STATE & LOCAL GOVERNMENT IMPACT

In compiiance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submi�ted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expend itures, or fiscal
liability of the State, and of Local Governm�nts as a whole.
�.

DESCRIPTION OF BILL
A. Fund or Tax Affected
B.

General Revenue Funds

Principal Agency Affected

Division of Bond Finance

C. Sponsor's Statement of Purpose Because municipal bond issues are
transactions dealing with public funds, the sponsor feels that issues over
$3 million par value should be competitively bid, with a possible net
effect of savings to the issuer. Also, disclosure provisions on these funds.
D. Narrative Summary Requires all bonds sold by a unit of local
government with a par value in excess of $3 million, to be competitively
bid. Provides for negotiated or competitive sale if no bids are received
or if all are rejected. Requires underwriter to provide disclosure
statement to issuer and the Division of Bond Finance.
FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AGENCIES/STATE FUNDS
A. Non-Recurring or First Year Start-up Effects
Division of Bond Finance
period.
B.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects

c.

Long Run Effects other than Norm al Growth

D.

III�

$25,000 for an initial three year

Undetermined.

None.

Appropriations Conseauences/Source of Funds
General Revenue.

FISCAL IMPACT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AS A WHOLE
A. Non-Recurring or First Year Start-up Effects

Non�substantial costs associated with filing requirements.

B.

c.

rv.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects

Indeterminable.

Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth

None.

COMM.tilTS:

;rtaff Di rector

Proposed Committee Substitute
for HB 201 and HB 216 by the
Committee on Community Affairs
and Reps. Jennings and Mica
4/10/80

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
2

Section l.

3

4

created to read:

6

sale.--

s
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

218.385
(l}

Section 218.385, Florida Statutes, is

County, municipal, special district bonds;

Definitions.--As used in this section, the follow

ing words and terms shall have the following meanings:

(aj The word "bonds" as used in this section shall

include the following meanings as defjned:
l.

"General obligation bonds" which are obligations of

a unit secured by the full faith and credit, or payable from
the proceed� of ad valorem taxesr of the 9overru?1ental unit.
2.

"Revenue bonds• which are obligations of a unit to

15

pay the cost of a self-liquidating project or improvements

17

thereof, and payable from the earnings of such project and

16

18

19

20

thereof or combination of one or more projects or improvements

any other special funds authorized to be pledged as additional

security therefor.
3.

"Limited revenue bonds" which are obligations issued

21

by a unit to pay the cost of a ·project or improvement thereof,

n

and payable from funds exclusive of ad valorem taxes, special

22
24
25

�

21

or combination.of one or more projects or improvements thereof,
assessments, or earnings from such projects or improvements.
4.

"Special assessment bonds" which are bonds that

provide for capital improvements and are paid in whole or in
part by levying and collecting special assessments on the

28 abutting, adjoining, contiguous, or other specially benefited
29 property.
30
31
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(2) All bonds sold by a unit of local government, as
2

defined in s. 218.31(1), shall be sold at public sale by

3

competitive bids at such place or places as the governing body

4

shall determine to receive proposals for the purchase of such

s

bonds.

6

times at least 10 days prior to the-date of sale in one or more

7

newspapers or financial journals published within or without

a

the state, and shall contain such terms as the governing body

9

shall deem advisable and proper under the circumstances.

Notice of such sale shall be published one or more

How-

10

ever, if the governing body shall by resolution at a public

11

meeting determine that a negotiated sale of such bonds is in

12

the best interest of the issuer, the governing body may

13

negotiate for sale of such bonds.

14

(a)

In the resolution authorizing the negotiated sale,

15

the local governing body shall provide specific findings as

16

to the reasons requiring the negotiated sale, said reasons

17

shall include but not be limited to characteristics of the bond

18

issue and prevailing market conditions that necessitate a

19

negotiated sale.

20

(b) A resolution authorizing a negotiated bond sale may

21

be the same resolution as that authorizing the issuance of

22

such bonds.

23

(3)

All proposals for the purchase of any bonds offered

24

by a unit of local government shall be opened in public.

25

bonds when competitively bid shall be awarded by resolution to

Such
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the lowest bid consistent with the notice of sale.
2

(4)

No bid conforming to the notice of sale may be

3

rejected unless all bids are rejected.

4

rejected, such bonds may be sold thereafter at public sale by

5

6
7
8
9

10

11

If all bids are

competitive bids or by negotiated sale pursuant to this
section.
(5)

No bonds of a unit of local government shall be

issued unless the face or reverse thereof contains a statement,
executed either manually or by facsimile signature, of the
appropriate officer of the unit of local government responsible

for issuing such bonds to the extent that issuance of such

12

bonds has been approved under the provisions of this act.

13

Such statement shall be conclusive evidence as to approval of

14

the issuance of such bonds and that the requirements of this

15

act have been fully complied with.

17

(6)

In the event the local governing body decides to

negotiate for a sale of bonds, the senior managing underwriter ,
if applicable, shall pro-

18

or financial consultant or advisor

19

vide to the unit of local government, prior to the award of

20

bonds to the senior managing underwriter, a disclosure state-

21

ment containing the following information:
(a)

n

24

25
26

An

itemized list setting forth the nature and

estimated amounts of expenses to be incurred by the managing
underwriters in connection with the issuance of such bonds.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, any such list may include an
item for miscellaneous expenses, provided it includes only

n

minor items of expense which cannot be easily categorized

�

elsewhere in the statement.

30

(b)

The names, addresses and estimated amounts of

compensation of any person who enters into an understanding
- 3 -
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with either the issuer or managing underwriters or both, for
2 any paid_or promised compensation or valuable consideratio�,

3 directly or indirectly,_ expressly or implied, to act solely

4 as an inte:rmediary between said issuer and managing under-

5 writers or exercises or attempts to exercise any influence to
6

effect any transaction in the purchase of said bonds.
(c)

8

realized.

The amount of underwriting spread expected to be

9

(d)

Any management fee charged by the managing under-

7

10
11

writers.
(e) Any other fee, bonus, and other compensation esti-

12

mated to be paid by the managing underwriters in connection

13

with the bond issue to any person not regularly employed or

14 retained by the managing underwriters.
1S
16
17
18
19

(f)

The name and address of each underwriter connected

(g)

Any other disclosure which the local governing body

with the bond issue.
may require.
(h)

This subsection is not intended to restrict or

� prohibit the employment of professional services relating to
21
22

local government bond issues.
(7)

Not later than 60 days following a negotiated bond

23 closing by a unit of local government, the senior managing
24 underwriter shall

provide the unit of local government a

� disclosure statement which shall be available for public inU spection and shall contain all actual expenses and information
�
28

�
30

as required in s.218.385(6) (a),(b),(c),(d),(e),(f), and (g).
Section 2.

Paragraph (b)(9) of subsection (l) of_

s.112.3145 is created to read:
(9_)

Any employee of a unit of local government which is

31

-4-
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authorized to issue general obligation or revenue bonds,
2
3

s

including special assessment bonds, the work of which employee
and primarily
is directly/connected with the sale or issuance of such bonds,
other than an employee whose function is only clerical or
ministerial.

6

Section3,. Subsection {l) and (3) of section 218.38,
7 Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

8
9

218.38 Notice of bond issues requiredr verification.--

to
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

-s-
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(l) (a)

Each unit of local government authorized by

2 general or special law to issue general obligation bonds or
3 revenue bonds, including special assessment bonds, shall
4 furnish the Division of Bond Finance of the Department of
S General Services a complete description of all outstanding
6 bonds and shall also provide the durision with any notice of
7

sale or official statement for the purpose of offering bonds,

8 prior to sale, for inclusion into the bond newsletter.
9

Failure

to submit prior notice of a proposed new bond issue shall not

10 affect the validity of the bond issue.
11

Not later than 90 days following a bond closing, a

(b)

12 unit of local government shall file a disclosure statement
13

with the Division of Bond Finance which shall be available

14

for public inspection, containing all fees paid by the unit

15

of local government with respect to the bond issue.

16
17

Said statement shall include:
1.

The name

and address of any attorney or financial

18

consultant who advised the unit of local government with res-

19

pect to the bond issue:

20

2.

Amount of fees paid by the unit of local government

21

to any attorney or financial consultant with respect to the

22

bond issue:

23
24

25
u
27
28

29
30
31

3.

A copy of the senior managing underwriter's disclo-

4.

Any fee, bonus or commission paid, in connection with

sure if required by 218.385(7).

the bond issue, by the financial consultant to any person not
regularly employed or retained by the consultant.
5.

spread.

(3)

In a competitive bid sale, the amount of underwriting
If a unit of local government fails to verify,

-6-
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pursuant to subsection (2), the information held by the divi2 sion, or fails to provide a complete description of all out3 standing bonds pursuant to subsection (1) (a) and the disclosure
4 required in subsection (1) (bl, the division shall notify
s the Legislative Auditing Committee of such failure to comply.
6 Following receipt of such notification of failure to comply
7 with these provisions, the Legislative Auditing Committee may:

8

(a)

In the case of a city or county, notify the Depart-

9 ment of Revenue and the Department of Banking and Finance that
10 the local unit of government has failed to comply.
11

Upon

notification, the Department of Banking and Finance shall

12 withhold any funds payable to such governmental entity until
13
14

the required information is received by the division.
(b)

In the case of a special district,. notify the

1S

Department of Community Affairs that the special district has

16

failed to comply.

17

Community Affairs shall proceed pursuant to· ss.189.008 and

18
19
20

Upon notification, the Department of

189.009.
Section 4.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1980.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
-7-
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COMMITTEE ON COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTAfIVES
STAFF ANALYSIS
March 19, 1980
Proposed Committee Substitute
HB 201 and HB 216
for:
Companion/Similar:
Relating to: Local Government Bonds

I.

Sponsor: Reps. Jennings and
Mica, and Community Affairs
Other Committees of Reference:
l.
2.

Summary:

A.

Present Situation -- The governing bodies of counties and
municipalities under general home rule powers [s. 125.013(2)
and s. 166.121(2), Florida Statutes) are currently authorized
to establish the terms (public or private sale), manner
of sale and the like, for the issuance of most bonds. In
addition, special districts may determine bond sale terms
in accordance with their enabling legislation.

B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes -- This bill provides
for:
l.

Sale of Bonds -- Provides that lo.cal governments
may sell bonds by either competitive bids or
negotiated sale. However, prior to a negotiated
sale, the local governing body at a public meeting
shall state findings as to the reasons requiring a
negotiated sale, including but not limited to
characteristics of the bond issue and market condi
tions.

2.

Disclosure -- Requires that the senior managing
underwriter shall provide a disclosure statement
prior to the �esolution authorizing the negotiated
sale containing the nature and estimated amounts
of expenses by the managing underwriters in connec
tion with the bond issuance. Also included in this
disclosure statement will be names, addresses and
estimated amounts of compensation of any person
who exercises or attempts to exercise influence
to effect any transaction in the purchase of such
bonds.
Within 60 days following a bond closing, such
senior managing underwriter will provide the unit
of local government a disclosure statement con
taining all actual expenses and requirements
estimated in the statement submitted prior to the
negotiated sale.
Requires the unit of local government to file
within 90 days following a bond closing, a
disclosure statement with the Division of Bond
• Finance containing all fees paid by the unit of
local government with respect to the bond issue,
including for a negotiated sale, the disclosure
statement from the senior managing underwriter.
In a competitive bid sale, the unit is also·
required to provide the amount of underwriter
spread to the Division.

3.

Employees -- Specifies unit of local government
employees, officers, and members involved in a
bond issue that will be subject to the Code of
Ethics.

Proposed Committee Substitute
for: HB 201 and HB 216
Page Two
March 19, 1980
Prohibits members, officers, or employees
of governing bodies from soliciting,
influencing, or appearing before such govern
ing bodies on behalf of bond underwriters,
banks or financial consultants; prohibition
continues for two years following termination
from such office or employment.
II.

Private Sector/State Fiscal Impact:

A.

Private Sector --

l.
B.

III.

Effect on Competition: This bill could increase
competition for underwriting of municipal bonds
because of the competitive bidding provision.

State Agency -- This bill will require the Division
of Bond Finance to file disclosure statements from the
units of loca� government. Since the bill does not
require analysis by the Division, the cost should be
minimal.

Comments:
A technical errer in the Statutes [218.38(3)(b), Florida
Statutes] has been discussed with Statutory Revision and
corrected by replacing "Department of Banking and Finance,"
with Department of Community Affairs."

IV.

v.

VI.

Staff analysis prepared by:
Staff Director's review:

William K. Callam c)_t½

William R. Kynoch

Copy to sponsors: _3...,/_2_0/_ _a_o__..�-------

;;g;.)t.JL

PCS for HB 201 and 216
by Committee on Community
Affairs and Rep. Jennings
and Mica
3/18/80

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
2
3

4

Section l.
created to read:
218.385

5

6

9
10
11

County, municipal, special district bonds;

sale.-(l)

s

Section 218.385, Florida Statutes, is

Definitions.--As used in this section, the follow

ing words and terms shall have the following meanings:
(a)

The word "bonds" as used in this section shall

include the following meanings as defined:
1.

"General obligation bands" which are obligations of

12

a unit secured by the full faith and credit and taxing power

13

of the governmental unit.

14
15

2.

"Revenue bonds" which are obligations of a unit to

pay the cost of a self-liquidating project or improvements

16

thereof or cOlllbination of one or more projects or improvements

17

thereof, and payable from the earnings of such project and

18

any other special funds authorized to be pledged as additional

19

security therefor.

20

21

3.

"Limited revenue bonds" which are obligations issued

by a unit to pay the cost of a project or improvement thereof,

PCS for HB 201 and 216
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or combination or one or more projects or improvements thereof,
2 and payable from funds, exclusive of ad valorem taxes, special
3 assessments, or earnings from such projects or improvements.
4

"Special Assessment Bonds" which are bonds author

4.

s ized and issued under Chapter l7 0, Florida Statutes.

6

(2)

All bonds sold by a unit of local government, as

7 defined in s.218.31(1), shall be sold at public sale by compe8 titive bids at such place or places as the governing body
9 shall determine to receive proposals for the purchase of such

10 bonds.

Notice of such sale shall be published one or more

11 times at least 10 days prior to the date of sale in one or
12 more newspapers or financial journals published within or

13 without the state, and shall contain such terms as the govern14 ing body shall deem advisable and proper under the circum15 stances.

However, if the governing body shall by resolution

16 at a public meeting determine that a negotiated sale of such
17 bonds is in the best interest of the issuer, the governing
18 body may negotiate for sale of such bonds.
19

Irt the resolution authorizing the negotiated sale,

(a)

20 the local governing body shall provide specific findings as
21 to the reasons requiring the negotiated sale, said reasons

22 shall include but not be limited to characteristics of the

23 bond issue and prevailing market conditions that necessitate a
24 negotiated sale.

25

(bl

A resolution, authorizing a negotiated bond sale may

26 be the same resolution as that authorizing the issuance of

27 such bonds.
28

(3)

All proposals for the purchase of any bonds offered

� by a unit of local government shall be opened in public.

Such

30 bonds when competitively bid shall be awarded by resolution to
31
-2-
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the lowest bidder consistent with the notice of sale.
{4)

2

No bid conforming to the notice of sale may be

3 rejected unless all bids are rejected.

If the bids rejected

4 are legally acceptable bids under the notice of sale, such
5 bonds may be sold thereafter at public sale by competitive
6

bids or by negotiated sale pursuant to this section.
{Sl

No bonds of a unit of local government shall be

8

issued unless the face or reverse thereof contains a statement,

9

executed either manually or by facsimile signature, of the

10

officer of the unit of local government charged with the

11

responsibility to issue bonds to the effect that issuance of

12

such bonds has been approved under the provisions of this

13

act.

14

approval of the issuance of such bonds and that the require-

15

ments of this act have been fully complied with.

Such statement shall be conclusive evidence as to

{6)
17

18

In the event the local governing body decides to

negotiate for a sale of bonds, the senior managing underwriter
or financial consultant or advisor, if applicable, shall

19

provide to the unit of local government, prior to the award

W

of bonds to the senior managing underwriter, a disclosure

21

statement containing the following information:
{a)

An itemized list setting forth the nature and esti-

23

mated amounts of expenses to be incurred by the managing under-

24

writers in connection with the issuance of such bonds.

Not-

25

withstanding the foregoing, any such list may include an item

�

for miscellaneous expenses, provided it includes only minor

27

items of expense which cannot be easily categorized elsewhere

�

in the statement.
(b) The_n�es, addr�s�es and estimat�d amounts of

30

compensation of any person who enters into an u�ders�andi�g

31
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with either the issuer or managing underwriters or both, for
2 any paid_or prOltlised compensation or valuable consideratio�,
3 directly or indirectly, expressly or implied, to act solely
4 as an intermediary between said issuer and managing under5

writers or exercises or attempts to exercise any influence to

6

effect any transaction in the purchase of said bonds.

7

(c)

8

realized.

9

(dl

10

11

The amount of underwriting spread expected to be
Any management fee charged by the managing under-

writers.
(e)

Any other fee,· bonus, and other compensation esti-

12 mated to be paid by the managing underwriters in connection
13 with the bond issue to any person not regularly employed or
14 retained by the managing underwriters.
15

16
17

(fl

The name and address of each underwriter connected

with the bond issue.
(g)

Any other disclosure which the local governing body

(h)

This subsection is not intended to restrict or

18 may require.
19

20 prohibit the employment of professional services relating to
21

22

local government bond issues.
(7)

Not later than 60 days following a negotiated bond

23 closing by a unit of local government, the senior managing
24

underwriter shall

25

disclosure statement which shall be available for public in

�

spection and shall contain all actual expenses and information

27

as required in s.218.385(6) (a), (b), (c), (dl, (el, (f), and (g).

28
�

30

Section 2.

provide the unit of local government a

Paragraph (bl (9) of subsection (l) of

s.112.3145 is created to read:
(9)

Any employee of a unit of local government which is

31
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authorized to issue general obligation or revenue bonds,
2 including special assessment bonds, the work of which employee
3 is directly connected with the sale or issuance of such bonds,
4 other than an employee whose �unction is only clerica� or
5

ministerial.
112.3155

8

Officers and employees of bond issuing

authorities.-(1)

9
10

Section 112.3155,F.S., is created to read:

Section 3.

6

No member, officer, or employee of the governing

board of a county, municipality, school district, or special

11 uistrict, while he is such a member, officer or employee and
12

for a period of 2 years following the date he leaves such

13

office or employment, shall, on behalf of any bond underwriter,

14

comxnercial bank, investment banker, or financial consultant,

15

appear before, solicit business from, or use his influence

16

with:

17
18
19

20
21

(a)

The agency of which he is or was a member, officer,

or employee;
(b)

Any agency having control over the agency of which

he is or was a member, officer, or employee; or
(c)

Any agency the governing board of which is appointed

22

in whole or in part, by the agency of which he is or was a

23

member, officer, or employee.

24

(2)

Any person who violates the provisions of subsection

25

(1) is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable

�

as provided in s.775.082, s.775.083, or s.775.084.

27

person is also subject to the penalties provided by s.112.317.

28
29
30

Section 4.

Such

Subsection (1) and (3) of section 218.38,

F. S., is amended to read:
218.38

Notice of bond issues required; verifi..cation.--

31
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(lll!.l.

Each unit of local government authorized by

2 general or special law to issue general obligation bonds or
3 revenue bonds, including special assessment bonds, shall
4 furn;i.sh the Division of Bond--Finance of the Department of
5

General Services a complete description of all outstanding

6

bonds and shall also provide the division with any notice of
sale or official statement for the purpose of offering bonds,

8

prior to sale, for inclusion ,into the bond newsletter.

Failure

9

to submit prior notice of a proposed new bond issue shall not

10 affect the validity of the bond issue 11

(b)

Not later than 90 days following a bond closing, a

12

unit of local government shall file a disclosure statement

13

with the Division of Bond Finance which shall be available

14

for public inspection, containing all fees paid by the unit

15

of local government with respect to the bond issue.

16
17

Said statement shall include:

1. Ibe name and address of any attorney or financial

18

consultant who advised the unit of local government with res-

19

pect to the bond issue i

20

2.

Amount of fees paid by the unit of local government

21

to any attorney or financial consultant with respect to the

22

bond issue;

23

24
25

�
27
28

29
30

3.

A copy of the senior managing underwriter's disclo-

4.

Any fee, bonus or conunission paid, in connection with

sure if required by 218.385(7).

the bond issue, by the financial consultant to any person not
regularly employed or retained by the consultant.

s.

In a competitive bid sale, the amount of underwriting

spread.

(3)

If a unit of local government fails to verify,

31
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pursuant to subsection (2), the information held by the dlvi2 sion, or fails to provide a complete description of all out3 standing bonds pursuant to subsection (1) (a) and the disclosure
4 required in subeection (l) {b), the division shall notify
5 the Legislative Auditing Committee of such failure to comply.
6 Following receipt of such notification of failure to comply
7 with these provisions, the Legislative Auditing Conunittee may:
8

(a)

In the case of a city or county, notify the Depart-

9 ment of Revenue and the Department of Banking and Finance that
Upon

10

the local unit of government has failed to comply.

11

notification, the Department of Banking and Finance shall

12

withhold any funds payable to such governmental entity until

13

the required information is received by the division.

14

(bl

In the case of a special district, notify the

15

Department of Community Affairs that the special district has

16

failed to comply.

17

Community Affairs shall proceed pursuant to ss.189.008 and

18
19

20

Upon notification, the Department of

189.009.
Section 5.

This act shall take effect October l, 1980.

21
22

23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31
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COMMITTEE ON COMMUNUY AFFAIRS
HOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
STAFF ANALYSIS
January 14, 1�80

e.__2.;..o;;..1;;._,__

Sponsor: Rep. Jennings

6 ___
Companion/Similar:_HB-�21___
Relating to: Bonds of units of
local government

Other Comnu.ttees of Re:erence:
l. None
2. ____________

-------------------------------------------------I.

Swnmary:

A.

Present Situation -- The governing bodies of counties
and municipalities under general home rule powers
[s.125.013(2) and s.166.121(2), F.S.) are currently
authorized to determine the terms (public or private
sale), manner of sale and the like, for the issuance of
most bonds. In addition, special districts may determine
bond sale terms in accordance with their enabling
legislation.

B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes -- This bill provides:
l.

� -- Requires public sale for general obligation
bonds issued by a unit of local government.

2.

Finders Fees -- Prohibits bond underwriters, commercial
banks, investment bankers or financial consultants
from giving bonuses, fees or gratuities to persons
not regularly employed, partner or officer of them.

3.

Employees --

4.

a.

Requir�s any member of a governing board and its
employees whose work is connected in any way
with the sale and issuance of such bonds, to
come under financial disclosure (s.112.3145).

b.

Specifies unit of local government· employees,
officers, and members involved in a bond issue
that will be subject to the Code of Ethics.

c.

Prohibits members, officers, or employees of
governing bodies from soliciting, influencing,
or appearing before such governing bodies on
behalf of bond underwriters, banks or financial
consultants: prohibition continues for two years
following termination from such office or em
ployment.

Disclosure - Requires the governing body of a unit
of local government to disclose information regarding
underwriters, consultants and their fees with the
Division of Bond Finance upon issuance of said bonds.
In the event of non-compliance by a city or county,
funds payable to such governmental entity by the
Department of Banking and Finance shall be wit.�held.
In the case of special district non-compliance, the

Staff Report - HB 201
Page Two
January 14, 1980
Department of Banking and Finance shall initiate
court action pursuant to s&.189.008 and 189.009, F.S.
II.

Private Secto� /State/Local Fiscal Impact:
A.

B.

Private Sector -l.

Direct Private Costs -- The bill would prohibit
independent "bond finders" from being used to
solicit business for underwriters.

2.

Effect on Competition -- This bill would increase
competition for underwriting of general obligation
bonds because of the competitive bidding requirement.

State Agencies -1.

C.

III.·

The proposed legislation would require fol:1!1S to be
promulgated by the Division of Bond Finance and
for the division to establish and maintain. files
of the disclosure forms. The Division has esti
mated these functions will cost approximately
$25,000 over a three year period.

Local Governments -l.

Some costs would be incurred by local governments
in terms of filing and completing of fo:rms. The
expenditure of these funds would be incidental to
the main purpose of the law.

2.

If the unit of local government fails to
provide the required disclosure, the Legislative
Auditing Committee may notify the Department of
Banking and Finance which then shall withhold any
funds payable to the local goverriiiient until the
information is received.

Commen ts:
Conclusions drawn from municipal bond literature, including
that referenced in the Community Affairs' staff report of
November 26, 1979, on municipal bonds, are that in many and
perhaps most sales of bond issues, public interest is best
protected from potential ab uses by an open, competitive bidding
process which tends to eliminate potential favoritism and
collusion.
This bill is intended to address some of the alleged abuses
in the sale of municipal bonds recently brought to focus by
news publications within th e state.
It should be noted that general obligation bonds comprise
approximately 20% of local government bonds issued in this
state, while revenue bonds comprise 80% of the bond sales.
Currently in Florida there are few activities of finders
that are regulated by the Securities and Exchange Coxmnission
or by state law, and disclosure of finder fees �nd_�9��sa
tion is not required for public information. This bill
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rv.

v.

VI.

VI:I.

intends to eliminate finders fees and to disclose to the
Division of Bond Finance all fees paid by the underwriter in
connection with the bond issue.

Amendments:

Propose amendment to s.2l8.38(3)b replacing noepartment
of Banking and Finance" with "Department of Community Affairs"
to correct Statutory Revision Editor's note. Staff has
discussed this Editor's Note with Statutory Revision and it
has been agreed that the correct language is "Department
of Community Affairs."
Analysis prepared by:

Bill Call am (1:.

Staff Director's review:

Copy to Sponsor:

I

/

William R. Kynoch1JJ,)C/
1/23/80

Prepare<! l /1.4 / 80
by t.he CommH.t:ee on
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUS� OF REPREStNTATIVES
1980

E'ISCA!. NOTE
ST.ATE

&

HB201
Bill Number
A.s

LOCAL GOVE;lliM.E:NT IMPACT

In compliance with Rule 7 .16, ther� is hereby ·submitted a e"iscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, expenditures, or fiscal
li�bility of the State, and of t.ocal Governm�ents as a whole.

----------------------------------·----------------------------------------------!.

OESCRI?TION OF BILL
A. Fund or Tax Aifected
General Revenue Fund
B. Princieal Agency Affected
Division of Bond F inance·

C.

D.

n.

Soonsor' s Statement o f Purpose

--to establish guidelines for the
sale of municipal bonds. The sponsor has also provided guidelines
pertaining to disclosure of fees.

Narrative SUU1111ary -- requires General Obligation bonds to be sold at
public sale.Requires information on all municipal bond issues to be
filed for public inspection. Prohibits members, officers, or employees
of governing bodies from soliciting, influencing, or appearing before
such bodies on behalf of bond underwriters, banks, or financial
cXnnsuJtants �,,.obibitcz the 17C!e of ,F�l;P.,.S
E'IS!. IMPACT ON T.ATE AGENCIES STATEtU OS
A. Non-Mecurrinq or First Year Start-uo Effects
Division of Bond Finance-- $25,000 for a three year period.
B.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
Undetermined

C.

t.onq Run Effects other than Normal Growth
None

o.

Aoorooriations Conseauences/Source of Funds
General Revenue Funds

!II.

FISCAL L�PACT ON LOcXL GOVEAfJME:NTS AS A WHOLE
A. Non-Recurring or first Year Start-uo Effects
Indeterminable

a.·
C.

Recurring or Annualized Continuation Effects
Indeterminable. However, expenditures required for filling out of :orms
and filing of same would be incidental to the �in purpose of the law.
toner Run E:ffec-ts other than Normal Growth

None
! V.

